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STELLINGEN
1.

Als gevolg van het toepassen van brede lagedruk banden neemt de
berijdingsintensiteit toe. Het nadelige effect van berijden op de fysieke
bodemgesteldheid, gemeten in het spoor waar dit effect maximaal is,
neemt daarbij af.
Dit proefschrift.

2.

Een nauwkeurig en handzaam instrument voor het bepalen van de
vochttoestand van de bouwvoor is een onmisbaar hulpmiddel bij het
kiezen van het juiste bewerkings-tijdstip en/of het voorspellen van de
effecten van berijding.
Dit proefschrift.

3.

Voor het bepalen van hetoptimale bewerkingsfijdstip ishetteverwachten
effect van berijding op de fysieke bodemgesteldheid het belangrijkste
criterium.
Dit proefschrift.

4.

Bij het onderzoek van het verdichtingsproces van landbouwgrond door
berijding bevindt de kennis van de bodemvervorming zich nog in een
begin stadium.
Dit proefschrift.

5.

Bijverdichting vangestructureerde gronden alsgevolg vanberijding ishet
verband tussen het poriënvolume en de fysieke bodemgesteldheid niet
eenduidig.
Dit proefschrift.

6.

Dit onderzoek heeft (opnieuw) aangetoond dat onze banden met Moeder
Aarde niet van dien aard zijn dat wij ongelimiteerd druk op haar kunnen
uitoefenen.
H.J. van Dijk.

7.

De tijd- en plaatsafhankelijke variabiliteit van de fysieke gesteldheid van
debouwvoor opperceelsniveau wordtvooralbepaald doordeeffecten van
berijding.

8.

Een auto werkt op zijn bestuurder als een morele kooi van Faraday.

9.

Het denkbeeldige weerstandspunt van een ploeg met lange risters ligt
dichter bij het geploegde dan in het algemeen wordt aangenomen.

10.

Het feit dat jagers en vissers niet op gelijke voet bejegend worden komt
vooral door het verschil in sociale status tussen beide groepen.

11.

Begripsvernauwing omvat al datgene dat te maken heeft met
geestverarming na kennisverrijking. Aan begripsvemauwing ontsnappen
alleen onderzoekers met hobby's.
W.Karsijns.

12.

De natuurlijke vruchtbaarheid, de geringe onkruiddruk en de goede
vochthuishouding van de Nederlandse zavel- en kleigronden vormen een
belangrijke basis voor duurzame landbouwsystemen.

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift "Prediction of the immediate effect of
traffic on field soil qualities" van P. Lerink. Wageningen, 29 juni 1994.
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Abstract

Lerink, P. (1994)
Prediction of the immediate effect oftraffic on field soil qualities. Ph.D. thesis, Department
of Soil Tillage, Wageningen Agricultural University, The Netherlands, pp. 127, 22 figs, 16
tables, 129 refs, Dutch summary.

Field traffic by heavy machinery and transport vehicles isan integral part of modern arable
crop production systems. The greater part of the field area is trafficked once or several
times per year during the successive field operations. The traffic induced effect on the soil
physical condition isoften considered detrimental andmust beminimized withinthe margins
of practical and economical feasibility. The object ofthis study isto establish astrategy for
prediction of the effects of traffic to be used on a farm scale.
The prediction method is based on adrastic limitation ofthe domain of prediction: a single
field, two traffic systems, andtwotypes offield operations. The effect ofcompaction byfield
traffic is expressed by so called soil qualities, i.e. soil physical properties which contain
relevant information for the soil user. The soil condition atthe time acertain field operation
is performed is described byasingle soil characteristic only: the gravimetric water content.
Field traffic is characterized by the type of field operation and the type of traffic system.
These characteristics are further described in terms of the tyre inflation pressure, the
wheelload and the number of wheelings. The prediction functions, relating soil and traffic
characteristics to the expected effect on soil qualities are established by means of a
comparative method, and based on laboratory measurements onfield compacted soil. The
prediction functions are presented by means of extended M-P-V diagrams.
Inthe discussion ofthe experimental results, the significance of supplementary laboratory
compaction methods are mentioned. Moreover, the extension ofthe prediction functions to
situations beyond the domain considered in this study is briefly explored.

Additional keywords: soil compaction, field soil characteristics, traffic characteristics,
prediction, physical soil properties.

Copyright P. Lerink, 1994.
No part of this book (with the exception of the abstract on this page, and the appendices)
may be reproduced or published in any form and by any means without permission from
the author or the Department of Soil Tillage of the Wageningen Agricultural University.
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INTRODUCTION

The soil physical condition is only one of many factors determining the quality of
agricultural field soils for crop production purposes. The physical condition of a
field soil is not a constant, but changes continuously owing to man-induced and
natural processes. In modern countries, the field activities by man are fully
mechanized. In the Netherlands, scientific research on various aspects of soilmachine systems was started in 1959 by Emeritus Professor H. Kuipers at the
Tillage Laboratory of the Wageningen Agricultural University.
Current knowledge of the mechanics of agricultural soil-machine interactions is
systematically ordered by Kooien and Kuipers in their textbook "Agricultural Soil
Mechanics" (1983).Soil-machine interactions arecommonly divided into loosening
processes and load bearing processes. Loosening processes arethe result of soil
engaging tillage tools, such as plough bodies, tines and discs. Koolen's
dissertation "Soil Loosening Processes in Tillage; Analysis, Systematics and
Prediction" (1977) reflects the comparatively high level of knowledge on soil
loosening processes.
Load bearing processes are the result of surface applied loads by field traffic and
certain tillage implements, suchasrollers andpackers. Acomprehensive inventory
of knowledge onthe mechanics ofload bearing processes was presented byTijink
in his dissertation entitled "Load Bearing Processes in Agricultural Wheel Soil
Systems" (1988).
Knowledge on wheel-soil systems has resulted in a great number of prediction
models. These models serve many purposes, such as to enhance the
understanding of the principles governing wheel-soil interaction for scientific,
advisory and educational purposes, to aid the design of agricultural tyres and
machinery and to serve government policy. The object of this study isto establish
a strategy for prediction on a farm scale.
Soil processes induced by field traffic are commonly denoted by the generic term
"compaction". Owing to compaction, the soil physical condition changes in a
manner often considered asundesirable. The physical condition ofcompacted soil
can bedescribed byawide variety ofsoil physical properties. Inprediction models
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presented thus far, the effect of compaction on the soil physical condition is
commonly expressed in terms of packing state properties, such as the dry bulk
density and the pore space. Inthis study, information on the effect of compaction
on these rather abstract quantities is extended with information on soil physical
properties which describe the physical quality of a field soil as a growing and
working medium. These soil properties are further denoted as "soil qualities".
Examples of soil qualities are water and air conductivities, water retention
characteristics and the penetration strength.
Onthe longer term, the effects of field traffic on the soil condition are impaired by
the effects of natural soil processes. The study presented here only deals with the
effects which arefully attributed tofield traffic. These effects are referred toas the
"immediate effects" of field traffic.
The world-wide concern about the adverse effects of field traffic, which are
believed tocause apersistent degradation ofthesoil physical quality, has resulted
in research on alternative traffic systems. A recent development are agricultural
tyres featuring relatively low tyre toground contact pressures. Inthe Netherlands,
a multi-disciplinary research project was organized by the Institute of Agricultural
Engineering (IMAG), in cooperation with the Wageningen Agricultural University
(WAU), the Research Station for Arable Farming and Field Production of
Vegetables (PAGV), the former Institute for Soil Fertility (IB) and the Winand
Staring Centre for Integrated Land, Soil and Water Research (SC). The object of
this research group was to investigate "The Perspectives of Reducing Soil
Compaction by using a Low Ground Pressure Farming System". The research
project was supported by the Directorate General forAgriculture of the European
Community1. In 1984, a large scale field experiment was started on the IMAG
experimental station "Oostwaardhoeve". Theexperiment ended in1989.The study
presented here was conducted within the framework established by this research
project.
Research on various aspects oftraffic-soil interaction has resulted in a number of
publications in which the author of this thesis participated. Copies of these
publications are inserted as appendices to this thesis. This thesis covers the
contents of the distinct research projects and reflects their mutual coherence.

Community Programme for the Coordination of Agricultural Research,
Programme Land and Water Use Management, Research Contract N° 5910.
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SYNOPSIS

The development ofaprediction method which isapplicable onafarmscale raises
a specific problem, being the scarcity of information on factors which control the
effect of compaction. In chapter 3 "Introduction to the systematics of field traffic
and the field soil condition" it is discussed how this problem can be overcome.
An arable field istrafficked several times per year. The occurrence of field traffic,
the machinery that is involved and the factors which control the effect on the soil
condition are dealt with in chapter 4, entitled: "Systematics of field traffic".
The effect of a specific traffic event on the soil condition depends on the soil
condition at the time of traffic. Soil factors which control the traffic-induced effect
on the soil condition, as well as their seasonal and inter-seasonal fluctuation are
discussed in chapter 5, entitled: "Systematics of the field soil condition".
In order to develop a prediction method, three questions have to be answered:
"What should be predicted"; "From what should be predicted" and; "How should
be predicted". These questions are dealt with in chapter 6, entitled: "The method
of prediction".
In chapter 7, the experiments are described to collect data required to transform
a general prediction function into specific prediction functions and to verify the
assumptions that underlie the prediction method. Chapter 7isentitled: "Prediction
functions based on observations on traffic compacted soil".
In chapter 8, entitled: "Laboratory simulation of the effects of compaction by field
traffic", alaboratory method isdiscussed which aims tosimulate theeffects offield
traffic on the soil condition and serves to support the analysis of the field
experiments.
The prediction functions developed in Chapter 7only apply toa limited domain. In
chapter 9, entitled "The extensibility ofthe prediction method", it isdiscussed how
the domain of prediction can be extended to situations for which the prediction
functions are not explicitly defined.
Chapter 10 "Conclusion" includes a critical contemplation of the merits of the
prediction method.
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INTRODUCTION TOTHE SYSTEMATICS OFFIELDTRAFFIC AND THE
FIELD SOIL CONDITION

Compaction by field traffic is defined as the soil process induced by the load
applied by running gear. The effect of compaction is a modified soil state in the
zone of interference. Factors which control the effect of compaction are called
process characteristics. These process characteristics refer to the initial soil state
and to field traffic. Traffic-induced compaction is presented schematically in Fig.
1.

Traffic
characteristics

+
Characteristics
of the initial
soil state

Traffic-Induced
compaction

Final
soil state

Fig. 1. Schematics! presentation of traffic-induced compaction.
The effect of compaction, asa function of pertinent soil and traffic characteristics,
can be expressed by the following equation:
Y = F(x1t x2,

,xn)

[1]

with:
Y = the effect of compaction
X;=traffic and soil characteristics
F = function relating Y toX;
The reconnoitring phase of Agricultural Soil Mechanics revealed a large number
of traffic and soil characteristics (X;) pertinent in determining the effect of
compaction. Inthedescriptive phase,several relationships and more sophisticated
models (F) were established relating traffic and soil characteristics tothe effect of
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compaction. The effect ofcompaction (Y) iscommonly defined interms of packing
state properties, such as the dry bulk density. The intellectual framework was
based on deterministic concepts. The application of this field of knowledge for
prediction on a routine base raises as a specific problem the large number of
traffic and soil characteristics involved and the scarcity of easily accessible
information on traffic and soil characteristics.
A key to unlock relevant information on traffic and soil characteristics isasystemapproach to field traffic in agricultural practice. The significance of the systemapproach is based on the order that underlies field traffic and the soil state during
field traffic. Owing to this order, factors which control compaction are to a great
extent system-defined. The system-approach drastically reduces the number and
the variability of the process characteristics involved.
The global traffic-soil system is governed by three sets of variables, which refer
to management, environment and soil, respectively. Factors related to
management comprise amongst others the crop rotation, the cultivation system,
the level of mechanization and the skill of the farm manager. Important
environmental factors aretheclimate, the position onthe landscape and the depth
of the water table. Soil texture and structure are important soil factors.
On the next hierarchical level, the factors mentioned above are more or less
intrinsic tothetraffic-soil system. Asub-system within the global traffic-soil system
which satisfies this condition isasingle field, asamanagement unit,a geometrical
unit within a given environment, and a soil unit with limited textural and structural
variation.
In chapter 4 and 5, the systematics of field traffic and the field soil condition are
analyzed within the homogeneous setting of factors related to management,
environment and soil of a single field. In addition, system-defined soil and traffic
characteristics will be identified.

15

SYSTEMATICS OF FIELD TRAFFIC

4.1 Preliminary remarks
Prior, during and after the growing season avariety offield activities iscarried out
on an arable field in behalf of soil and crop management. The following activities
can be distinghuised:
amelioration of the soil physical condition, including amelioration of the
arable layer (primary tillage), seedbed and plantbed preparation
(secondary tillage), and post harvest tillage (tertiary tillage);
amelioration of the soil fertility, including fertilizing and manuring;
sowing or planting;
crop nursery, such as weed control, pest control and ridging of potato
beds;
harvesting, including transport;
crop residue treatments, such as straw chopping and bailing.
On modern farms, in countries with a high standard of living, these field activities
are fully mechanized. Mechanized field practices which comprise one or a
combination ofthese elemental activities arefurther referred toasfield operations.
Apart from the harvest, most field operations involve asingle pass of atractor with
a mounted implement. In some occasions, tractor and implement form an
integrated unit such as a combine harvester for cereal crops.
The analysis of the systematics of field traffic encompasses four items: the
occurrence, the time and spatial aspects of field traffic and traffic characteristics.
The occurrence offield traffic (§4.2) refers to the distinct field operations that are
carried out on a field, including the type of machinery that is used. Some parts of
a field are not trafficked at all,while other parts receive agreat number of passes.
The spatial distribution of field traffic is discussed in § 4.3. Factors which
determine the planning of field operations are important with respect to the soil
condition at the time of traffic, and will be dealt with in § 4.4. In §4.5 an analysis
isgiven oftraffic factors which are pertinent indetermining the effect offield traffic
on the soil condition.
Despite a great degree of standardization, traffic systems differ from place to
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place, on a national, regional and even local scale. Some factors which are
responsible for this are: tradition, level of mechanization, farm size, soil type, type
of crop rotation and climatical factors. Inthis study, the systematics of field traffic
explicitly refers to the traffic system that was applied on the HGP/LGPexperimental field. This traffic system objects to be representative for the situation
on 60 ha arable farms on medium textured soils in the Netherlands.
An important source ofinformation fortheanalysis ofthesystematics offield traffic
were the state-of-the-art reports and reviews by Barnes et al. (1971), Chancellor
(1976), Soane et al. (1981a; 1981b; 1982), Taylor and Gill (1984), Soane (1985)
and Hâkansson et al. (1988).
4.2 The occurrence of field traffic
During ayear, anumber of field operations are performed before, during and after
a growing season. The type of machinery that is involved, given a certain
assortment of agricultural machinery or "level of mechanization", and given a
certain farming system mainly depends on the soil type and the type of crop. The
size ofthe machinery, i.e.theworking width ofimplements, the maximum pay load
of trailers and the engine power oftractors, is mainly determined bythe farm size.
The respective field operations that are performed on a given field, including the
type of machinery that is used, can be listed as a field operation record. The
sequence offield operations corresponds with the cyclic nature of a crop rotation.
Afield operation record isthus determined by the soil type, the farm size,the crop
rotation, the farming system and the level of mechanization. Apart from the soil
type these factors are to a more or lesser extent variable in time. After decades
of increasing tractor engine power, increasing working width of implements and
increasing capacity of trailers, current developments are primarily meant to
increase the effectiveness of a field operation and to facilitate the operation of
tractors and implements.
Table 1presents alist offield operations, including the machinery that isinvolved,
which are carried out on the HGP/LGP experimental field. The crop rotation
consists ofware potatoes, winter wheat, sugarbeet and onions. The management
of the experimental field, in terms of the type of crop rotation, the farming system,
the type of machinery and operational characteristics (such asthe working depth
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Table 1.Record of field operations on the experimental "HGP/LGP"field.
Field operation

Machinery

a) Potatoes
fertilizing
secondary tillage
planting
crop nursery:
ridging
spraying (herbicides)
spraying (fungicides) 10x
spraying (insecticides)
harvest:
chemical leaf killing
defoliation, digging and
loading
transport
tertiary tillage
primary tillage

tractor/fertilizer spreader
tractor/rotary cultivator
tractor/potato planter
tractor/inter row cultivator
tractor/sprayer

tractor/sprayer
tractor/haulm topper/potato digger
tractor/potato loader
tractor/trailer
tractor/tine cultivator
tractor/rotary digger(/rotary
cultivator/sowing machine)

b) Winter wheat
secondary tillage/sowing
fertilizing 2x
grass undersowing
crop nursery:
spraying (herbicides)
spraying (fungicides)
harvest
spraying (herbicides)
fertilizing
primary tillage

(tractor/rotary digger/)rotary
cultivator/sowing machine
tractor/fertilizer spreader
tractor/sowing machine
tractor/sprayer
tractor/sprayer
combine harvester/straw chopper
tractor/sprayer
tractor/fertilizer spreader
tractor/reversible plough

c) Sugarbeet
fertilizing
secondary tillage
sowing
crop nursery:
spraying (herbicides) 2x
mechanical weeding
harvest:
defoliation and digging
loading
transport
tertiary tillage
primary tillage

tractor/fertilizer spreader
tractor/reciprocating harrow
tractor/precision sowing machine
tractor/sprayer
tractor/hoe
tractor/leaf chopper/sugarbeet
digger
tractor/sugarbeet loader
tractor/trauer
tractor/tine cultivator
tractor/reversible plough

d) Onions
fertilizing
secondary tillage
sowing
crop nursery:
spraying (herbicides) 2x
spraying (fungicides) 6x
mechanical weeding
harvest:
defoliation/digging
loading
transport
manuring
tertiary tillage
primary tillage

tractor/fertilizer spreader
tractor/reciprocating harrow
tractor/precision sowing machine
tractor/sprayer
tractor/sprayer
tractor/hoe
tractor/adapted potato digger
tractor/adapted potato loader
tractor/trailer
tractor/slurry tank
tractor/tine cultivator
tractor/reversible plough
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and the working speed), is typical for 60-ha crop farms in the Netherlands on
medium textured soils.

4.3 Spatial aspects of field traffic
The regular features of the spatial distribution of field traffic are referred to as
traffic patterns (Soane, 1985). A traffic pattern divides afield into three areas: two
so called head lands of approximately 10 m width, which are positioned on the
shortest sides of a rectangular field, and an area in between the head lands. The
head lands are intensively trafficked for turning and transport purposes. The
adverse effects of traffic on the head lands on the crop development are often
visual. The traffic pattern onthe area in between the head lands normally consists
of parallel tracks. The position ofthese tracks follows fromthewheel spacings and
theeffective working width.The tyrewidth determines thewidth ofthetracks. Field
traffic during sowing, crop nursery and the harvest of row crops is restricted to
certain inter-row areas. The positions of the traffic patterns of field operations
before and after the growing season are mutually independent. Despite this
Lumkes (1984) found that alarge number ofthewheel passes aresuper-imposed.
Alternative traffic systems, designed to reduce the total field area covered with
tracks, are the controlled traffic system and the zero-traffic system. According to
the controlled traffic system, the traffic patterns of distinct field operations are
synchronized. Inthe Netherlands, theperspectives ofreducing theadverse effects
of traffic-induced compaction by applying a controlled traffic system were studied
by the "The Westmaas Research Group on Alternative Tillage Systems" (Boone,
ed., 1984).
A zero-traffic system divides a field into production zones and permanent traffic
lanes. Intensive experimentation was carried out onzero-traffic systems inthe US
(the former NTLM), Israel, Japan, the Netherlands (IMAG/PAGV), Germany and
the UK (NIAE), using wide frame gantries and conventional agricultural machinery
with extended wheel spacings. Reviews on zero-traffic systems are given by
Taylor (1981) and Cooper et al. (1983). From a scientific point of view these
experiments are of great importance as they provide a reference level for the
quantification of the traffic induced effects on the soil condition and the crop
production potential. So far, controlled traffic and zero traffic systems have not
found acceptance in agricultural practice.
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Table 2. Traffic intensity [-]ofthedistinct fieldoperations oftheHGPand LGP
traffic systems.
Field operations

Traffic system
HGP

LGP

0.08
0.31
0.16

0.11
0.43
0.23

0.16
0.02

0.23
0.03

0.02
0.32
0.44
0.55
0.31
0.31

0.03
0.47
0.55
0.68
0.43
0.43

a) Potatoes
fertilizing
secondary tillage
planting
crop nursery:
ridging
spraying (12x)
harvest:
chemical leaf killing
defoliation and digging
loading
transport
tertiary tillage
primary tillage
b) Winter wheat
secondary tillage/sowing'1
fertilizing 2x
grass undersowing
crop nursery:
spraying (2x)
harvest
spraying (herbicides)
fertilizing
primary tillage
"> secondary tillage and sowing were

0.08
0.16

0.11
0.23

0.02
0.17
0.02
0 08
0.63

0.03
0.23
0.03
0.11
0.78

combined with p

c) Sugarbeet
fertilizing
secondary tillage
sowing
crop nursery:
spraying (2x)
mechanical weeding
harvest:
defoliation and digging
loading
transport
tertiary tillage
primary tillage

0.08
0.24
0.08

0.11
0.33
0.12

0.02
0.08

0.03
0.12

0.16
0.16
0.28
0.31
0.63

0.23
0.23
0.34
0.43
0.78

0.08
0.24
0.11

0.11
0.33
0.16

0.02
0.08

0.03
0.12

0.32
0.44
0.55
0.12
0.31
0.63

0.47
0.55
0.68
0.12
0.43
0.78

d) Onions
fertilizing
secondary tillage
sowing
crop nursery:
spraying (8x)
mechanical weeding
harvest:
defoliation and digging
loading
transport
manuring
tertiary tillage
primary tillage
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A quantitative expression of the traffic pattern is the proportion of field area
covered withwheel tracks. This characteristic ofatraffic system iscalled the traffic
intensity. Observations on the traffic intensity are reported by Arndt and Rose
(1966), Eriksson etal. (1974),Voorhees (1977), Lumkes (1984) andVan deZande
(1991) and involved a variety of crops, cultivation systems and mechanization
levels. Important conclusions werethatthetraffic intensity decreases at increasing
size of farm machinery (working width and engine power) and that the traffic
intensity of seed crops is low compared to root crops. The traffic intensities of the
distinct field operations carried out on the HGP/LGP experimental field are given
in Table 2 (data: Klooster, IMAG). The traffic intensities were calculated as the
width of the widest tyre following a track divided by half the working width (small
implement wheels were omitted).
From Table 2 the following general conclusions can be drawn:
1.
The traffic intensity of primary tillage, secondary tillage and the harvest of
rootcrops is relatively high.
2.
The intensity of field traffic for seed crops is relatively low.
3.
Using wider tyres (LGP-traffic system) considerably increases the traffic
intensity.

4.4 Time aspects of field traffic
For each crop a time table can be established, to schedule the distinct field
operations that are involved. A time table thus consists of a sequence of timeintervals which indicate the timing of the distinct field operations for optimal crop
production potentials under normal weather conditions. The setting of the distinct
time-intervals primarily depends on the type of crop, the soil type, the climate and
the growing stage. As far as the soil type is concerned, distinction is made
between autumn-ploughed soils and soils which are ploughed in spring.
Uncritically, soils with a clay content higher than 20% are classified as autumnploughed soils in the Netherlands (pers. comm. Van Ouwerkerk, 1990). The
HGP/LGP experimental field is autumn-ploughed.
The time tables of the main field operations of the crops grown on the HGP/LGP
experimental field are presented in Table 3.
The timing of a particular field operation by the farmer is,apart from the available
time, based onthe soil condition, theweather forecast and the datewith reference
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to the corresponding time-interval. The actual timing of a field operation
determines the timeliness of a field operation.
In this context, the timing of field operations is of interest in relation to the
corresponding soil condition. The importance of the soil condition in determining
the timing of a field operation on a particular field depends on the type of field
operation. Each field operation comprises a unique set of distinct soil-machine
interactions. To this respect, distinction can be made between soil-wheel
interaction and the interaction between the soil and the soil working implements.
Soil working implements comprise implements that are explicitly designed for soil
tillage, such as a plough and a tine cultivator, as well as soil working tools of
equipment that implicitly involve some soilworking, such assowing coulters, discs
of planting machines and the shares and sieve belts of harvest machinery for root
crops.
Table 3. Optimal time intervals for some field operations in the Northern regions
of the Netherlands (data: Klooster, IMAG).
Field operation

Crop
Potatoes

secondary tillage
sowing/planting
harvest
tertiary tillage
primary tillage

4 - 2/3-)
4-2/3
9-3/4
9-3/4
10-2

Winterwheat

Sugarbeet

Onions

10-2
10-2
9- 1

4- 1
4- 1
10-3/4
10-3/4
11 - 2

3-4
3-4
9-3
9-3
10-2

10-3

*' month - week

In order to qualify the suitability of the field soil condition for afield operation, the
terms "trafficability" and "workability" areused,which refertosoil-wheel interaction
and the interaction of soil and soil working implements, respectively. Here,
trafficability refers to soil factors which determine the mobility of a vehicle. The
term workability is used to qualify the suitability of the soil for soil working.
Intemperate regions, problems concerning thetrafficability canoccurwhen thesoil
strength does not permit high tractive forces, as in the case of ploughing and the
harvest of root crops and maize under extremely wet soil conditions.
The timing of field operations which do not involve soil working, such as spraying
operations and the harvest of seed crops, is virtually independent of the soil
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condition in the corresponding time-interval as long as the field soil is trafficable.
The timing of soil tillage operations, i.e. field operations that are explicitly meant
for soilworking, such as ploughing, seedbed preparation and the ridging of potato
beds, is mainly based on the soil workability. At seedbed preparation and the
ridging of potato beds, the soil workability refers to the ability of the more or less
cohering topsoil layer to break into small structural elements, without smearing
during the breaking process and the subsequent re-arrangement. The soil
workability at ploughing refers to the ability of cohering soil to break into coarse
fragments.
The timing of field operations which implicitly involve some soil working, such as
sowing or planting and the harvest of root crops also depends on the soil
condition, since the soil-tool interaction affects the quality of the work. Problems
associated with soil-tool interaction are excessive sticking of soil on the sowing
coulters and limited sievability under extremely wet soil conditions.
As will be detailed in § 5.4, the variability of the soil condition of a given field
during the time-interval a certain field operation is preferably performed is
governed bythe soilwater status. The range ofsoilwater contents atwhich a field
operation can be performed with a satisfying result depends on the type of field
operation. Of the soil tillage operations, the range of soil water contents at which
seedbed preparation can be carried out is relatively small as compared to the
range of water contents atwhich the soil can be ploughed. In practical situations,
ploughing is carried out as long as the field soil is trafficable. Field operations
which implicitly involve soil working are carried out at a wide range of soil water
contents ascompared toseedbed preparation. Thetiming offieldoperations which
do not involve soil working is less dependent of the soil water content as long as
the soil is trafficable.
The range of water contents at which a field operation can be performed on a
particular field may vary from year to year due to variation of the soil structure.
The range of soil water contents at which the respective field operations can be
carried out, including the frequency of occurrence determines the number of
workable days for the respective field operations and indicate the suitability of a
field for soil management.
The opinion ofthe farmer onthe suitability ofthe field soil condition for a particular
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field operation is based on visual inspection and on touch. His reference system
is experience. The effectiveness of this prediction method is based on the fact
that, if a farmer decides to start a field operation, he can immediately verify the
consequences. (Despite this, it is common experience that once a farmer starts
a field operation hewill only stop when the continuation istechnically impossible.
This may be associated to the farmers wish, and in some occasions, the need to
treat a field as awhole at once). The scientific interest on soil-related aspects of
the workability concerns among others the explanation of the soil physical
phenomena governing workability (Kooien etal., 1987),thesoil hydraulica! factors
governing workability (Van Wijk, 1987) and soil management factors affecting the
number of workable days (Spoor and Godwin, 1984).
So far, machine-soil related aspects of the timing of field operations were
discussed without considering the effects of the wheelings on the resulting soil
condition. Although farmers are aware ofthe adverse effects of field traffic at wet
soil conditions, they generally do not base the timing of field operations on
limitation of these adverse effects. An exception to this rule is the timing of field
operations that can be carried out on a frozen soil surface. For instance in the
Netherlands, the spreading of fertilizer and the spreading of lime and manure at
the end of the winter (February, March) are preferably performed on frozen
ground.
In the absence of more detailed information, farmers base their opinion on the
effects of field traffic on the soil condition on the rut depth, being the single
available immediate indicator ofthe effect offield traffic. With the object to limit the
adverse effects of field traffic by limiting the rut depth (and also to preserve field
surface levelness), cage wheels or dual wheels are mounted on tractors with
standard tyre equipment.
In Fig. 2 the actual timing of the main field operations on the HGP/LGP
experimental field areschematically presented with reference tothe optimum time
intervals. From Fig. 2 it follows that:
1.
The time intervals for seedbed preparation, sowing/planting of potatoes,
sugarbeet and onions partly overlap and span approximately four weeks.
2.
The actual timing of seedbed preparation, sowing/planting varied little
between years.
3.
The actual timing of seedbed preparation, sowing/planting exceeded the
optimal time intervals with approximately 2 weeks.
4.
The yearly timing of the harvest of root crops, as well as tertiary and
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primary tillage varied considerably.
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F/g. 2. 77?eacft/a/ f/m//7G/ ofimportant field operations onthe HGP/LGP
experimental field. Bars indicate optimal time intervals (a:potatoes; b:
winterwheat; c:sugarbeet; d: onions; 1:sec. tillage; 2:sowing/planting;3:
harvest; 4:tert. tillage; 5:primary tillage).

The complexity ofthe management ofthe experimental field entails that the actual
timing of field operations is based onorganizational factors rather than on the
suitability ofthe field soil. Asaresult, the yearly variation ofthe soil condition at
the time acertain field operation isperformed may be greater than inagricultural
practice.

4.5. Factors determining the compaction capability offield traffic
4.5.1 Preliminary remarks
During the passage ofavehicle involved inafield operation load, and traction and
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steering forces are transferred to the soil by pneumatic rubber tyres. In some
countries, e.g. Russia and Italy, tracked vehicles are widely used. Occasionally,
cage wheels are used in addition to tractor rear tyres. A detailed description of
agricultural tyres,including tyreconstruction, sizespecifications andtreadpatterns,
is given by Kooien and Kuipers (1983) and Tijink (1988).
Agricultural tyres are divided into driven and undriven tractor tyres and
implement/trailer tyres. Important tyre properties are: maximum allowable wheel
load, tyre size, inflation pressure, maximum travel speed and carcass strength.
The mutual correlation between these properties is given in Table 4.
Table 4. Mutual correlation between tyre properties.
wl
max. wheelload
tyre size
inflation pressure
max. travel speed
carcass strength

+
+

+

ts

ip

trs

cs

+

+

_

+

-

+
+

-

+
+

+

+
+

"

For agiven tyre (tyre size and carcass strength), the maximum wheelload and the
maximum travel speed at varying tyre inflation pressure are specified by the tyre
manufacturer.
Until recently, the choice of a tyre was predominantly based on its performance
regarding load carrying, traction and steering. The growing concern about the
adverse effects of field traffic on the soil condition emphasized the importance of
tyre properties which are related to the effect on the soil condition.
Agricultural tyres transfer forces via the momentaneous tyre-soil contact surface
to the soil mass. The tyre-soil interference can be uniquely described in terms of
contact surface properties, including the dimensions and the stress state, the
loading time and the number of load repetitions. Any factor affecting these
properties also affects the stress regime in the soil mass and thus affects the
compaction process to a more or lesser extent. Traffic factors which are pertinent
indetermining the nature ofthe contact surface and consequently the compaction
process are further referred to as field traffic characteristics.
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4.5.2 Traffic characteristics
Literature on soil-wheel systems reveals a great number of studies on the effect
of distinct traffic characteristics on different aspects of the compaction process.
Various methods of testing are applied, such asscale model testing, single wheel
testing and full scale testing, using driven or undriven rigid wheels or commercial
tyres. The tests areconducted on prepared soils inthe laboratory orinoutdoor soil
bins, and infield situations resembling agricultural practice. The effects onthe soil
condition are measured directly, by observing the effects on relevant soil
properties, or indirectly by stress measurements. To this latter respect, pressure
gauges are mounted on the surface of rigid wheels or tyres, embedded in a rigid
supporting surface or in the soil mass. From these sources, the following traffic
characteristics areextracted andordered with reference tovehicle, wheel, tyreand
operational characteristics.
Vehicle characteristics: number of axles; factors controlling the dynamic weight
distribution on the respective axles, such as the static weight distribution;
implement factors determining the torque of driven wheels, such as the working
width of soil working implements; axle widths and axle spacings;
Tyrecharacteristics: tyre inflation pressure; tyre dimensions (see Fig. 3a) such as
the overall diameter (D), the rimdiameter (d),the section width (b) and the section
height (h), the aspect ratio (h/b); tyre construction properties (see Fig. 3b),
including the number of plies (P) or the piy rating (PR), the direction of the plies
(radial orcross ply),the type of tread pattern (tractor type,trailer/implement type);
Wheelcharacteristics: driven orundriven; towed ortrusted; steeredornon-steered;
Operational characteristics: working depth of implements; travel speed; weight of
cargo; the effective working width; percentage wheel slip.
The significance of some important traffic characteristics in determining the
compaction capability is explained here after.
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Fig. 3a. Tyre dimensions.
(b = tyre section width; D = overall tyre diameter; d = rim diameter; 6 =
tyre deflection; h= tyresection height; r' =static loaded radius)(fromTijink,
1988).

radial ply

cross ply

Fig. 3b. Tyre construction properties (from Tijink,1988).
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1. Inflation pressure
When a balloon, inflated at a certain pressure P; is pushed with a force Fagainst
a rigid surface, itdeflects and forms a circular contact surface. Ifthe wall stiffness
of the balloon is negligible, it follows that:
Pc= Pi

[2]

A = F/p,

[3]

and:
with:
pc = normal stress in the contact surface;
A = contact area.
The stresses in the contact surface are evenly distributed.
Conclusion: the normal stress inthe contact surface equals the inflation pressure.
2. Load
When the force F is replaced by a force F', and F' > F, deflection and
consequently the contact area increase. The stress inthe contact surface remains
however the same. Thus:
Pc'= Pi
A' = F7p,

[4]
[5]

Conclusions:
the contact area increases as the load increases;
the normal stress inthe contact surface isindependent ofthe load applied
on the balloon.
3. Carcass stiffness
The effect of the carcass stiffness can be explained by replacing the balloon by
a football. Due to the wall stiffness deflection decreases, hence:
A < F/Pi

[6]

Pc> Pi

[7]

Furthermore the stresses in the contact surface are no longer evenly distributed.
To account forthe carcass stiffness ofagricultural tyres thefollowing rule ofthumb
is proposed by Kooien and Kuipers (1983):
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Pm~ 1-3* Pi

[8]

with:
pm = average normal pressure in the contact surface.
The carcass stiffness of tyres depends on the number of plies and the type of
carcass construction (radial or cross ply).
4. Torque
When the surface is pulled aside, while the football is kept in place, tangential or
shear stresses will develop in addition to the normal stress owing to F. The
contribution of the shear stress is accounted for by the following rule of thumb
(Kooien and Kuipers, 1983):
or, - 1.5 * pm

[9]

or, by replacing pmby p,(eq. [8]):
a, « 2 * Pi

[10]

with:
a, = first principal stress, i.e. the highest stress acting on an elemental
soil volume near the contact surface.
The significance of o-, in compaction is dealt with in § 5.3.2.
Inthe literature, frequent use ismade ofequations proposed by Fröhlich (1934) to
explain the relationship between contact surface characteristics and the stress
state in the soil mass under a tyre. The Fröhlich equation applies to the stress
distribution in a perfectly elastic medium loaded by acircular rigid plate. The local
stress state is described in terms of the vertical normal stress az. The following
general rules are based on the Fröhlich equations:
1.
2.
3.

arz gradually decreases with depth.
At a given depth, az attains its maximum value under the centre of the
circular contact surface.
The decrease of<xzwith depth depends on the size ofthe contact surface,
i.e. the greater the contact surface the lower the decrease of az with
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depth. Rule of thumb:
o-z= 1/2 * Pi, at z = 1/2 * tyre width

[11]

From 1and 3 it follows that:
4.
5.

The stress state near the tyre-soil contact surface is predominantly
determined by the tyre inflation pressure, and:
The stress state atgreater depths, say atadepth ofapproximately halfthe
tyrewidth,ispredominantly determined bythewheel load. Both theoretical
(Söhne, 1958) andexperimental (Taylor etal., 1980; Blackwell andSoane,
1981) evidence exists, that the wheelload is an important factor in
determining the compaction capability of a tyre at greater depths.

Combined stress measurements and stress computations (based on the Fröhlich
equations) by among others Kooien et al. (1992), Van den Akker and Van Wijk
(1986), Smith and Dickson (1984), Boiling and Söhne (1982), Gupta and Larson
(1982) and Söhne (1953) confirm these general rules of thumb.
5. Repeated loading
The number of loading cycles may amount from two (e.g. during primary,
secondary and tertiary tillage) to more than ten (e.g. during the harvest of
potatoes). The effect of multiple loading cycles onthe compaction process can be
explained by considering the rut depth.
Under relatively dry soil conditions, the rutdepth after repeated loading isprimarily
determined by the wheeling featuring the highest compaction capability (i.e. the
highest wheelload and/or the highest inflation pressure). Under relatively wet
conditions, each wheeling causes an increase ofthe rutdepth and, consequently,
a change of the soil state under the rut. Under intermediate soil moisture
conditions, each successive wheeling causes an ever decreasing increase of the
rut depth.
These phenomena can beexplained intheir turn byconsidering the change ofthe
soil strength upon compactive loading. To this respect, distinction can be made
between the strength hardening process type and the flowing type. Compaction
of a dry soil mainly features volume reduction, i.e. an increase of the packing
density of soil particles. The increase of the packing density is normally attended
by an increase of the resistance to further volume reduction. This soil process is
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referred to as the strength hardening process type (Kooien 1986). Compaction of
a wet soil mainly features distortion or, in other words, flow, i.e. a rearrangement
of soil particles without considerable volume reduction. As opposed to volume
reduction, distortion is not attended by aconsiderable increase in soil strength. In
§ 5 the principles of the strength hardening and flowing processes are further
detailed.
Studies on repeated loading are reported by Raghavan (1976), Braunack (1986)
and Kayambo and Lai (1986).
6. Working speed
The driving speed is known to affect the compaction process (Baganz, 1963/64;
Stafford and de Carvalho Mattos, 1981; Kuipers, 1986; Horn et al., 1989),
especially in case the flowing process prevails. This is attributed to inertia forces
andthedelayed movement ofwater through thesoil matrix. Inagricultural practice,
the driving speed of a given field operation varies little. Hence the working speed
is, in this context, considered of minor importance.
Among scientists consensus exists onthe fact that the tyre inflation pressure, the
wheelload andthenumber ofwheelings arethe mostimportant factors determining
the compaction capability of field traffic. The tyre inflation pressure and the
wheelload are commonly associated with topsoil and subsoil compaction,
respectively.
A drastic reduction of the number of traffic characteristics can be achieved by
considering only one setoffarm machinery, with given operational characteristics
(e.g. the working depth of tillage tools). In the following section the traffic
characteristics of the machinery used on the HGP/LGP experimental field will be
further specified.
4.5.3 Traffic characteristics of a given set of farm machinery
Thecomparison oftraffic characteristics isbased onthetyreinflation pressure, the
wheelload and the number of wheelings.
Table 5 presents the tyre inflation pressures for different field operations and for
the HGP and LGP traffic systems, respectively. Table 5 shows that the inflation
pressure of the LGP traffic system is approximately half the pressure of the HGP
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traffic system, with the exception ofthe trailer tyres. Itisfurther concluded that the
inflation pressure offieldtraffic after primary tillage and priortothegrowing season
is half the inflation pressure of other field operations. Again, the inflation pressure
of trailer tyres forms an exception to this rule.
The static axle loads inroundfigures oftractors and implements aregiven inTable
6. With respect to the static axle loads, the HGP and LGP are comparable.
Table 5. Inflation pressure [kPa] of the HGP and LGP traffic systems for different
field operations, tractors (T) and implements/trailers (I).
Field operation

Traffic system

HGP

T

LGP

I

T

I

fertilizing
secondary tillage

80
80

-

40
40

-

sowing/planting
crop nursery

160
160

160
160

80
80

80
80

harvest

160

240

80

80

tertiary tillage

160

-

80

-

primary tillage

160

-

80

-

Table 6 shows the relatively high axle loads of harvest operations in general and
transport in particular. The static axle loads of primary, secondary and tertiary
tillage operations are to a great extent comparable, and somewhat higher than
axle loads atsowing/planting, crop nursery andspraying operations because ofthe
heavier tractor being used. The difference of dynamic axle loads will be even
higher owing tothe considerable weight transfer onthe tractor rear axle during the
tillage operations.
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Table 6. Static axle loads [Mg] of tractors (T) and implementsArailers (I), for
different field operations and different crops. (F = front axle; R = rear
axle).
Field operation

Crop
Potatoes

Winterwheat

Sugarbeet

Onions

fertilizing
(empty container)

2.1 (TF)
4.3 (TR)

sec. tillage

2.5 (TF)
3.1 (TR)
1.4 (I)

2.5 (TF)
3.1 (TR)
1.0 (I)

2.5 (TF)
3.1 (TR)
1 0 (I)

sowing/planting
(container filled)

2.4 (TF)
1.4 (TR)
1.8 (I)

2.4 (TF)
1.4 (TR)
1.0 (I)

2.4 (TF)
1.4 (TR)
1.0 (I)

crop nursery:
ridging

2.4 (TF)
1.4 (TR)
1.1 (I)
2.4 (TF)
1.4 (TR)
0.5 (I)

hoeing

spraying
(empty container)

1.8 (TF)
2.9 (TR)

1.8 (TF)
2.9 (TR)

1.8 (TF)
2.9 (TR)

1.8 (TF)
2.9 (TR)

harvest:
6.9 (F)
2.06(R)

combine harvesting
digging

2.9 (TF)
2.1 (TR)
3.6 (I)

1.6 (TF)
5.8 (TR)
1.1 (I)

2.2 (TF)
2.1 (TR)
0.5 (I)

loading

2.9 (TF)
2.1 (TF)
3.6 (I)

2.0 (TF)
3.2 (TR)
1.9 (I)

2.9 (TF)
2.1 (TF)
3.6 (I)

transport
(container filled)

2.0 (TF)
5.4 (TR)
5.4 (IF)
5.4 (IF)

2.0 (TF)
5.4 (TR)
5.4 (IF)
5.4 (IF)

2.0 (TF)
5.4 (TR)
5.4 (IF)
5.4 (IF)

tertiary tillage

2.4 (TF)
3.1 (TR)
2.4 (TF)
3.1 (TR)

2.4 (TF)
3.1 (TR)
2.4 (TF)
3.1 (TR)

2.4 (TF)
3.1 (TR)
2.4 (TF)
3.1 (TR)

primary tillage

Table 7 presents the number ofwheelings per track (small implement wheels are
omitted). Apart from the spraying and harvest operations most field operations
result in two wheelings per track. The relatively large number ofwheelings during
the harvest operations for rootcrops is attributed to the passage of the different
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tractor/implement combinations involved. The frequent use of the spraying tracks
during the growing season of the root crops also results in a great number of
wheelings per track.
Table 7.Number of wheelings per track for different field operations and different
crops.
Field operation

Crop

Potatoes

fertilizing
secondary tillage
sowing/planting
crop nursery:
ridging
hoeing
spraying
harvest
tertiary tillage
primary tillage

2
2
2

Winterwheat

2
2
2

Sugarbeet

Onions

2
2
2

2
2
2

2(2x)
2(2x)
22
2
2

2
2(8x)
22
2
2

2
2 (12x)
20
2
2

2(3x)
2
2

4.6 Closing remarks on systematics of field traffic
In § 4.2 overall field traffic was decomposed into distinct field operations. The
spatial distribution of the wheel tracks resulting from a given field operation was
discussed in §4.3.The spatial distribution was expressed inquantitative terms by
the traffic intensity. In§4.4 the distribution ofthefield operations intimewas dealt
with. It was shown that the timing of most field operations is restricted to welldefined time intervals. The relevance of these regular features of field traffic with
respect to the yearly fluctuation of the soil state was mentioned. In § 4.5 an
enumeration was given oftraffic characteristics which are pertinent in determining
the compaction capability of field traffic. It was stated that the tyre inflation
pressure and the number of wheelings are important determinants of the degree
of compaction ofthe topsoil, whereas thewheelload and the number of wheelings
are considered as important determinants of subsoil compaction.
A further reduction of the number of traffic characteristics can be obtained by
comparing thetiming, thetraffic intensity, the tyre inflation pressure, thewheelload
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and the number of wheelings. From the data presented in the preceding
paragraphs itcanbeconcluded that thetraffic characteristics ofthefollowing field
operations are to a great extent comparable:
1.
Seedbed preparation for the respective root crops.
2.
Sowing and planting of the respective root crops.
3.
The harvest of the respective rootcrops.
The remaining traffic characteristics of a given setof farm machinery are thus:
the type of field operation;
the type of traffic system, i.e. HGP orLGP.
In Table 8 the field operations are chronologically ordered and further specified
with respect to tyre inflation pressure, number of wheelings, range of axle loads
and traffic intensity.
Table 8. Summary of important traffic characteristics of theHGPandLGP traffic
systems.
Tyre
pressure
[kPa]

Field
operation

HGP

secondary tillage
sowing/planting
crop nursery:
ridging (potatoes)
spraying
hoeing (sugarbeet)
harvest:
rootcrops
seed crops
tertiary tillage
primary tillage

1)
2)

LGP

No.Of
wheelings

Stat.
axle load
[Mg]

Traff.

HGP/
LGP

HGP/
LGP

HGP

LGP

intens.

H

80

40

2

2.5 -3.1

0.3

80

40

2

1.5-2.5

0.2

0.4
0.2

160
160
160

80

2
6-24
2-4

1.5-2.5
2-3

0.2

0.2

0.02
0.1

0.03

0.6
0.2
0.3
0.6/0.3

0.7
0.3

160/240"
160
160
160

80
80
80
80
80
80

20
2
2
2

tractor/implement (or trailer)
ploughing/rotary digging
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1.5-2.5
2.5 -5.5
2-7
2.5-3
2.5 - 3

0.1

0.4
0.8/0.42'

SYSTEMATICS OF THE FIELD SOIL CONDITION

5.1 Preliminary remarks
In order to predict the effect of field traffic on the soil condition, information is
required on the soil condition at the time a field operation is performed. The soil
condition varies continuously in time and place owing to machine-induced and
natural soil processes.
Machine-induced or, in other words, mechanical soil processes are commonly
divided intoloosening processes andcompaction processes. Important natural soil
processes are settlement after loosening, surface slaking by the impact of raindrops, mechanical reinforcement by plantroots and freezing and thawing, wetting
and drying, aging, and processes related with the activity of the soil flora and
fauna. Both mechanical and natural soil processes are to a great extent season
dependant by rules of field management and by nature, respectively.
FIELD
SOILCONDITION

drying/wetting
freezing/thawing
settlement
surfaceslaking

NATURAL
SOIL
PROCESSES

aging,drylng/wettlng
flora/faunaactivity

Fig. 4. Thecyclical nature of the soil condition, machine-induced and natural soil
processes.
The soil condition at the end of a cropping season becomes the starting point for
the next cropping season; hence the soil condition features acyclical nature, with
a period of one year. The cyclical nature of the soil condition as a function of
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important machine-induced and natural soil processes isoutlined in Fig.4. Similar
schemes were proposed byAndersson etal. (1969), Soane (1985), Kooien (1987)
and Bullock et al. (1988).
Knowledge on the significance of the variation ofthe soil condition in determining
the effect of a given compactive treatment mainly concerns the soil strength in
compaction, i.e. the soil compactibility. Information on the effect on soil physical
properties which indicate the physical quality of a field soil for crop production,
such as the water conductivity, water retention etc., still is fragmentary. To
overcome this problem, it isassumed that the soil strength in compaction and the
soil physical quality form a coherent system, i.e. the soil physical quality suffers
progressively at decreasing soil strength in compaction. In the analysis of the
systematics of the field soil condition, the soil strength properties in general and
the compactibility in particular are used as a reference for the variation of the soil
condition.
Inthe literature, various soil properties are used asstrength indices. In§5.2 these
soil properties are ordered. In§ 5.3 and § 5.4 the effects of important mechanical
and natural soil processes are discussed with reference to the soil strength in
compaction. In§5.5 field soilcharacteristics which arepertinent indetermining the
effect of compaction by field traffic will be defined.

5.2 Strength related soil properties
Soil strength indices can be divided into soil properties which refer to the soil as
a continuous medium and properties which consider the soil as adiscreet system
of the soil constitutive solid, water and air phases. Schäfer and Johnson (1980)
usedtheterms "behavioral properties" and"state properties", whereas Kooien and
Kuipers (1983) used the terms "macro-factors" and "micro-factors". In the
following, the notation proposed by Kooien and Kuipers is used.
5.2.1 Macro-factors
Well-known soil macro-factors which are used in connection with soil strength in
compaction are: shear strength, cohesion and angle of internal friction (from
classical soil mechanics); modulus ofelasticity, Poisson's ratio,andviscosity (from
rheology); tensile strength, compactibility index and others.
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An important group of soil macro-factors are soil strength properties which are
obtained from characterization processes (Kooien, 1977). Well known and
standardized characterization tests are among others the cone-penetration test
(Freitag et al., 1970), the plate-penetration test (Freitag et al. 1970), the Proctor
test (Proctor, 1933), and the Atterberg consistency test (Atterberg, 1912). The
strength determining macro-factors are commonly denoted as soil mechanical
properties.
5.2.2 Micro-factors
Ona microscopic level,the strength determining properties ofthe soil solid-waterair system refer to the nature of the soil solid phase, and to the proportions and
distributions of soil particles, soil water and inter-particle bonds in a unit soil
volume (Kooien and Kuipers, 1983).
Soil strength properties which refer to the nature of the soil solid components
comprise the specific particle shapes, the size-weight distribution of soil particles,
the type ofthe soil mineral components, and the type andweight fractions of other
solid soil components, such as organic matter and calcium carbonate. As these
properties are not affected by mechanical processes, they are referred to as soil
intrinsic properties. In compaction studies, the intrinsic properties are commonly
described by standardized textural classification systems, such as the USDAtexture triangle (Hillel, 1982),facultatively supplemented withthe location, thetype
of clay mineral and weight fractions of other soil constitutive solid components.
Various studies are reported on the role of the soil intrinsic properties in
determining the soil compactibility (Larson and Gupta, 1980; Van Wijk, 1984;
Spivey et al., 1986; Beekman, 1987). The intrinsic properties of a field soil are
relatively invariant in time and place. Information on the intrinsic properties of a
field soil can be obtained from detailed soil maps.
Forasoilwithgiven intrinsic properties, thefollowing strength determining extrinsic
properties or, in other words, micro-factors can be distinguished:
the proportion of soil particles in a unit soil volume, expressed as the dry
bulk density (rd) [Mg/m3] or, conversely, the bulk weight volume (Bwv)
[m3/Mg], the pore space (P) [%, v/v] and the void ratio (e) [-];
the distribution of the soil particles, which is related to the pore size
distribution;
the proportion of soil water in a unit soil volume, expressed as the
volumetric water content (0) [%, v/v] or the gravimetric water content (w)
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[%, w/dry w];
the distribution of soil water;
the number of bonds at points of contact between soil particles apart from
bonds by capillary forces, such as chemical bonds, Madelung forces and
bonds formed by organic or anorganic cementing agents;
the distribution of these bonds.
In the literature a great number of studies are reported on correlations between
micro-factors and soil strength determining macro-factors. The micro-factors not
only determine the soil strength, but are also closely related to soil properties
which are descriptive of the soil physical quality, such as the water and air
conductivity, water retention, thermal properties, root penetrability, thermal
properties and others (Kooien, 1987).
The soil micro-factors of a field soil with given intrinsic properties vary within
certain limits. Uncritically, thefollowing ranges may beobserved formedium tofine
textured soils in temperate regions:
pore space: 40 to 60% [v/v];
dry bulk density: 1.10 to 1.60 [Mg/m3];
volumetric water content: 10 to 40% [v/v];
gravimetric water content: 15 to 40% [w/dry w].
The distributions of water, air and inter-particle bonds in a unit soil volume are
strongly related to the distribution of the soil particles. The distribution of soil
particles in structured soils is more heterogeneous compared tothe distribution of
particles in non-structured soils. Likewise, a soil in a loose packing state is more
heterogeneous compared to the same soil in a dense packing state.
In the following paragraphs the micro-factors will be extensively used to describe
the effects of mechanical and natural soil processes.

5.3 Mechanical processes
As was stated before, mechanical soil processes can be divided into compaction
and loosening. The occurrence of compaction or loosening depends on soil and
load factors and will not be discussed here. Compaction and loosening are
commonly associated with running gear and tillage implements, respectively.
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5.3.1 Compaction processes
Upon loading by running gear, a soil element inthe zone of interference deforms,
i.e. it changes in shape and often decreases in volume. In Agricultural Soil
Mechanics, fundamental treatises of soil stress and deformation behaviour are
mainly based on continuum mechanics concepts. The physics ofsoil strength and
the continuum physics of soil behaviour upon mechanical loading are still poorly
understood (Snyder, 1987).
In continuum mechanics, the change in shape and volume of an elemental soil
volume areexpressed asdeviatoric strain andvolume strain,respectively. The soil
volume is often converted into bulk packing state properties (Bwv, rd,P, e)1.
Studies of the compaction process induced by the passage of a wheel or a
number of wheelings usually account for volume strain only. The awareness that
the effect on the soil condition, particularly of fine textured soils, could not always
be attributed tovolume strain only, increased the scientific interest in deformation
behaviour anditsassociated effects onthesoil physical condition. The significance
of deformation was shown by Tijink et al. (1988, Appendix I). The authors
investigated the deformation history of initially cubic soil elements under a
wheeling, and concluded that: deformation was approximately radial symmetric;
the principal strain directions rotated considerably ("kneading" deformation); and
deviatoric strain dominated volume strain.
Based onthe shape ofstress-strain relationships, Kooien (1987) distinguished two
distinct process-types in compaction: the strength hardening type and the flowing
type.
Strength hardening
Strength hardening means that the resistance against deformation increases as
deformation upon loading proceeds. The strength hardening process isthus selfimpeding. Deformation stops when the compressive forces have reached an
optimum. The increase of the soil strength is attributed to the increase of the soil
packing density. For strength hardening processes it is assumed that volumetric

1

If compactibility is described in terms of stress-strain relationships, then
packing state properties, such as the bulk density and the pore space, should be
considered as macro-mechanical quantities.
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strain dominates deviatoric strain.
The strength hardening process type occurs under dry to moderately wet, loose
to moderately dense (settled) soil conditions, and will result in relatively shallow
ruts.
Compaction functions relating soil and load characteristics to the resultant bulk
packing state are mainly based on this type of soil behaviour.
Flow
Soilflowoccurs when awet, saturated ornear saturated, moderately dense clayey
soil is subjected to compressive forces. As opposed to the strength hardening
process type, soil flow is not self-impeding since volume reduction is negligible.
Knowledge of the mechanics of flow mainly stems from Terramechanics, as flow
is an important factor controlling the mobility of running gear. In Agricultural Soil
Mechanics, soil flow received little attention (Kooien, 1987).
In practical situations, excessive flow may occur during spraying operations and
the harvest of root crops under wet soil conditions. Multiple wheelings, using the
same wheel track cause excessive rut formation. Owing to the lateral component
of flow, the soil at the sides of a rut bulges up (Kuipers, 1968). This phenomenon
can be used to identify the flow behaviour in field situations.
5.3.2 Stress factors determining the compactibility in strength hardening
processes
The traffic-induced stress regime is usually composed of a number of loading
cycles. The number ofloading cycles equals the number ofwheelings following the
same wheel path. In continuum mechanics, the momentary state of stress in a
point in the soil mass during a loading cycle is uniquely defined by the respective
directions and sizes of the principal stress vectors o^t), a2(t) and <r3(t).
The compactibility depends onthe loading rate(El-Domiaty and Chancellor, 1970;
Kooien and Kuipers, 1983). The sensitivity ofthe compactibility to kneading action
is relatively high in soil with moderate quantities of particles of a very broad size
range (Kooien, 1987). Multiple loading cycles with approximately equal loads
cause small andever decreasing volume reduction (e.g.Stone and Larson, 1980).
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The most elaborate description of stress-strain relationships is based on Critical
State Soil Mechanics (CSSM) concepts. Hettiaratchi (1987), using the tri-axial
compression test (Fig. 5), showed that the volume of a soil element undergoing
plastic (non-recoverable) deformation depends on the mean normal stress only:
v=r->lln(<rm)

[12]

with:
v = soil volume
r, A= soil strength parameters obtained from tri-axial
compression tests
<7m= mean principal stress = (o-, + a2 +a3)/3

ram applying CT.
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Fig. 5, Tri-axial compression test.
Kooien and Kuipers (1983) collected experimental evidence to show that the
compaction capability of the stress regime under a wheeling mainly depends on
the major principal stress (o-,), hence:
[13]

v = ffo.O.)
with:
v = soil volume
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a^=major principal stress
q>i=soil strength parameters obtained from uni-axial compression
tests
f = compaction function
The compaction function can be determined by means of uni-axial compression
tests (Fig. 6). In the literature, various formulae are used to describe the
compaction function (f).

W^
Fig. 6. Uni-axial compression test.
5.3.3 Soil factors determining the compactibility in strength hardening processes
Information on soil factors which are pertinent in determining the compactibility of
asoilwith given intrinsic properties mainly stems from uni-axial compression tests.
Important soil characteristics are the water content and the state of pre-compaction.
Water content
Among scientists there isconsensus onthedominant role ofthesoilwater content
in determining the compactibility (e.g. Soane, 1981a and b; Kooien, 1987 and
Lafond et al., 1992). In order to quantify the water content, the gravimetric water
content is preferred to the volumetric water content since the compactibility of
initially loose soil is little sensitive to the initial soil volume.
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M-P-V diagram
"wet"

Water content at compaction [%,w/w]

Fig. 7. M-P-V diagram.
The general shape of the curve expressing the resulting pore space (P) vs. the
gravimetric water content at quick2 uni-axial compaction with a given load is
presented in Fig. 7.The diagram iscalled the M-P-V diagram (Moisture-PressureVolume diagram) (Kooien, 1987).
The curves are denoted as isobars since they refer to compaction with a certain
compactive load. The sensitivity ofthe pore space tothe gravimetric water content
at compaction is expressed by the quotient dP/dw. Based on the value of this
quotient, an isobar can be divided into two parts: a left part, with dP/dw < 0, and
a right part, with dP/dw > 0. Compaction reaches a maximum where the curve
parts meet. In accordance with Saini et al. (1983), the water content resulting in
maximum compaction at a given compactive load is called the critical water
content (wc). At increasing compactive load, wc decreases (see Fig. 7).
At a water content considerably lower than wc, the compactibility is mainly
attributed to the resistance to movement of the soil particles. At increasing water
content atcompaction, the resistance to particle movement isaccompanied bythe

2

The term "quick compaction" does not refer to the rate of compaction but to
the process that underlies volume reduction. At quick compaction, volume
reduction occurs solely at the expense of soil air.
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resistance to water flow and compression of entrapped air in a late stage of
compression. These cumulative effects result in an increase of dP/dw in the part
ofthe curve near tothe bending point. The resistance towater flow partly explains
the loading rate effect on the compactibility. The expansion of compressed air
contributes to the immediate, or "elastic", rebound which is commonly observed
after removal of the load. At a water content w > wc, the compactibility is mainly
determined by the water content and the volume fraction of entrapped air. For
medium tofine textured soils, the volume fraction ofentrapped air after unloading
is approximately 5%. This fraction may amount to 10% for peaty soils.
The left, descending partofthe isobar iscalled the"dry limb",while the right, rising
part is called the "wet limb" of the isobar.
Assuming that the water content at compaction is the main factor determining
whether acertain compactive load induces strength hardening or flow behaviour,
then wc can be used to identify the process type. Accordingly, the compaction
process atwater contents atthe "dry" and "wet" sides ofthe isobar can be defined
as strength hardening and flow, respectively. In the transition zone near the
bending point, both processes will occur simultaneously.
The effectiveness of the uni-axial compression test in simulating compaction by
field traffic at water contents < wc was shown by Dawidowski and Lerink (1990,
Appendix III). The uni-axial compression test failed to simulate the soil behaviour
at a water content » wc.
The significance ofthetype ofcompaction process indetermining the effect on soil
physical properties will be discussed in § 5.3.6.
Pre-compaction
When subjecting a dense or firm soil to compressive forces, the compressive
stresses have to reach athreshold value to initiate further compaction. The dense
or firm soil condition may be the result of compaction during a preceding field
operation or caused by settlement. As far as the annually loosened arable layer
concerns, the effect of field traffic will dominate the effect of settlement. In the
subsoil the opposite holds. The firmness of the intermediate layer between the
arable layer and the subsoil is the result of combined effects of settlement and
field traffic.
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The effect of pre-compaction on the shape of the uni-axial compaction curve can
bedemonstrated byincluding anunloading-reloading cycleduringthecompression
of initially loose soil. The general shape of the uni-axial compression curve, with
a unloading-reloading cycle, is given in Fig. 8.

Compaction curve

Re-compaction curve

Uni-axial applied stress [Pa]

Fig. 8. Compaction curve with a unloading-reloading cycle.
A typical feature of the re-compaction curve soil is the knee-shaped transition
zone. Settled soil (naturally compacted, consolidated) also shows a more or less
clear knee-shaped transition zone. From the re-compaction curve, an equivalent
pre-compaction stress <req can be derived (Horn, 1980; Kooien, 1982). The
equivalent pre-compaction stress indicates the stress threshold value that has to
beexceeded toachieve further compaction. Measurements of<reqonfield soils are
reviewed by Kooien and Kuipers (1989). Field operations areseparated by periods
of time of variable duration (1 day to ca. 4 months). Meanwhile the soil strength
changes owing tonatural processes. Consequently theequivalent pre-compaction
stress will deviate from the true pre-compaction stress.
In agricultural practice, compaction of re-compaction frequently occurs, owing to
overlapping traffic-patterns (see also § 4.3). The significance of the state of precompactness in determining the effect offield traffic onthe soil condition depends
among others on the traffic characteristics of both field operations. If the traffic
characteristics of the preceding field operation are comparable to the present
situation, then the state of compactness will play a significant role. This situation
occurs for instance at sowing/planting following seedbed preparation and in
spraying tracks. The load-intensity of the harvest operations considerably
surpasses the load intensity of the preceding field operations. Here, the state of
pre-compactness will be of minor importance.
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5.3.4 Stress factors determining the flowability
The rate dependency of theflowability contributes tothe complexity of the stressstrain relationship. ElDomiaty and Chancellor (1970) found thattheflow behaviour
of saturated Grimes clay satisfies the Bingham model. To initiate flow, the shear
stress has to exceed a certain threshold value (f). During flow, the shear stress
increases proportionally with the flow rate. Influid mechanics this proportionality
factor is called the viscosity (rj).
In continuum mechanics, flow is denoted as deformation at constant volume or
distortion. Distortional strains can be imposed on soil samples with the tri-axial
compression apparatus. According to stress-strain theories, the maximum shear
stress (rmax)occurring inasoil sample during testing equals V4(«r1 -a3). The degree
of distortion can be expressed by e,, with:
* = 1-"/If

[14]

with:
e, = strain;
I,= the initial length of the soil sample and;
I,= the final length.
Dawidowski and Kooien (1987) and Dawidowski etal. (1990; Appendix II)distorted
soil samples using the tri-axial test. The tests were run at various cell pressures.
The authors found that the shear stress, expressing the flowability, was not
sensitive to a3. Similar results were reported by Spoor and Godwin (1979). A
possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the increase of a3 is entirely
accounted for by the soil water pressure, while the forces between soil particles
remain unaffected (Kooien and Kuipers, 1983). These findings suggest that the
flowability is uniquely defined by soil factors, irrespective of the stress
characteristics. In practical situations compressive stresses likely induce water
transport over macroscopic distances owing to the overburden pressure.
Consequently, some volume reduction will occur, and this may increase the
resistance to flow.
5.3.5 Soil characteristics determining the flowability
Söhne (1952) reported that the flowability of wet clayey soils increased at
increasing water content. For saturated Grimes clay, El Domiaty and Chancellor
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(1970) found that the viscosity (17) was independent of the bulk density, while the
threshold value (f) tended to increase with increasing bulk density.
Dawidowski and Kooien (1987) showed thatthe resistance todistortion increased
at increasing water suction of near saturated Wageningen silty loam.
5.3.6 The effect of compaction on soil physical properties
So far, soil and stress factors were discussed which are pertinent in determining
the macro-mechanical response ofsoil upon loading, interms ofvolume reduction
and distortion. In this paragraph the effects of compaction on soil physical
properties will be discussed.
Extensive laboratory and field research is carried out on the effect of compaction
on soil physical properties. Several such aspects have been reviewed by Cannell
(1973) and Soane et al. (1981a,b, 1982). Compaction among others:
decreases the saturated water conductivity, while the unsaturated
conductivity may either decrease or increase;
modifies the water retention characteristic;
decreases the air content at field capacity;
decreases the air permeability and the oxygen diffusity;
increases the penetration resistance;
increases the air-dry and oven-dry tensile strength.
These soil physical properties are in general dependant on the soil water status
at testing. The water suction is often used as a reference base, unless the test
method prescribes otherwise (as in the case of the saturated water conductivity
and the air and oven dry tensile strength).
Ina qualitative sense, the effect of compaction on soil physical properties can be
explained from the change of the micro-factors which underlie compaction. The
soil change on a microscopic scale is discussed using the concepts of
stable/unstable behaviour, and dry/wet compaction (Kooien, 1987; Kooien and
Kuipers, 1989).
Stable and unstable behaviour
Loose soil is heterogenous by nature, so that strong spots are separated by
weaker spots. Upon compressive loading, compaction will first occur in a weak
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spot, making it stronger so that another spot becomes the weakest. Compaction
will thereforee stop at the first-mentioned spot and continue at the second spot.
Eventually, compaction occurs throughout the entire soil mass subjected to
compression. Processes having the tendency to occur throughout the soil mass
are called stable processes. The opposite of stable behaviour is unstable
behaviour. Unstable behaviour occurs when the effect of loading concentrates in
one, weak spot. This tendency to concentrate ultimately leads tothe development
offractures. The induction of unstable behaviour isthe object oftillage operations.
An important feature of stable behaviour is the increase of the uniformity of the
distribution of soil particles and, consequently, the uniformity of the pore size
distribution. Sommer et al. (1972) and Bullock (1985), among many others,
showed that compaction is at the expense of the larger sized pores, while the
specific volume of smaller pores (< 30 /jm) increases.
The increase of the proportion of soil particles in a unit volume, together with the
increase of the uniformity of the distribution of particles in a unit volume are
important factors explaining theobserved effects onthemacro-physical properties.
Dry/wet compaction
During field studies of the effect of traffic-induced compaction on soil physical
properties and crop establishment, anomalies occurred which could not be
attributed to differences in bulk packing state properties. A possible explanation
for this is, that the compacted soil was sampled a while (hours, days) after
compaction occurred, hence the water content at compaction was not known.
McGarry (1987)observed thattheeffects oftrafficwere more detrimental when the
soil was trafficked when wet than when dry.
Kooien (1976) studied the effect of uni-axial compaction at varying water content
on some physical and mechanical properties of a medium textured soil. Prior to
testing theeffects, thecompacted samples wereequilibrated atthreewater suction
levels (pF2, pF2.7 and air-dry). By comparing the effects of dry (w « wc) and wet
(w » wc) compacted samples the author showed that "wet" pre-compaction:
increases shrinkage upon drying; increases the volumetric water content at pF2
and pF2.7; increases the re-compactibility (i.e. aeqdecreases); and increases the
unconfined compressive strength. These differences could not be attributed to
differences of the bulk density only.
Akram and Kemper (1979) measured the saturated water conductivity on soil
samples whichwerecompacted atvarying water content. Theauthors showed that
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"wet"compaction resulted inadrastic reduction ofthe saturated water conductivity
as opposed to "dry" compaction.
Dawidowski and Lerink (1990, Appendix III) found that the air content at pF2
decreases at increasing water content at uni-axial compaction to a certain state
of compactness (P = 47 % [v/v]).
O'Sullivan (1992) showed an increase ofthe oven-dry tensile strength and the air
permeability with an increasing water content at the time of compaction.
The detrimental effects of compaction of wet soil as compared to dry soil is
attributed tothetypeoffailure mechanism which underlies compaction. A cohering
soil element may fail in a brittle or a compressive manner (Spoor and Godwin,
1979). A soil element exhibits brittle behaviour if it fails along a few well defined
failure planes. The soil in between the failure planes behaves in a rigid manner.
Failure that occurs along an infinite number of failure planes is termed
compressive failure. Upon compressive failure, the internal structure of the soil
element isdeteriorated. Structure deterioration isvariously termed dispersion (soil
physics) or smearing (agronomy).
Although the concept of brittle and compressive failure was applied on
macroscopic soil elements it can also be used to describe failure behaviour of
small structural elements (Kooien and Kuipers, 1989). Brittle and compressive
failure are examples of unstable and stable behaviour, but on the scale of small
structural elements.
Whether aggregates will fail in a brittle or a compressive manner upon loading is
not well understood. From the before mentioned experiments by Kooien (1976),
itappears that the failure mechanism changes from brittle intocompressive failure
near the critical water content (wc), when compacted at a given compacted load.
A possible explanation for this is that the initially negative water pressure (water
suction) during un-drained compaction changes into a positive, so called
overburden pressure in the final stage of compaction of a moderately wet soil
(Larson and Gupta, 1980). In the absence of internal capillary forces, the soil
structural elements weaken and fail in a compressive manner.
Positive water pressures may occur in a near saturated state when pressure is
built up inandtransmitted from isolated air bubbles. This explains why the adverse
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effects of compaction of wet soil may occur at water contents slightly lower than
wc (Kooien and Kuipers, 1989).
So far, the effects of compaction processes featuring mainly volume change were
discussed. The effects of compaction processes featuring mainly deformation at
constant volume (i.e.distortion) isstill poorly documented. The major reasons are:
laboratory tests which impose large and controlled deformations on soil
samples are expensive and time consuming;
the adverse effects of compaction have long been implicitly attributed to
volume reduction, i.e. increase in packing density;
deformation in field situations is difficult to assess.
An important contribution on the agronomic significance of distortion was
presented by Dawidowski and Kooien (1987).Theauthors deformed relatively wet,
dense, undisturbed field samples with an initial height of 10 cmto afinal height of
5 cm,using atri-axial compression test. Deformation occurred atvirtually constant
volume. The test conditions were assumed to be representative for the situation
occurring during compaction by field traffic at sugarbeet harvesting. The authors
found an increase of the water suction, shrinkage and oven-dry tensile strength,
while the saturated water conductivity drastically decreased. Similar results were
reported by Dawidowski etal. (1990, Appendix II).These results suggest that the
effects on soil physical properties of compaction processes featuring mainly
distortion are comparable to the effects of "wet" compaction.
The range ofdistortional strains inatri-axial test islimited. Lerink (1990, Appendix
V) developed a simple and cheap kneading distortion apparatus, which allows
virtually unlimited distortional strain.Dawidowski etal. (1990,Appendix III)showed
that the effects of distortion in the kneading apparatus and the tri-axial apparatus
were in close agreement.
5.3.7 Closing remarks on compaction
The soilwater content of asoil with given intrinsic properties isthe most important
single soil characteristic in machine-induced compaction processes. The water
content controls the process type, the soil strength during volume reduction and
distortion, the micro-structural change upon compaction and inherently the effects
on soil physical and mechanical properties.
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5.3.8 Loosening processes
Loosening processes change cohering soil into a soil mass having little or no
coherence. Considerable soil loosening occurs during primary (ploughing) and
secondary (seed orplant bed preparation) andtertiary tillage. During ploughing the
entire arable layer is loosened. Loosening during seedbed and plantbed
preparation is restricted from approximately 3 cm (seedbed preparation) to
approximately 7 cm (plantbed preparation). The main object of secondary tillage
is to break the coarse structural elements into smaller fragments, and to level the
soil surface. During tertiary tillage the soil is loosened toadepth of approximately
15 cm.
Relevant characteristics of a loosened soil are the absolute size and the size
distribution of the structural elements and the strength of the structural elements.
Uni-axial compression tests of medium textured soils by Tijink (1987) and Willat
(1987) showed that the absolute size and the size distribution of loosely packed
soil structural elements had little effect on the compactibility. Aggregate mixtures
with a narrow size range were found to be more susceptible to compaction than
aggregate mixtures with a wider size range. Sommer (1976) reported that the
compactibility in static load uni-axial compression was negatively correlated with
the pore space prior to testing. The effect of the initial pore space diminished at
increasing load andwater content atcompaction. The results reported by Sommer
(1976) agree with the earlier findings of Söhne (1952). The compactibility of
aggregates is negatively correlated with the tensile strength of individual
aggregates (Davies et al., 1973 and Braunack and Dexter, 1978).
Factors affecting the size and strength of the structural elements resulting from
primary tillage are the water content at compaction during the harvest operations
and the water tension at ploughing. Wet compaction during the harvest
deteriorates soil structure as was discussed in § 5.3.6. Subsequent loosening by
ploughing results in course, weak, unstable soil elements. During the winter and
early spring the structure of autumn-ploughed soil will be modified by natural soil
processes as will be discussed in § 5.4.
The significance of the soil water content as a determinant of the effect of tillage
on soil physical properties was among others shown by Unger and Cassel (1991),
Braunack and McPhee (1991) and Cresswell et al. (1991).
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The compactibility of the loosened soil layer during seedbed preparation is
considered of minor importance because of the shallow depth of this layer.

5.4 Natural soil processes
5.4.1 Preliminary remarks
The effects of natural processes superimpose on the relatively rigorous, abrupt
changes ofthesoil condition during fieldoperations. Natural soil processes arethe
result ofthe soil interaction with its physical, chemical and biological environment
(Harris et al., 1966; Dexter 1991). Natural agents, acting as "driving forces" in
natural processes comprise among others meteorological factors, such as
precipitation, wind velocity, airtemperature and radiation, and factors of biological
origin, such as root activity (penetration, water extraction) and the activity of the
soil macro and micro fauna, including earthworms and nematodes (burrowing and
casting), bacteria and fungi (formation of cementing agents by decomposition of
organic matter). As opposed to the change of the soil condition by machineinduced soil processes, the effects of natural processes occur continuously and
relatively slow. Furthermore, the distinct natural processes are to a great extent
interactive.
So far, little is known on the contribution of natural processes tothe seasonal and
inter-seasonal and spatial variation of soil strength properties (Douglas, 1986).
In § 5.4.2 the effects of some important natural soil processes on the strength
determining micro-factors are briefly discussed. If information is available, the
effects on macro-factors which are related to the soil strength in compaction are
mentioned.
5.4.2 The effect of some important natural soil processes on the soil strength
The fluctuation of the water content
The water content of the arable layer changes continuously owing to infiltration
andevaporation viathe soil surface, drainage toandcapillary fluxfromthesubsoil,
and water extraction by roots.
The water content is considered the most dynamic single property of a field soil.
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Several case studies are conducted on the temporal variation of the soil water
content. Bruce et al. 1977 reviewed the most comprehensive studies. These
studies demonstrated the dynamic character of the soil water regime in the
situations that were examined. Bruce et al. (1977) studied the hourly soil water
regime at ten depth increments ( 0 - 1 5 cm) during a period of 8 days, of a
vegetation free soil (sandy loam) in a humid area. Periods of high radiation were
interrupted by 3 intermittent rainy spells. The authors found a marked diurnal
variation of the water content at depths <2 cm. The water content vs. time curve
showed a sinusoidal shape, with a period of 1day. The maximum and minimum
water content occurred at 7 h 00 and 12 h00, respectively. Similar observations
were reported by Jackson et al. (1976). The fluctuation of the water content
decreased at increasing depth. During the respective drying periods the average
daily water content decreased considerably, especially in the depth interval of 2 8 cm. From the investigations by Bruce et al. (1977) followed, that the water
content at field capacity in the period examined slowly decreased. The shape of
the water content profile, the daily fluctuation of the water content profile and the
decrease of the water content at field capacity described by the authors are
considered as typical characteristics of the drying regime in springtime and
summer in temperate regions.
Reid and Parkinson (1987) studied thewinter water content regime ofsome heavy
clay soils in the UK. After the prolonged wetting-up or recharging period, which
may last until January, the water content remained virtually constant. The yearly
variation ofthe water content in this time of the year was found unexpectedly low.
The constancy of the winter water content is in agreement with the observations
of Kay et al. (1985) on a clay loam soil in Canada. The longer term rise of the
water content is defined as a wetting regime.
During four successive years, the water content at 0 - 4 cm and 4 - 8 cm depth
was measured on one of the plots of the HGP/LGP experimental field. In Fig. 9
examples are given which are representative of the seasonal trends of the water
content ofthe top soil. The levels ofthe curves aswell asthe daily fluctuation are
primarily determined bytheamount and temporal distribution ofrainfall. Spoor and
Godwin (1984) found that the level of the water content at field capacity in
springtime was dependant on the amount of rainfall during the preceding winter.
From the experimental data available it ishypothesized that the yearly fluctuation
of the water content, expressed by the water content at field capacity vs. time
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curve, shows a sinusoidal shape. The maximum and minimum water contents
occur during the winter and summer, respectively, while the soil is under a drying
and wetting regime in the spring/summer and autumn/winter, respectively. The
yearly trend ofthewater content atfield capacity isthe result of interactive effects
of machine-induced and natural processes on the soil's ability to retain water
against gravity. The daily water content in the spring, summer and fall may
fluctuate considerably.
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Fig. 9. Seasonal trends of the soil water content in spring and autumn.
Several models have been developed to assess the temporal field soil water
regime (e.g. SWATRE, Feddes etal. 1978), using different sets ofconstants (e.g.
soil texture and structure types, hydraulic properties, water retention curves),
forcing variables (e.g.weather factors) and state variables (e.g.factors reflecting
the seasonal change of the soil condition and the crop growth stage). These
models are not yet applied on a routine base.
Little attention has been given to the spatial aspects of the surface soil water
content. Van Wesenbeeck and Kachanoski (1988) found thatthewater content in
a row under a corn crop was always lower than between the rows. Spoor and
Godwin (1984) observed significant differences in soil water content between the
ridge and depression areas on afall ploughed field inspring, the depression areas
being the wettest.
Soil strength as affected by wetting and drying
Subsequent wetting and drying cycles affect the soil strength in different ways.
Cementing agents are re-distributed and brought in contact with soil particles as
the soil dries. This being the major factor affecting the strength of non-swelling
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soils (uncritically, soil with a clay content < 17 %). In swelling soils, structure
formation byshrinking and swelling inresponse todrying andwetting isconsidered
the most important single natural process (Towner, 1988).
The significance of structure formation bywetting and drying applies to disturbed
soils, i.e. soils ofwhich non-capillary bonds aredisrupted and ofwhich the natural
heterogeneity of the spacial distribution of soil particles is transformed into a
uniform distribution. The major cause of this poor soil structure in agricultural
practice istraffic-induced compaction ingeneral andwet compaction in particular.
Drying induces crack formation owing to non-uniform shrinkage. These cracks or
fissures partly disappear during subsequent wetting, although they remain planes
ofweakness (Dexter, 1988). Swelling may also cause planes ofweakness (Dexter
etal. 1984).
Shrinking and swelling can be considered as unstable and stable behaviour,
respectively. Shrinkage decreases the strength ofweak spots by loosening, while
relatively dense and strong spots become denser and stronger. Thus, shrinkage
on drying increases the heterogeneity of the distribution of soil particles and inherently soil air and water. Contrastingly, swelling weakens dense, strong spots
and increases the strength of loose, weak spots.
In general, drying and wetting induce irreversible soil processes, which is among
others reflected by the hysteresis loops of the water release/wetting curves.
Croney and Coleman (1954) observed a decrease of the water content retained
at low to intermediate water suction upon structure formation.
Severalworkers (Richardson, 1976; UtumoandDexter, 1981a) reported aggregate
formation uponwetting anddrying ofinitially disturbed ("re-worked") soilspecimen.
Studies on the effects on strength properties refer tothe friability (the drop shatter
test, Utumo and Dexter, 1981a; Hadas and Wolf, 1984), the stability (the wetsieving test, Bullock et al., 1985) and the aggregate crushing strength (Brazilian
test, Utumo and Dexter, 1981). The general trend is, that subsequent drying and
wetting increases theaggregate strength inthesetests,although conflicting reports
have been made (Chaney and Swift, 1986).
Limited information is available on the effect of structure formation on the soil
strength in compaction. Braunack and Dexter (1978) found a decrease of the
compactibility ofbedsofaggregates withincreasing crushing strength.The authors
used the water tension as a reference base for the water status. The decrease of
the compactibility at increasing crushing strength upon successive drying and
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wetting cycles may well be attributed to a decrease of the water content as
reported by Croney and Coleman (1954).
Factors affecting the structure formation of a given field soil comprise weather
factors which determine the number and amplitude of drying/wetting cycles, the
rate of drying and wetting, and management factors which determine the degree
of disturbance prior to wetting and drying, such as the type of crop (rootcrops or
cereals), the water content during harvest operations and the water content at
ploughing. In agricultural practice, it is common knowledge that the physical
condition of a given field soil in spring among others depends on the amount of
rainfall during the winter and early spring.
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In Fig. 10 the cumulative rainfall inthe three successive years of experimentation
are presented. Fig. 10 shows that winter '86/'87 was relatively wet compared to
winter '84/'85 and '85/'86. This information will be used in § 7.6.3 as a possible
explanation for anomalies in experimental data.
Aging
If a disturbed soil sample is kept at constant water content, it is usually found that
some or all of the original strength is regained ( Kemper et al., 1987; Utumo and
Dexter, 1981). This phenomenon is called variously as aging, age-hardening,
curing, strength regain or thixotropy. A number of different processes have been
described which can contribute to aging. The most important ofthese are particle
rearrangements and biological and chemical cementation (Dexter etal., 1988) and
water suction equilibration (Kooien and Kuipers, 1983).
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Inthe literature, several strength indices are used toassess strength regain, such
as the stability in wet-sieving (Molope et al., 1985), probe penetration resistance
(Dexter et al., 1988) and tensile strength and compactibility (Utumo and Dexter,
1981). They suggest that the strength regain decreases with time, until an
equilibrium is reached at 1to approximately 5 days after disturbance.
In agricultural practice, aging is of importance in case of field operations which
follow each other in quick succession, such as sowing following seedbed
preparation. Ojeniyi and Dexter (1979) recommended to allow the soil to rest for
a few days before the next field operation is carried out.
Settlement
After the upheaval of the soil surface, which amounts to approximately 7 cm at a
plough depth of20 to25 cm,the thickness ofthe arable layer gradually decreases
owing to settlement. Kuipers and Van Ouwerkerk (1963) and Andersson and
Hâkansson (1966) measured the time dependant change of the thickness of the
arable layer. The authors found that the upheaval at fall-ploughing virtually
disappeared during levelling and compaction at seedbed preparation in spring.
Rainfall increased the rate of settlement, while frost upheaval delayed settlement.
Kouwenhoven (1986) reviewed several factors influencing settlement oftilled soil,
including settlement by gravity, weathering and shrinkage, the kinetic energy of
precipitation and disintegration of aggregates weakened by moistening. Based on
model studies onupheaval andsubsequent settlement oftilled soils inalaboratory
soil bin, Kouwenhoven (1986) concluded that the rate of settlement was mainly
determined bythe disintegration of soil particles by rain. The degree of settlement
was positively correlated with the degree of upheaval and the working intensity
(degree of crumbling) of the implement. Similar results, based on field studies,
were reported by Spoor and Godwin (1984).
The increase of the bulk density upon settlement is a major factor affecting <req,
indicating the soil's susceptibility to further compaction (see § 5.3.3). Kooien and
Kuipers (1989) observed that conventionally sized tractors, with tyres inflated at
40 kPa,caused very shallow rutdepths during seedbed preparation. This indicates
that o-„ attains substantial values in situations which are normal for seedbed
preparation.
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Freezing and thawing
Based onthetype offreezing process, distinction ismade between in-situ freezing
and ice-lens formation (Miller, 1980). Freezing processes featuring ice-lens
formation are further divided into primary and secondary heaving, respectively.
During primary heaving a single ice-lens is formed on the freezing front, while
during secondary heaving astack ofdiscreet ice-lenses isformed. The expansion
of the soil during primary and secondary heaving is attributed to migration of soil
water from deeper soil layers to the freezing zone.
In-situ freezing is primarily associated with sandy soils. Medium textured (silty)
soils are sensitive to ice-lens formation. In fine textured (clayey) soils freezing
results inthe formation ofalarge number of relatively small ice-lenses. Inswelling
soils, the formation of ice-lenses is accompanied by shrinkage ofthe surrounding
soil by water extraction.
Kuipers and Van Ouwerkerk (1963) (Wageningen marine-clay) and Kay et al.
(1985) (siltloam;clay loam) observed thatautumn-ploughed soilsquickly re-settled
upon thawing and internal drainage and returned to near pre-freezing bulkdensities. The unstable nature of the pores formed by frost action appears to be
incontrast tothe characteristics of pores created by shrinkage and swelling under
a drying regime. However, the collapsed pores remain planes of weakness, and
will benefit the fragmentation of coarse soil structural elements upon drying and
wetting during springtime tillage. In non-swelling silty soils, clod fragmentation by
ice-lens formation is an important determinant of the soil friability in spring.
In agricultural practice, the positive effects of freezing/thawing in soil loosening
processes iswell known.The effect ofstructure formation byfreezing and thawing
on the soil strength in compaction is poorly documented. It may well be that the
effect of freezing and thawing is accounted for by the soil water content.
In Fig. 11, the cumulative daily minimum temperatures of the three successive
years of experimentation onthe HGP/LGP experimental field aregiven. Only daily
minimum temperatures < 0 degree celsius are accounted for. Fig. 11 shows that
the number of days with minimum temperatures below zero degree celsius in
winter '84/'85 and '85/'86 was considerably higher than in winter '86/'87. Again,
this information will be used to explain anomalies in experimentation in § 7.6.3.
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5.5 Soil characteristics of a given field
In the preceding paragraphs, several factors which are known to affect the soil
condition and which may be relevant in compaction processes were briefly
discussed.
A great variety ofsoil properties are usedtodefine the soil strength incompaction.
In § 5.2.1 and § 5.2.2 these properties were subdivided into macro and micro
factors. In § 5.3 the effects of mechanical compaction and loosening on the soil
condition were discussed. In§ 5.3.1, compaction processes were subdivided into
the strength hardening and theflow process type.The effects ofthese compaction
processes onthe soil condition were discussed using the concepts ofdry and wet
compaction. Itwas shown that thewater content atcompaction plays an important
role in determining both the compactibility and the soil physical condition after
compaction.
The effect of pre-compaction on a subsequent compactive treatment was dealt
with in §5.3.3. Itwas shown that compactive stresses have toexceed a threshold
value to initiate further compaction. Relevant properties describing the state of
mechanically loosened soil, such as size aspects and packing state of structural
elements may affect the compactibilty (§ 5.3.8). In § 5.4 some important natural
processes affecting the soil condition were mentioned. It was concluded that
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knowledge oftheeffect ofthese processes onthecompactibility ingeneral and the
change of the soil physical condition in particular is limited.
So far, the analysis of the variability of the field soil condition was restricted to
distinct cause-effect relationships, and based on deterministic concepts. This
approach revealed some information on the basic mechanisms controlling soil
variation. In order to evaluate the interactive effect of these elemental processes
on the spatial and temporal variation of the field soil condition, it is further
assumed that the causes of variation are to a great extent system-defined. The
system approach to soil variation greatly relies on the regular features of the
management of a single field. A system approach to soil variation is not unique.
Similar techniques areapplied inother soil related disciplines (e.g.DeWitandVan
Keulen, 1987; Van Lanen and Boersma, 1988).
The system approach to variation of the field soil condition
The objective of using asystem approach istodissolve soil variation into systemdefined variation and system undefined or random variation. Here, the system
applies to the homogeneous setting of a single field, a given cropping sequence,
a given cultivation system and a given set of farm machinery.
Soil survey on the systematics of the variability of the soil strength is scarce
(Douglas, 1986). Field studies mainly involve arelatively short period oftime, with
the maximum of one growing season. Variability is often evaluated by means of
possible associations, whereas the question whether variation is system-defined
or merely random by nature remains unanswered. In the near future, analysis of
soil variation, using geo-statistical techniques coupled with causal relationships
between pertinent forcing variables and soil properties may become a powerful
method to enlighten soil variation.
The systematics of the field soil condition is further based on a number of
assumptions. In this context, variation of the field soil condition implicitly refers to
variation ofthe soil strength in compaction. The validity of the assumptions will be
evaluated in § 7.
First assumption:
The intrinsic properties of the arable layer of a given field soil do not vary in time
and place.
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Objections:
Insome regions inthe Netherlands, the intrinsic properties ofagiven field soil vary
considerably, despite the fact that spatial homogeneity is a major requirement for
a field as a management unit. It can be stated however that the experienced
farmer is aware of these spatial irregularities. The opinion of the farmer is an
important criterion for selecting sites which represent the largest part of the field.
Second assumption:
Subsoil characteristics which are known to affect the arable layer, such as
drainage characteristics and depth of the water table do not vary in place.
Objections:
Local variation of subsoil characteristics may exist. Again the experienced farmer
is aware of these spatial differences.
Third assumption:
On the long term (decades), the field soil condition exhibits adynamic equilibrium.
Major factors controlling this equilibrium are the types of crop inthe crop rotation
and the level of mechanization.
Objections:
Both the cropping sequence and the level of mechanization change in time. The
term "soil degradation" is used in connection with the assumed gradual decline of
the soil physical quality (e.g. Greenland, 1981). The increase of the number of
rootcrops in the cropping sequence and the increase of tractor power are
considered as major causes.
Fourth assumption:
The annual variation of the field soil condition does not vary between years. Thus
the temporal variation of the field soil condition exhibits a periodicity of one year
(see Fig. 4).
Objections:
Inter-seasonal variation may occur owing to extreme weather variations, extreme
soil conditions during the harvest of the preceding crop and the type of the
preceding crop (rootcrop or cereal crop).
Fifth assumption:
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Thevariation ofthe field soil condition inthe period oftimeacertain field operation
is performed can be fully attributed to the fluctuation of the water status.
Objections:
In wheel ruts formed during preceding field operations, the traffic induced effect
on the soil condition may not be a unique function of the water content.
Sixth assumption:
The spatial variability of the field water content is system defined. Examples of
system defined variation are:
variation ofthe water content in and between plough ridges in springtime;
variation of the water content in and between former wheel ruts.
Objections:
The system defined spatial variation of the soil water content may be superimposed by variation owing to subsoil characteristics, the presence of a wind
shield and spatial variation of the surface level. Again, the experienced farmer
accounts for these anomalies.
From the assumptions mentioned above it follows that the water content at the
time interval a certain field operation is performed is the most important soil
characteristic. The water content is not system-defined and thus has to be
assessed by measurement. Spatial variation ofthe soilwater content is assumed
to be largely system defined and acknowledged by the farmer. Additional factors
which may cause significant inter-seasonal variation of the soil condition are:
pre-compaction;
weather regime in the winter and early spring;
type of preceding crop (rootcrop or cereal crop);
the soil condition during the preceding harvest operation ("dry" or "wet");
the soil condition at ploughing ("dry" or "wet").
The effect ofthese factors on the soil condition will be partly accounted for by the
soil water content. In § 7.6 the significance of these additional soil characteristics
will be evaluated.
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THE METHOD OF PREDICTION

6.1 Preliminary remarks
During each field operation, represented by a dot in Fig. 4, a unique set of
interactions occur between thevehicle andtheinitial soilcondition (Fig. 12a) giving
rise to a new soil condition with new soil physical properties. The soil process
resulting from soil-vehicle interaction is denoted as compaction. In Fig. 12b traffic
induced compaction is further detailed. In § 4 and § 5, traffic and soil
characteristics which control the compaction process have been evaluated. Soil
characteristics were divided into micro-factors and strength determining macrofactors, their correlations (Fig. 12b, arrow A) were briefly discussed.
Two distinct compaction process shapes were distinguished: the strength
hardening typeand theflowing type.The soil behaviour upon compaction bytraffic
was discussed interms ofthe continuum mechanics concepts ofstress andstrain,
and the micro-scale physical phenomena underlying compaction. The correlations
between these mechanical and physical phenomena were mentioned (Fig. 12b,
arrow B).
With respect to the immediate effects of compaction on the soil condition it was
discussed that bulk packing state properties are poor indices of the physical soil
condition, since the relationship between these properties and soil qualities (Fig.
12b, arrow C) is in general not unique.
Prediction requires a prediction function (Fig. 12c) relating process characteristics
to process effects. In § 6.2, methods to establish a prediction function will be
reviewed, and examples will be given of prediction models presented in the
literature. The method thatwill be used toestablish a prediction function that suits
the object of this study is presented in § 6.3.

6.2 Methods of prediction
Prediction methods can be divided into methods mainly based on knowledge of
the mechanism of the process (analytical methods), methods mainly based on
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observations ofrelationships between process characteristics and process effects
(empirical methods), and methods based on combinations of analytical and
empirical methods. The latter called semi-empirical orcomposite methods (Kooien
and Van Ouwerkerk, 1988).
Theories on traffic or wheel-induced compaction are often presented as models.
These models are developed for different purposes such as:
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to enhance the understanding of the mechanism of the process;
to aid vehicle and tyre design;
to support advisory in agricultural practice.
Ingeneral, thesecompaction models are notappropriate for prediction onaroutine
base owing totheir complexity andthedifficulties encountered inobtaining reliable
input-data.
Analytical methods
Analytical methods describing aspects of vehicle-soil interaction are often based
on stress-strain relationships proposed by Boussinesq. Several such methods
were reviewed by Yong et al. (1984) and Gupta and Allmaras (1987). It is to be
expected that analytical procedures based on the Boussinesq solution, aswell as
empirical methods will be replaced by Finite Elements Methods (FEM). FEM (e.g.
Vermeer, 1991) have far more possibilities toaccount for specific features of soilwheel systems. The application of FEM for soil-wheel systems requires:
adequate stress-strain relationships for agricultural soils. Such
relationships are notyetavailable andvalidated. Results fromthe National
Soil Dynamics Laboratory (NSDL,Auburn, AI.)arepromising (Raperetal.,
1992);
relevant boundary conditions forsoil-wheel systems andwheel properties;
relationships between quantities describing the state of deformation of a
soil element and quantities describing the soil quality of the deformed
element.
In the Netherlands, research on soil-wheel systems based on FEM is carried out
at the Tillage Laboratory of the Wageningen University since 1991.
Semi-empirical methods
Semi-empirical methods arebasedoncalculated stressdistributions inthetyre-soil
interface and the soil profile and empirical stress-(volume-)strain relationships.
Prediction methods which are based on these concepts are reported by Söhne
(1953), Blackwell and Soane (1981), Smith (1985), Gupta and Larson (1982),
Gameda et al. (1987), Van den Akker (1988) and Jacobsen and Dexter (1989).
Several methods to predict the stress distribution under surface applied loads are
reviewed by Kooien and Kuipers (1983). The authors stated that the numerical
summation procedure proposed bySöhne (1953) isthe most detailed method and
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likely gives the most accurate stress estimations. Empirical relationships for
estimating the size of the contact area from data on tyre geometry are reviewed
by Soane et al. (1981a,b).
Various empirical stress-volume strain relationships are applied in order to relate
the predicted stresses to the resulting degree of compactness. Depending on the
method of testing, distinction can be made between uni-axial compression tests
and tri-axial compression tests. Other testvariables are the compression rate, the
sample preparation procedure (i.e. undisturbed field samples or laboratory
prepared samples), sample dimensions and drainage conditions (drained or
undrained).
Empirical methods
A large number of field experiments have been conducted in order to establish
relationships between soil and traffic characteristics and the resultant soil
condition. Several such studies arereviewed by Soane etal. (1981a,b). Prediction
functions are presented asgraphs, orequations derived from regression analysis.
Often used soil and traffic characteristics which are considered to control
compaction are the soil water content, the cone penetration resistance, the tyre
inflation pressure, the wheelload and the number of wheel passes.

6.3 Closing remarks on existing prediction methods
Although existing models ontraffic-induced compaction areuseful intheirownfield
ofapplication, provided they arevalidated, they areconsidered here as unsuitable
for prediction on a routine base. Important arguments for this statement are:
Existing prediction methods have incommon, thattheeffect of compaction
is expressed in terms of bulk packing state properties. As was indicated
previously, bulk packing state properties are poor indicators of the effect
ofcompaction onthe physical condition ofasoil asaworking and growing
medium. Gupta and Larson (1982) and Beekman (1985) extended
laboratory compaction tests at varying load and water content with
observations on relevant soil physical properties. However useful these
methods may be for classifying the sensitiveness of a soil to the adverse
effects of compaction, it is questionable whether the results effectively
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resemble the effects in field situations.
Bothanalytical andsemi-empirical models apply toidealized soiland traffic
conditions and model validation has been undertaken to a very limited
extent. Particularly anisotropic profiles impose large problems, and
predictions based on uniform properties throughout must be handled with
care (Smith, 1985). Tests are often confined to the same soil type and
profile condition thatwas used togenerate the prediction function (Soane,
1985). Kooien (1988) stated that stress estimations often lack sufficient
accuracy.
Compaction models require detailed and accurate input-data on soil and
traffic characteristics. In general, this information is not readily available,
and indeed difficult to obtain (Plackett, 1985).
In § 5 it was discussed that the soil behaviour upon compaction can be
divided into strength hardening and flow. It isquestionable whether these
distinct process shapes can be represented by a single model only.
Since analytical and semi-empirical methods are considered as inappropriate for
prediction on a routine base, itwas decided to establish a prediction theory which
is based on empirical methods.

6.4 Prediction based on empirical methods
6.4.1 The prediction function (F)
Kooien (1977) divided empirical methods into comparative methods and methods
based on known formulae and/or graphs.

Comparative methods
A comparative method can be applied even when the prediction function F is
unknown. The comparative prediction method is based on the axiom that, if once
has been observed that Y attains a certain value in a situation defined by the
respective values of x;, then Y will attain that particular value whenever the same
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Situation arises again, provided that Y is uniquely related to (x., xn). Discrete
relationships between Y and different sets of values of X;can be converted into
continuous relationships using formulae or graphs.
A well-known method tofitobservations on relationships between Y and (x, xn)
by formulae or graphs is dimension analysis. Dimension analysis is particularly
helpful if one has to deal with a large number of process characteristics. The
application of dimension analysis is however restricted to test conditions which
allow full control of the process characteristics which are involved, as in the case
of laboratory scale model testing and single wheel testing.
Methods using known formulae or graphs
Prediction methods using empirical formulae or graphs are based on the
assumption that the prediction function (F) is effectively represented by a known
general formula or graph shape. A general formula can be transferred into a
particular formula by means of numerical or statistical data processing methods.
Limited graph data can befit by anappropriate curve using a known graph shape.
The conversion of a general formula or graph shape into a particular formula or
graph may be referred to as calibration.
A typical example of using a known graph shape toestablish a prediction function
is given by Raghavan et al. (1976). The authors used the Proctor test and a static
load compression test to develop ageneral graph expressing the dry bulk density
as a function of the water content at compaction. The graph shape was
subsequently used for curve fitting of graph data obtained from observations on
field compacted soil from the same soil order.
Empirical formulae relating soil and traffic characteristics to soil qualities are
entirely lacking. Raghavan et al. (1976) showed that laboratory compaction tests
can be used to simulate traffic-induced effects on bulk packing state properties.
Gupta and Larson (1982) and Beekman (1985) presented graphical relationships
expressing the effect of laboratory compaction at varying load and water content
on various soil qualities. However, the effectiveness of these laboratory
compaction methods tosimulate traffic-induced effects has notyetbeenvalidated.
From the absence of appropriate formulae or graphs relating traffic and soil
characteristics to soil qualities itwas decided to apply the comparative method to
establish a prediction function.
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Laboratory compaction tests can be of great help for developing a prediction
function. Itwas thereforee decided todevelop alaboratory compaction test meant
to simulate compaction byfield traffic. A detailed description ofthe laboratory test
as well as its effectiveness in simulating the traffic induced effect on the soil
condition is given by Dawidowski and Lerink (1990, Appendix III).
6.4.2 Where to predict from (x,)
Empirical prediction methods are based on the assumption thatthe process effect
(Y) is determined by a set of process characteristics (x,
xn). The process
characteristics have to satisfy the following requirements (Kooien, 1977):
Y must be a unique function of (x.,
xn);
the sensitivity of Y to x> must be appropriate.
A prediction function is unique when it only predicts one value of Y for each set
of (x, xn). Ifnot, other oradditional process characteristics have to betaken into
account.
The sensitivity of Y to X;can be expressed by the quotient dY/dX|. When this
quotient equals nearzero, X; isapparently ofminor importance and can beomitted.
A high degree of accuracy ofX; is required when this quotient attains a highvalue.
The objective ofthe study presented here istodevelop a prediction method which
is applicable on a routine base. Hence methods to assess x, must be simple, and
instruments, if required, must be cheap and easy to handle.
From § 4 and § 5 it followed, that traffic induced compaction is governed by a
great variety of traffic and soil characteristics. Furthermore, these characteristics
may attain a wide range of values. The development of a prediction function can
be facilitated by reducing the number of process characteristics that are treated
asvariables, aswell astheir respective ranges. Reducing the number and ranges
of process characteristics also puts restrictions on the field of application, or in
other words the domain of prediction.
Limiting the domain of prediction
As was discussed in § 3, the major limitations of the domain of the prediction
function considered here arethat itonly accounts forasingle field and agiven set
of farm machinery. Traffic and soil characteristics which are pertinent in
determining the immediate effectonsoilqualities, within the limited domain defined
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in § 3, were evaluated in § 4 and § 5. These characteristics comprised:
traffic characteristics: the type of field operation;
the traffic system (HGP or LGP);
soil characteristics:

the water content at compaction.

Thedomain defined bythetraffic andsoilcharacteristics mentioned above account
for the effects of compaction throughout the entire zone of influence of the tracks
resulting from agiven field operation. The effects of compaction are not uniformly
distributed throughout the zone of influence. Variation ofthe effects resulting from
a given field operation occurs among tracks, along a track and within a cross
sectional zone of influence underneath a track.
Relevant traffic factors causing variation among tracks are:
tracks resulting from the passage of a single vehicle may be produced by
different sets ofwheelings, e.g. ifthe wheel paths of an implement do not
overlap the wheel paths of the tractor;
tracks resulting from a field operation involving more vehicles (e.g. at the
harvest of root crops) may not, partly or completely overlap.
A change of the payload during traffic may cause variation of the effects of
compaction along atrack and among tracks produced by equal sets of wheelings
(e.g. at spraying, fertilizing and harvesting).
Relevant soil factors causing variation of the effects among and along tracks are
spatial variation of the soil water content and the effects of preceding traffic
events.
A further limitation ofthe number of soil and traffic characteristics can be obtained
by:
considering maximum effects only;
confining prediction tothat part ofthefieldwhich best represents the entire
field;
confining prediction to those tracks which best represent the majority of
tracks resulting from a given field operation.
Measurements on compaction patterns in the cross sectional area under tracks
were among others reported by Soane (1970), Raghavan etal. (1976), Raghavan
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et al. (1977), Pollock et al. (1984), Gupta and Larson (1982) and Van den Akker
and Lerink (1990). Based on these findings it is concluded that the maximum
effect oftraffic tends to occur near the vertical axis through the centre ofthe track.
Maximum effects are further assumed in tracks that received the largest number
ofwheelings. The choice ofthe best représentants ofthe field and thetracks isleft
to the opinion of the experienced farmer.
6.4.3 What to predict (Y)
In this section, soil properties which are descriptive of the physical condition of a
given field soil, that are sensitive to compaction, and which contain relevant
information for the user will be evaluated. The generic term "soil qualities" was
proposed to denote soil physical properties which match these criteria.
In § 5 the concept of soil micro and macro factors was used as a classification
system for soil strength related properties. The extension to account for a wider
range of soil physical properties which are relevant for crop production was also
discussed. Using micro factors to describe the soil condition after compaction is
potentially attractive because of the limited number of factors which are involved.
The dry bulk density, or complementary, the total pore space, is the most
important single determinant of the physical quality of traffic-compacted soil.
However true this may be there is consensus among agronomists, that bulk
packing state properties are unable to explain the perceived variation in for
instance workability and crop development. Thus more information is needed to
qualify the soil condition. Apart from the proportions ofsolids, water and air, micro
factors are difficult or even impossible to assess. Therefore, macro factors will be
used to qualify the soil condition.
Soil macro-factors which describe aspects of the soil physical quality can be
ordered into three main groups:
1.
soil-crop factors, such asproperties related withwater transport and water
capacity, aeration and root penetrability.
2.
soil-machine factors, such as properties related to trafficability and
workability.
3.
soil-environment factors, such as properties related to erodibility and
drainage.
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Criteria for selection of soil qualities are principally user-defined. These userdefined criteria depend on many factors, such as:
who isthe user (a farmer, an extension worker or a scientist), and where
is the information used for;
which specific problems can be expected from compaction (e.g. limited
root growth, erosion, or limited sievability at the harvest of root crops).
In this study, soil qualities are nominated which are appropriate to verify the
effectiveness of the prediction method:
the soil qualities should apply to various aspects of the physical soil
quality;
the soil qualities should be easy assessable and fit a coherent
experimental scheme.
Based on these criteria, the following soil qualities were selected:
pore space;
air content at pF2;
cone penetration resistance at pF2;
air permeability at pF2;
saturated water conductivity;
oven-dry tensile strength.
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PREDICTION FUNCTIONS BASED ON OBSERVATIONS ON TRAFFIC
COMPACTED SOIL

7.1 Preliminary remarks
During three successive years (1985, 1986 and 1987) experiments were
conducted to establish prediction functions relating traffic and soil characteristics
to the immediate effects on soil qualities. The experiments involved field soil
sampling and laboratory tests. The laboratory tests were conducted at the Tillage
Laboratory of the Wageningen Agricultural University. Field soil sampling was
performed on the HGP/LGP experimental field on the IMAG experimental station
"Oostwaardhoeve".
Prior to evaluating the experiments which were carried out in behalf of this study
(§ 7.3), the results (§ 7.4) and the discussion (§ 7.5), some information isgiven of
the overall experimental lay-out of the HGP/LGP research project (§ 7.2).

7.2 Experimental lay-out of the HGP/LGP research project
In behalf of the HGP/LGP research project, a full-scale field experiment was
designed on a 10 ha field on the IMAG experimental station "Oostwaardhoeve".
The "Oostwaardhoeve" is situated in the Wieringermeer Polder, in the northwestern part of the Netherlands. The experiment started in the autumn of 1984
and lasted five years. Detailed information on the overall experimental layout can
be found in Vermeulen (ed., 1989).
Treatments
The main treatments comprised three traffic systems: a high-ground-pressure
traffic system (HGP), a low-ground-pressure system (LGP) and a zero-ground
pressure system (Z). The machinery used for the HGP and LGP treatments
differed only with respect to the tyre equipment. The tyre equipment of the HGP
traffic system resembled common practice on 60 ha arable farms in the
Netherlands, atthetimetheexperiment started (1984). Theground pressure levels
for the LGP treatment were chosen in such a way that no harmful effects from
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traffic were to be expected:
at field operations in spring, before sowing, the mean ground pressure
should not exceed 50 kPa;
atotherfieldoperations, themean ground pressure should notexceed 100
kPa.
Further criteria forselecting tyreswhich satisfy the mean ground pressure criterion
are reported byVermeulen et al. (1988). InTable 9,the tyre inflation pressure (p,),
mean ground pressure (pm) and the major principal stress occurring near thetyresoil contact surface {a-) fordifferent field operations and traffic systems aregiven,
pm and a, are calculated by means of the approximate formulae mentioned in §
4.
Table 9. Inflation pressure (p), mean normal ground pressure (pj and major
principal stress (aj of the HGP and LGP traffic systems [kPa], for
various field operations.
HGP

Field operations
Pi
before sowing
other operations:
tractors, combine
trailer, implements

LGP

Pm

*i

Pi

Pm

80

100

160

40

50

80

160
240

200
300

320
480

80
80

100
100

160
160

<T\

As a reference, azero-traffic system (Z)was also added tothe experiment. Inthis
study, the Z-treatment will not be further considered.
Experimental design
The experimental field was divided intofour blocks, A, B, Cand D(Fig. 13). Each
block consisted of6 plots. The size ofthe plots 1,3, 4and 6was 50 x 100 m.The
plots 2 and 5 were 6 x 100 m and were allocated to the Z traffic system. Two of
the four remaining plots of each block were randomly assigned tothe HGP traffic
system. The remaining plots received the LGP traffic system. The size ofthe plots
was big enough to perform the field operations on a practical scale, but restricted
all traffic to the length direction of the plots. A rotation of four crops (cropping
sequence: ware potatoes, winter wheat with undersown raygrass, sugar beet and
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onions) was established on each block.
Canal
•

6
5
4
3
2
1

'

-

'

•"-

/

HGP

LGP

LGP

LGP

LGP

HGP

HGP

LGP

LGP

HGP

HGP

HGP

HGP

LGP

LGP

HGP

A

B

c

D

Fig. 13. Experimental design of the HGP/LGP experimental field.
Atthe start ofthe experiment, the crops were randomly assigned tothe respective
blocks. Soiland crop management, aswellasthemachinery involved, represented
common practice on 60 ha arable farms on medium textured soils in the
Netherlands. The respective field operations and the machinery involved were
specified in Table 1.
So/7description
The marine sandy loam soil on the experimental station developed in the upper
part of the Holocene sediment, and includes old marine clay and Almere and
Zuyderzee deposits. The soils have AC-profiles and are classified as Typic
Fluvaquents (Soil Survey Staff, 1975), or as Calcaric Fluvisols (FAO-UNESCO,
1974). Inthe Dutch classification systemthey arecalled Calcareous Polder Vague
Soils with a loamy surface layer, mapping unit Mn25A (De Bakker, 1979). A soil
taxonomie description of a representative pedon is presented in Table 10.
The arable layer ranged from sandy loam to clay loam (USDA classification). On
average, thearable layercontained 23%clay (ranging from 14%to35%),32%silt,
44% fine sand and 1%coarse sand.
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Table 10. Soil taxonomie description of a representative

profile according to Soil

Survey Staff (1975).
Horizon Depth Description

Ap

0-37

C21g

37-45

C22g

45-78

C23g

78-135

CG1

135-150

Very dark grey (5Y 3/1) with a weakly to moderately
developed structure consisting of microporous, subangular
blocky elements (0-13 cmdepth) toangular blocky elements (1317 cm depth) with diameters ranging from 2 to 10 mm: abrupt
smooth boundary
Dark grey (5Y 4/1), heavy clay with a moderately
developed structure, consisting of macroporous, angular blocky
elements with diameters more than 20 mm: abrupt smooth
boundary
Dark grey (5Y 4/1) clay with strongly developed compound
prisms, composed ofweakly developed, macroporous, angular
blocky elements with diameters ranging from 10to 20 mm. This
horizon shows vertical cracks; common medium strong brown
(7.5YR 5/6) stains around old roots; common thin strata of silt
loam and loamy sand; gradual wavy boundary
Grey (5Y 5/1) clay with moderate, smooth compound prisms
composed macroporous, weakly developed angular blocky
elements with diameters more than 20 mm. This horizon
contains many fossil roots and redbrown mottles; clear smooth
boundary
Greenish grey (5GY 5/1) loam. The soil material is apedal,
commonly contains shell fragments and belongs to the
Pleistocene; gradual wavy boundary

All horizons are calcareous
Corresponding analytical data are given in Table 11.

Table 11.Analytical data of a TypicFluvaquent.
Horizon

Depth Particle *size distribution [%, w/w]
2-16 16-50 50-150 >150
[cm]
<2
fjm
//m
//m
/jm
//m

Ap
C21g
C22g
C23g

0-37 21.5
37-45 47.7
45-78 47.4
78-135 33.7

10.4
24.2
24.5
18.0

14.6
24.3
20.7
37.0

45.1
3.1
6.9
10.9

Istscherekov-elementary
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8.4
0.7
0.5
0.4

CaC0 3 pH
(KCl)
[% w/w]

Org.
matter*
[% w/w]

8.5
5.9
9.3
10.4

2.2
0.0
0.5
2.3

7.4
7.3
7.3
7.4

Among and within all plots large differences in soil composition occurred. InFig.
14, information is given on the clay content of the arable layer. As a rule the
subsoil contained more clay than the arable layer. Generally, the arable layer as
well as the subsoil of blocks A and B contained less clay than blocks C and D.
Within the blocks, the arable layer ofthe area near the canal contained more clay
than the rest of the blocks. The experimental field was well drained with artificial
drains placed at a distance of 11 m.
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31
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37

36

42
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35

Fig. 14. Clay content (% w/w)of the arable layer near the middle of each plot
(data: Kooistra, Winand Staring Centre).

7.3 Experimental methods
7.3.1 Choice of field operations and sampling locations
Field operations
The choice of the field operations which were used for developing prediction
functions was primarily based on the traffic intensity, the time available for
experimentation and the time required for experimentation. Using these criteria,
seedbed preparation for the rootcrops and the harvest of the rootcrops were
chosen. Seedbed preparation was chosen in favour of sowing because field
sampling might have caused unacceptable damage tothe seedbed. The harvest
of root crops was selected because of the high traffic intensity, high axle loads,
and the relatively high tyre inflation pressures.
Sample locations
The prediction function presented in § 6 only accounts for a field soil with given
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intrinsic properties. In order to minimize the effect of variation of the soil
composition, it was decided to:
choose sampling sites for corresponding HGP and LGP treatments as
close as possible on neighbouring plots;
choose sampling sites on plots with a clay content close to field average
( « 26 %w/w).
For practical reasons itwas notalways possible toselect sampling siteswhich met
these conditions. The variability of the soil intrinsic properties was therefore not
completely excluded. The consequences ofintroducing anextra variable are dealt
with in § 7.4.1.
A small portion of the area of the respective plots already received field traffic at
the time seedbed preparation was carried out. These trafficked areas were
avoided for sampling since they did not represent the soil condition of the largest
partofthe plots. Forthe same reason, areas which received traffic during spraying
operations were avoided atfield sampling ofthe harvest treatments. InFig. 15the
respective sampling sites are schematically presented.
6

HGP

4

LGP

3

LGP

1

LGP

1
1

HGP

HGP

HGP

HGP

HGP

LGP

LGP

6
6

LGP

LGP

2
2

3

C

4
4

L G P

HGP
HGP

3

Up: seedbed preparation; down: harvest operations
2
HGP
34
34
LGP
LGP

67
6

LGP

LGP

6
S
HGP
HGP

1

LGP

HGP

LGP

HGP

HGP

LGP

HGP 1

7
HGP

LGP

Fig. 15. Sample locations. Experiment numbers indicate respective locations.
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7.3.2 Field sampling procedure
Field sampling procedure at seedbed preparation
After selecting a suitable location, using the conditions defined in § 7.3.1, two
strips of 5 m were traced out with rods. These strips were situated in the length
direction of the plot and marked the centrelines of tracks which were to be
expected. Just before and immediately after traffic core samples were taken at 27 cm and 7-12 cm depth, the latter after removal of excess soil. Pre-traffic
sampling was carried out while the field operation was in progress. After finishing
pre-traffic sampling the sample locations were trafficked immediately. The tractor
driver was instructed to travel over the marked strips and to stop half way the
strips. After marking the positions of the rear tyres the implement was lifted and
the tractor was advanced. The trafficked sections of « 0.75 m between the rods
marking the rear tyres and the tilled soil were used for core sampling.
All core samples were taken in metal cylinders with asharpened edge {<p76 or81
mm, height 50 mm, wall thickness 1.5 mm). The inner side of the cylinders was
oiled in order to minimize the possible harmful effects of soil-wall friction. The
cylinders were pushed in the soil manually by means of an extension rod. For
sampling after traffic a rubber hammer was needed. All core samples were
trimmed to size with a sharp knife, covered underneath with 150//m-maze nylon
cloth, and stored in a closed wooden box. All handling was done with great care.
Samples which appeared not representative were discarded.
The total number of core samples per treatment (HGP or LGP) thus amounted to
40; 20 samples before and 20 after traffic, 10 samples per depth layer. The
number of core samples was determined by the time available for sampling and
the total number of cylinders available.
Field sampling procedure at the harvest of rootcrops
After an appropriate location was chosen, a strip of 10 m length was traced out
with rods. The strip represented the centreline ofthetrackwhich would result from
the passage of the harvest machinery (transport included). The strip was
subsequently divided into4sections ofequal length.Theouter sections were used
for core sampling before traffic, the middle sections were used for core sampling
immediately after traffic. The sampling procedure of the harvest operations and
seedbed preparation were further comparable.
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Additional core samples were collected from untrafficked areas near the sampling
sites of the harvest operations and seedbed preparation (sampling depths: 2 - 7
cm and 7 - 1 2 cm; ring size: <p x h = 120 x 50 mm; number: 5 at each depth
layer). These core samples were used for laboratory compaction tests.
InTable 12the sampling dates, sites and the type of crop grown inthe preceding
cropping season are listed.
Table 12.Sampling dates, sites and type of

(preceding) crop.

Seedbed preparation
Exp.
no.

Date
before

after

Plot
HGP

1
2
3
4
5

24-4-86
02-5-86
31-3-87
23-4-87
27-4-87

id.
id.
id.
id.
id.

A6
C4
C3
D3
A1

LGP

Preceding
crop

A4
C6
(edge)
D4
A3

sugarbeet
onions
potatoes
w. wheat
onions

Harvest operations
Exp.
no.

Date
before

after

Plot
HGP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

26-07-85
30-10-85
30-10-85
30-09-86
03-10-86
06-11-86
15-09-87

id.
id.
id.
13-10-86
id.
id.
01-10-87

D1
A6
A6
A6
C4
B4
B3

Crop
LGP

D6

A4
A4
C6
B6
B6

potatoes
sugarbeet
sugarbeet
onions
potatoes
sugarbeet
onions

Deviations from standard sampling procedure

2.

Experiment no.3(seedbed preparation) wasperformed approximately one
month earlier than usual, in order to gain time for an extra sampling
session.
Experiment no. 2 HGP (harvest) was repeated (exp. no. 3 HGP) after it
became known that soil dredged from the canal was spread on the sides
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of the plots bordering the canal.
Digging and loading atthe harvest treatments no.4and 7were separated
approximately two weeks in time. Accordingly pre-traffic and after-traffic
sampling was separated by a time period of considerable duration.

7.3.3 Laboratory preparation and measurement methods
The smaller sized core samples were subjected toaseries of measurements and
preparations in order to assess:
total pore space: P;
field soil gravimetric water content, just before or immediately after
compaction: wf;
air content at pF2: Ac(pF2);
air permeability at pF2: Ki(pF2);
penetration strength at pF2: CI(pF2);
saturated water conductivity: Ksat;
oven-dry tensile strength: av
All core samples were kept in the metal cylinders until the tensile strength test.
Pending a test, the core samples were stored in closed wooden boxes and kept
at a cool place.
All samples were treated alike. As will be shown, the successive tests fitted a
coherent experimental scheme. The sequence of tests and preparations ensured
minimal mutual interference. Despite this, the results of the respective tests may
be influenced to some extent by factors which are attributed to the experimental
set-up, such as aging and drying/wetting. Itcan be reasoned however, that these
effects areofminor importance compared totheeffects ofnatural processes which
occur in field situations. A high degree of standardization in scheduling, sample
preparation and measuring was applied to minimize the disturbance due to the
experimental set-up.
Scheme of measuring, preparation and storage
- Weighing

The ring samples were weighed the day after field sampling, to
assess of wf.

- Storage
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Equilibration The ring samples were equilibrated at a matric suction of 10 kPa
( pF2) on a standard, sand-filled tension table (equilibration time:
3 days). A filter paper was placed between the sample and the
nylon cloth to ensure good contact.
Weighing

Air
permeability

After equilibration at pF2 the samples were weighed to assess
Ac'<PF2>-

The air permeability was assessed using a constant pressure
permeameter (Perdok and Hendrikse, 1982).

- Storage
- Saturation

The samples were placed on atension table installed at a tension
of 0 kPa. After an equilibration time of three days, water was
added on the surface ofthetension table until the level was equal
to half the height of the cylinders (equilibration time: 3 days).

- Conductivity The saturated water conductivity wasassessed using theconstant
head method (Klute and Dirksen, 1986). The samples had free
outflow underneath. The head varied from 1to4.5 cm, depending
on the conductivity. Half an hour equilibration time was given
before the measurements started. Since the conductivity
decreased in time, the average flow rate (Q [m3/s]) was
determined over fivesuccessive time intervals. The duration ofthe
time intervals was variable, depending on the conductivity.
- Equilibration The samples were equilibrated on a tension table at a tension of
10 kPa (equilibration time: 5 days).
- Penetrability The penetration resistance was estimated by means of a needle
penetrometer (shaft: <p 0.8 mm, length 60 mm; conus: tip angle
30 °, 0-base 1.2 mm). The needle was attached to a force
transducer. The needle-force transducer assembly was mounted
on a universal material testing machine (Zwick). The penetration
ratewas 25 mm/min. The penetration force and penetration depth
were continuously recorded on aXY-plotter. The testing machine
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stopped automatically atapenetration depth of4cm. Penetrations
were carried out in three-fold, at locations in between the centre
and circumference of the sample surface.
Storage
Oven drying (105 °C; 3 days).
Weighing

Tensile
strength

• Weighing

The oven dried samples were weighed, whereafter the soil cores
were taken out of the cylinders. In general this could be done
without disturbance of the slightly shrunken core. Sticking to the
inner side of the ring was largely prevented by the oil film.

The diameter and length of each soil core were determined by
means of a micrometer. The oven-dry tensile strength was
assessed according to the Brasilian test (Kirkham et al., 1959).
The force on the poles of the soil core was applied by the Zwick
testing machine and was recorded continuously on a XY-plotter.
Upon loading the force increased steadily until the moment of
failure when itdropped sharply. The force atfailure was read from
the XY-plotter. After the cores were broken they were checked for
irregularities, such as shell nests or plant litter.
Finally the metal ring was weighed to assess wf and Ac(pF2).

7.3.4 Calculation and data processing
Calculation
The following formulae were used to calculate the respective soil properties.
- Pore space (P) [% v/v]:
P = (1-(W d r y -W r i n g )/( K s -V r i n g ))x100%
with:
Vring = ring volume [m3]
Wdry = weight of oven-dry core sample [Mg]
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Wring = weight of metal ring [Mg]
Ks = specific density of soil particles [Mg/m3]
- Gravimetric water content (wf) [% w/w]:
wf = (Wwet - Wdry)/(Wdry -Wring) x 100%
with:
Wwet = weight of core sample [Mg]
- Air content at pF2 (Ac(pF2)) [% v/v]:
Ac(pF2) = (1 - (Wdry-Wring)/(/sVring) - (WpF2-Wdry)/(KwVring)) x 100%
with:
WpF2 = weight of core sample equilibrated at pF2 [Mg]
Yw = specific density of water [Mg/m3]
- Intrinsic air permeability at pF2 (Ki(pF2)) [m2]:
K

i(pF2) = ( V a X /7a X h)/(p a X t X A )

with:
Va = volume of air passed through the core sample [m3]
#7a= viscosity of air [Pa-s]
h = height of core sample [m]
pa = pressure of air in the bell float [Pa]
t = time of air flowing [s]
A = sample cross sectional area [m3]
Va and paare given in the users manual of the test apparatus.
The values of Kiwere subsequently log-transformed.
- Saturated water conductivity (Ksat) [m/s]:
Ksat = Q/A . J _ _
H, + L
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with:
Hi = head [m]
Q = flow [m3/s]
L = height at soil sample [m]
Ksatwas calculated offive successive time intervals (T;)after a% hour equilibration
time. It appeared that the log converted values of K^T,) closely fitted a straight
line when plotted vs. time. The parameters a and b defining a straight line were
calculated using standard regression analysis. The value of b, representing
log(Ksat) at t = 0 (i.e. at the very beginning of water ponding) was subsequently
used to assess log(Ksat).
- Cone Index at pF2 (CI(pF2)) [MPa]:
CI(pF2) = F p /A o x10^
with:
Fp = penetration force [N]
Ac = base area of the cone [m2]
The penetration force Fp was obtained from the Fp vs. depth relationship as
recorded by the XY-plotter. Fpwas measured at penetration depths of 1, 2 and 3
cm. CI(pF2) was calculated as the average of three penetrations at three depths.
- Oven-dry tensile strength (crt) [MPa]:
<rt= ( 2 - F t ) / ( , 7 - D d r y - h V x 1 0 *
with:
F, = force at failure [N]
Ddry = diameter of oven-dry soil core [m]
Hdry = height of oven-dry soil core [m]
The bigger sized core samples were subjected to a uni-axial compression test.
Force vs. piston displacement were recorded on a XY-plotter. Compression
stopped automatically when a pressure of 0.4 MPa was reached. From the force
vs. displacement curve porosities were calculated at 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 MPa. Here,
the porosity applies to the state of compactness before elastic rebound.
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Data processing
Data on the respective soil properties of each set of corresponding core samples
were averaged and standard deviations were calculated. Extreme values were
discarded.

7.4 Results
7.4.1 Presentation

The results of the experiments are presented graphically by means of composite
diagrams in Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 19. Each diagram presents the initial and final
soil state, at a depth of 2-7 and 7-12 cm as a function of the field soil water
content. The composite diagrams are further referred to as soil state diagrams.
The M-P-V diagram is placed at the bottom of the soil state diagrams. The M-P-V
diagram will be used extensively to explain the response of the respective soil
qualities to compaction. The mean values of a series of tests on corresponding
samples are rendered by symbols. Open and closed symbols refer to the initial
and final soil state respectively.
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Fig. 16.Soilstatediagram ofHGP fieldtraffic atseedbed preparation forrootcrops
(° initial soil state at2-7 cmdepth, Oinitial soil state at 7-12cmdepth; • final soil
state at 2-7 cm depth, • final soil state at 7-12cm depth;
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state at 2-12 cm depth; — HGP-isobar at 2-12 cm depth; 1,2,... number of
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7.4.2 Estimation of the prediction function (F)
In order to establish a prediction function (F), the data symbols representing the
final soil state are fitted with smooth, continuous curves. Each curve applies to a
limited range of x; and predicts a single soil quality only. The limited range of x,
consists of the variable water content at field traffic (wf), a given field operation
(seedbed preparation or harvest operation) and a given traffic system (HGP or
LGP). From Figs. 16 to 19 itwas inferred that the effect of depth was completely
accounted for by the water content at compaction. Therefore, the symbols
corresponding to the respective sample depths were fitted by a single curve.
The estimation ofthe shape and position ofthecurves isbased onthe assumption
that the immediate effect of field traffic on a soil quality (Y) is a unique function of
the process characteristics that were taken into consideration. Statistically this
implies that the disturbance of Y-observed with respect to the prediction curve is
attributed to the stochastic nature of Y.
The prediction curves arefitted byeye. Curve fitting byeyewas preferred to curve
fitting based on regression analysis since the data symbols could not be fitted
properly by a common regression function. The complex shape of the curves is
attributed tothe distinct process types which underlie compaction atvarying water
content (see also §5).The prediction curves arefurther denoted as isobars, since
they refertoaspecified compactive treatment. Maximum congruence was pursued
between the HGP and LGP isobars.
The initial soil state was assumed to be independent of the water content at
compaction and the depth of sampling. In Figs. 16 to 19 the initial soil state is
presented bystraight, horizontal lines, resembling theaverage initial soilcondition.
7.5 Analysis
The analysis comprises:
the effect of the water content at compaction on the final soil state, Y(wf)
(§ 7.5.1);
a comparison of the effects of the HGP and LGP traffic system, Y(traffic
system) (§ 7.5.2);
a comparison of the effects of the two field operations examined, Y(field
operation) (§ 7.5.3).
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The soil state diagrams show considerable deviation of the observed values of Y
and the predicted values. In § 7.5.4 an analysis is given of the deviation.
7.5.1 The effect of the water content at compaction
The discussion on the effect of the water content at compaction is based on the
M-P-V diagram and the soil quality diagrams, respectively.
M-P-V diagram
The isobars of the M-P-V diagrams in Figs. 16 to 19 clearly show two distinct
curve parts. In accordance with the definitions stated in § 5.3.3, the left
descending and the right rising parts arecalled thedry andwet limbs, respectively.
The dry and wet zones of compaction are separated by a vertical line which
intersects the X-axis at acritical water content resulting in maximum compaction.
The critical water contents are given in Table 13.
Table 13. Critical water content for different field operations and traffic systems.
Field
operation

Traffic
system

Critical
water content
[% w/w]

seedbed preparation
seedbed preparation

HGP
LGP

25.1
25.6

harvest
harvest

HGP
LGP

22.6
22.6

With respect to the type of the compaction process, compaction in the "dry" and
"wet" limbs were associated with strength hardening and flow, respectively. From
the situations examined, it follows that compaction during seedbed preparation
mainly features strength hardening, whereas at the harvest flow prevails.
At the time seedbed preparation was carried out, the water content at 2 -12 cm
depth lied mostly within the range of 18toapproximately 26 %[w/w]. Extreme wet
situations (wf = 29 to 32 % [w/w]) occurred in experiment number 5 of both the
HGP and LGP treatments. The harvest operations were usually carried out at a
slightly wider water content range wf « 17to 27% [w/w].An extreme wet situation
occurred in experiment number 1of the LGP treatment.
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The sensitivity of the resultant pore space to compaction at increasing water
content (dP/dwf), along thedry limb ofthe isobar is markedly higher at seedbed
preparation than atthe harvest operation. Therespective values fordP/dwfare
approximately -0.45and-0.25. Adecrease ofthe sensitivity ofPtowfathigher
compactive efforts wasalso found in uni-axial compaction studies (e.g. Kooien,
1978).
The wetlimbs ofthe isobars were estimated torun near parallel tothesaturation
line. Theair-filled porosity atwet compaction equals approximately 4to6%[v/v].
Soil quality diagrams
The vertical lines indicating thetransition from dryinto wetcompaction in the
M-P-V diagram areextended tothesoilquality diagrams. Atdry compaction during
seedbed preparation, thechange ofthe soil qualities atincreasing water content
at compaction isinline with thedecrease inpore space, i.e.Ac(pF2), Kj(pF2)and
Ksatdecrease atincreasing water content atcompaction, whereas CI(pF2) anda,
increase. Thesensitivities ofthe soil qualities tothewater content at compaction
are: dAc(pF2)/dwf« - 1.5; dlogKi(pF2)/dwf « - 0.3; dCI(pF2)/dwf « 0.27;
dlogKsat/dwf « 0.28;d<rt/dwf « 0.02
At wetcompaction, thechange ofthe soil qualities atincreasing water content at
compaction generally does notcorrespond to the change of the resultant pore
space. Despite the increase of the pore space Ac(pF2), Ki(pF2) and a, remain
virtually constant whereas Ksatfurther decreases.
The soil quality diagrams ofthe harvest operations show thatAc(pF2), Ki(pF2)and
Ksat attain extremely lowvalues andarevirtually insensitive tothewater content
atcompaction. The shapeofthe CI(pF2)-isobar corresponds tothe P-isobar in the
M-P-V diagram. At dry compaction, trt slightly increases at increasing water
content atcompaction. Atwetcompaction, a,shows amarked increase despitethe
increase ofthepore space. Asopposed toAc(pF2), Ki(pF2) andKsat,a,appears
to bea sensitive indicator ofthedetrimental effect ofcompaction under wetsoil
conditions (do-t/dwf « 0.04). Thedeterioration ofthe soil structure isattributed to
soil flow. In view of the relatively deep wheel ruts, which may amount to
approximately half the initial depth ofthe arable layer, itcan bereasoned that flow
was considerable.
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7.5.2 The effect of the type of traffic system
In order to compare the effects of the HGP and LGP traffic systems, the isobars
in the soil state diagrams in Figs. 16 to 19 are transferred to Figs. 20. The
comparison of the effects of the HGP and LGP traffic systems are further based
on the positions of the respective isobars. The shapes were considered as
comparable.
The isobars in Fig.20a (seedbed preparation) show aconsistent effect ofthe type
of traffic system. At dry compaction, the effect on the soil qualities of a decrease
of the tyre inflation pressure from 80 to 40 MPa is comparable to the effect of a
decrease of the water content at compaction of approximately 1to2 %[w/w]. The
beneficial effect of the LGP traffic system in situations featuring wet compaction
is considerably higher.
The effects of the HGP and LGP traffic systems at dry compaction during harvest
(Fig. 20b) traffic aretoagreatextent comparable. Atwetcompaction, the oven-dry
tensile strength of the HGP traffic system is markedly higher as compared to the
LGP traffic system, and equivalent with an increase of the water content at
compaction of approximately 3 % [w/w]. The sensitivity of the oven-dry tensile
strength stresses the significance of this soil quality as an indicator of the soil
physical state after wet compaction.
7.5.3 The effect of the type of field operation
Comparison of the effects of traffic during seedbed preparation and the harvest
operation reveals that harvest traffic more frequently results in wet compaction.
This phenomenon isnotthe result ofhigher water contents at harvest compaction,
since the respective ranges of the water content at compaction are to a great
extent comparable. The more frequent occurrence of wet compaction at harvest
traffic is attributed to the higher compaction capability of harvest traffic owing to
the higher tyre-soil contact pressures and a higher number of wheelings. The
higher compaction capability causes the critical water content to decrease.
When comparing theeffects ofwetcompaction resulting fromseedbed preparation
and harvest traffic it follows that the respective values ofAc(pF2), K:(pF2)andKsat
are to a great extent comparable. This is explained by the fact that these soil
qualities already draw near extreme values at compaction during seedbed
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preparation.
The effect of the type offield operation atdry compaction isattributed tothe lower
level ofthe pore space in response to harvest traffic. The relationship between the
pore space and some soil qualities at dry compaction is dealt with in § 7.6.2.
Using the effect on the oven-dry tensile strength as a reference-base it can be
stated that the positive effect of the LGP traffic system is higher at seedbed
preparations than at the harvest operations due to the fact that the positive effect
ofasingle wheeling isdiminished bythegreat number ofwheelings involved inthe
latter case.

7.6 Analysis of factors causing disturbance
The prediction curves in Figs. 16to 19,which express the expected values of soil
qualities as a function of the water content at compaction, the type of field
operation and the type oftraffic system, andwhich apply toalimited domain, have
to satisfy two important requirements.
Firstly, the prediction curves should be reliable. The prediction curves are reliable
if they are fitted to experimental data ofwhich:
1) the respective values of the soil characteristics lay within the range for which
the prediction curve is defined;
2) the conditions of the limited domain are satisfied.
If the condition 1and 2 are met, then the experimental data points in Figs. 16 to
19 can be considered to be of equal weight. In § 7.6.1 factors which may disturb
the reliability of the prediction curve are discussed.
Secondly, a prediction function should be effective in prediction. A prediction
function is effective in prediction, iffor any set of values of X;it predicts a value of
Y (Ypr) which matches the true value of Y (Ytr). In § 7.6.2 factors which possibly
affect the effectiveness of the prediction curves are evaluated.
7.6.1 The reliability of the prediction curves
The limited domain, as defined in § 3 and § 6.4.2 involved: 1) a single field; 2) a
field soil with given intrinsic properties; 3) a given crop rotation; 4) a given set of
farm machinery, and;5)given working methods. During experimentation, variation
occurred with respect tothefield soil intrinsic properties andtheworking methods.
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Variation of the soil intrinsic properties
The significance of the soil intrinsic properties in determining the effect of traffic
on soil qualities is evident. The soil intrinsic properties not only affect the soil
strength in compaction, but any soil physical property and consequently any soil
quality. The interference ofthevariation ofthe soil intrinsic properties in prediction
is twofold:
1) it undermines the reliability of the prediction functions, and;
2) it adversely affects the effectiveness of the prediction functions.
The latter will be dealt with in § 7.6.2.
In order to evaluate the variation of the soil intrinsic properties it is assumed that
the effect of this variation on the traffic induced effects isa unique function of the
clay content. From Figs. 14 and 15 follows that the clay content of the sampling
sites belonging to seedbed preparation and harvest operations varied from
approximately 21 to 30 % and 26 to 30 % [w/w], respectively.
The analysis of the effect of the clay content on the reliability of the prediction
functions isbased onthe examination ofthecorrelation between thewater content
at compaction (w) and the clay content (C) of the corresponding sampling sites.
The significance of this examination lies in the fact that if (w) is correlated to (C)
than the effect of the variation of the soil intrinsic properties on the prediction
curves is systematic rather than stochastic. If no correlation exists than the
variation of the soil intrinsic properties are considered to affect the effectiveness
of the prediction functions rather than the reliability.
In Tables 14 and 15 the water content at compaction and the clay content of the
corresponding plots are given. The clay fractions were presented in Fig. 14. The
experiment numbers are ordered with increasing clay content.
From Tables 14 and 15 it follows that:
1.
Atextremely low and high clay contents, thecorresponding water contents
at compaction are relatively low and high, respectively. This phenomenon
agrees with common experience.
2.

At intermediate clay contents, there is noobvious correlation between the
clay fraction and the water content at compaction. Hence it is concluded
that the variation of the clay content does not interfere with the reliability
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of the prediction functions.
3.

At seedbed preparation, there isnoobvious correlation between thetype
of traffic system and the clay content. At the harvest operations, the
average clay content ofthe HGP plots exceeds the average clay content
of the LGPplots.

Table14.Water content (w)atcompaction andclaycontent (C) (seedbed).
Exp.

Traff.
syst.

Plot

no.

C
[% w/w]

w(2-7cm)
[% w/w]

w(7-12cm)
[% w/w]

5
5

HGP
LGP
LGP
HGP

15
15
21
21

18.46
20.22

1
3

A1
A3
A4

3
2

LGP
LGP
HGP

21
26
29

24.91
23.65
30.09
22.91
22.93
30.41

19.35
20.95
24.72
26.15
24.06
25.83
31.59
22.23
26.15
31.59

4
1
2
4

HGP
HGP
LGP

C1
C1
C6
D3
A6
C4
D4

30
36
42

24.33
22.93

Table15.Water content (w)atcompaction andclaycontent (C) (harvest).
Traff.
syst.

Plot

no.

C
[% w/w]

w(2-7cm)
[% w/w]

w(7-12cm)
[% w/w]

3
4

LGP
LGP

A4
A4

21

19.97

20.47

21

19.02

7
5
6
7
2
3
4
1

HGP
LGP
LGP
LGP
HGP
HGP
HGP
HGP
HGP
LGP
HGP

B3
C6
B6
B6

22
26
26
26
30
30
30
31
31
33
36

24.38
24.53
25.73
25.26

22.70
23.04
26.15
24.59
24.38

23.70
22.43
17.73
26.44
24.29
29.56
17.43

26.45
24.22
20.24
26.76
26.89
28.95
22.98

Exp.

6
1
5

A6
A6
A6
D1
B4
D6
C4
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Variation of the working methods
Seedbed preparation inexperiment number 3(Figs. 16and 17)differed from other
experiments with respect to the timing of the field operation. In experiment no. 3,
seedbed preparation was carried out approximately four weeks earlier than usual.
In Fig. 21 the compactibility in uni-axial compression of the soils in experiment 1
to 5 is presented by means of a M-P-V diagram. Fig. 21 is based on uni-axial
compression tests on the bigger sized core samples (see also § 7.3.4). In Fig. 21
the porosities at uni-axial compression at 0.2 MPa are presented. The M-P-V
diagram shows that the field soil in experiment no. 3 is relatively susceptible to
compaction. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the field soil in
experiment no. 3 did not favour the positive effects of the drying and wetting
cycles in April.
The relatively high compactibility of the field soil in experiment no. 3 agrees with
the positions ofthe corresponding data symbols in Figs. 16and 17.The abnormal
situation in experiment no. 3 may affect the reliability of the prediction functions.
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The harvest operations in experiment no. 4 and 7 differed from the other harvest
operations in that digging was not immediately followed by loading and transport.
In both experiments, digging and loading/transport were separated approximately
two weeks in time. From auxiliary measurements on water content vs. depth
relationships, carried out immediately after digging and before loading/transport,
it followed that the difference between the respective water contents at a given
depth did not surmount 0.5 % [w/w] in both experiments. It is therefor concluded
that the time delay did not affect the results.
7.6.2. The effectiveness of the prediction curves
The effectiveness of a prediction curve can be expressed by the deviation (Ydev)
between the predicted value of Y (Ypr) and the true value of Y (Ytr). Possible
causes of deviation are:
a process effect Y is not a unique function of the process characteristics
which are taken into account;
experimental errors, such as sampling, sample treatment and
measurement errors;
the soil inherent variability of intrinsic and extrinsic properties;
the process effects are not sensitive to the process characteristics;
other, unknown factors.
Sampling and measurement errors involve every individual core sample and are
random bynature. The expectation oftheerror due tosampling and measurement
of the mean of (n) observations is zero. The consequences of systematic errors
due to sample treatments, such as storage, suction equilibration and saturation,
and testing, such as the saturated water conductivity test, were minimized by
pursuing ahigh degree of standardization. Core samples which obviously differed
from others samples of the same order, e.g. owing tothe presence of large holes,
inclusion of plant litter or shell,were discarded. Although factors mentioned so far
potentially contribute to deviation, they will not be further considered.
The variation ofthe soil intrinsic properties was already dealt with in§7.6.1. Inthis
paragraph the effect of variation of the soil intrinsic properties will be further
specified.
In § 7.5.1 the sensitivity of the process effects to the process characteristics was
discussed and will not be further detailed. In§ 7.6.3, the significance of additional
process characteristics will be evaluated.
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The difference between Ypr and Ytr both concerns the pore space and the soil
qualities. The deviation ofthe predicted pore space (Ppr)from the true pore space
(Ptr)isthe result ofvariation ofthe soilcompactibility orvariation ofthe compaction
capability (note: inthis context the pore space is considered a macro-mechanical
soil property).
A variation of the compaction capability stems from the difference among the
implements used for seedbed preparation (reciprocating harrow, rotary harrow,
rotary cultivator) and the harvest (potato digger, onion digger, sugarbeet digger),
and from varying working methods (driving speed, working depth, harvest
methods). As compared to the variance of the soil compactibility, the variance of
factors determining the compaction capability is considered to be of minor
importance. Hence the deviation of Pprfrom Ptris attributed to variation of the soil
compactibility. Possible causes of this variance will be discussed in § 7.6.3.
The significance of the variance of the compactibility follows from the sensitivity
of the soil qualities to the pore space (note: in this context the pore space is
considered a micro-factor). In Fig. 22 the soil qualities are plotted vs. the pore
space. The graph data only refer to dry compaction and involves both traffic
systems and both field operations. Fig. 22 shows that the pore space at dry
compaction isan important determinant ofthe soil qualities. For simplicity the data
symbols are fitted by straight lines, using standard regression techniques.
The sensitivities of the soil qualities to the pore space at dry compaction are:
dAc/dP « 1.39; dlogK/dP « 15.27; dCI/dP « -0.29; dKsat/dP « 10.56; da/dP « 0.012. From the sensitivity of the soil qualities to the pore space at dry
compaction it is concluded that the deviation of the predicted values of the soil
qualities from the true values can be largely attributed to the variance of the soil
compactibility. Therefore, the analysis of factors causing deviation is confined to
factors which underlie the variance of the compactibility.
The significance ofthe variance ofthe compactibility toexplain thedeviation ofthe
soil qualities only applies to the strength hardening process type. If soil mainly
exhibits flow upon compaction, compactibility has lost its meaning and must be
replaced byflowability. Asopposed tothe compactibility, the M-P-V diagram does
not give information on the flowability. Therefore, the variance ofthe soil qualities
at wet compaction cannot be related to the variance of the flowability. In the
absence of a profound base, deviation atwet compaction is not further analyzed.
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7.6.3 Variance of the compactibility
Deviation of Pprfrom Ptratdry compaction indicates that, within the limited domain
of prediction, the compactibility is not a unique function of the gravimetric water
content at compaction. Thus, in order to increase the effectiveness of the
prediction functions, additional process characteristics have to be taken into
account. A detailed inquiry, based on statistical concepts, of factors causing
variance ofthe compactibility lies beyond the scope of this study. In thefollowing,
some factors which potentially contribute todeviation will beevaluated. Additional
characteristics may involve soil properties which are descriptive of the initial soil
state and factors which are known to cause inter-seasonal variation of the initial
soil state. Of both groups examples will be given.
So/7 properties
1. The initial pore space
The initial pore space at seedbed preparation and the harvest varied considerably
and approximately ranged from45to60 %and42 to56%, respectively. The M-PV diagrams of Figs. 16 to 19 show that, in general, the initial and final pore space
are positively correlated. It can be reasoned that the sensitivity of the final pore
space tothe initial pore space depends onfactors which determine the initial state
ofcompactness. Tothis respect, distinction canbemade between mechanical precompaction and natural consolidation.
2. Intrinsic soil properties
The spatial heterogeneity ofthe intrinsic properties ofthe experimental field isonly
one of many factors which control the spatial variability of the field soil. Other
factors comprise subsoil characteristics, the altitude of the soil surface, the type
and timing of field operations and others. The effect of the perceived variation of
the intrinsic properties can only be studied in case of a spatial homogeneous
setting of these supplementary factors. The experiment presented here does not
satisfy this condition. Thus the question of the effect of the variance of the soil
intrinsic properties on the effectiveness of the prediction functions remains
unsolved. In view of the relatively large variation of the intrinsic properties of the
experimental field it is expected that the effectiveness of prediction functions
obtained from observations on "real" field soils surmount the effectiveness of the
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prediction functions which are established in this study.
Other factors
Factors which are considered here as relevant in determining the inter-seasonal
variation of the field soil state at seedbed preparation are:
1) the type of crop grown during the preceding growing season;
2) the soil condition at the harvest of the preceding crop;
3) the soil condition at primary tillage;
4) weather factors.
In Table 16, a qualitative expression is given of the effects of the distinct factors
on the field soil state at the time seedbed preparation is normally carried out.
A "+" notation is used if a decrease of the soil compactibility is to be expected.
A "-" notation is used to express the opposite.
If no effect is to be expected, a "+/-"notation is used.
Preceding crop
Table 2 showed that the traffic intensity of rootcrops is markedly higher than the
traffic intensity of seedcrops. This difference is mainly caused by harvest traffic.
Since intensive traffic will result in a poorer soil physical condition, the effects of
rootcrops and seedcrops are expressed by a "-" and "+" notation, respectively.

Table 16. Theeffect of some relevant factors in determining the compactibility at
seedbed preparation.
Exp.
no.

clay
cont.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

+/+/+/+

-

precrop

soil
cond.
harvest

soil
cond.
prim,
till.

sum
sum
winter
winter
rainfall temp.

sum

+
+
+/+/+/-

+/+/-

.
-

+/+/+/-

.
-

+

-

-

+/-

+
+
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+
+
+
+
+

+
+/-

So/7condition at the harvest
The effect of harvest traffic is represented by a "-" sign if traffic was carried out
under relatively wet soil conditions (wf « wc), causing wet compaction. A "+"
notation indicates dry compaction (wf « wc). (Information onthe soilwater content
was obtained from Klooster, IMAG).
Soil condition atprimary tillage
The effect of primary tillage is represented by a "+" notation if the field operation
was performed under relatively dry soil conditions resulting in intensive fracture
formation during tillage. A "-" notation indicates a wet soil condition resulting in
limited fracturing of the cohering soil mass. (Information on the soil water content
was obtained from Klooster, IMAG).
Winter rainfall
Excessive rainfall during the time in between primary tillage and seedbed
preparation adversely effects the soil structure. The cumulative winter rainfall was
presented in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 showed that the winter rainfall in 1986/1987, prior to
experiments no. 4 and 5was somewhat higher than in the corresponding period
in 1985/1986.
Winter temperatures
Intermittent freezing/thawing has a positive effect on the soil physical condition.
Fig. 11 showed that the temperature regimes of the winters prior to the
experiments (1985/1986, 1986/1987) were toagreat extent comparable, featuring
relatively many frost days. In Table 16 this situation is represented by a "+"
notation for all experiments.
In Table 16, the respective effects were summed, assuming the effects being of
equal weight and additive. Despite this rather crude approach, itappears that the
outcome of the effect-summation procedures is in agreement with the relatively
poor and good initial and final soil conditions in experiment number 3 and 4,
respectively.
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LABORATORY SIMULATION OF THE EFFECTS OF COMPACTION BY
FIELD TRAFFIC

The establishment of prediction functions would begreatly facilitated ifthe effects
of compaction by field traffic could be adequately simulated by laboratory
compaction tests. Dawidowski and Lerink (1990, Appendix III) applied the quick
uni-axial compaction testonprepared soilsamples. Thecompaction testswere run
at various uni-axial loads and water contents. The effects of compaction were
quantified in a way comparable to the study presented here. The authors
compared the soil state diagrams of traffic and laboratory compacted soil and
concluded that the effect of traffic-induced compaction can be adequately
simulated by the quick uni-axial compaction test, provided that the levels of the
isobars are field-calibrated. The degree of similarity decreased at higher water
contents at compaction.
The differences between the effects of traffic-induced and laboratory compaction
can be attributed to:
expulsion of water during testing;
field traffic not only induces uni-axial strain, but also lateral expansion
(Tijink et al. 1989, Appendix I);
compaction by field traffic is the result of a number of loading cycles; at
laboratory testing only one loading cycle was applied;
differences in compression rates;
the actual value of o^ infield situations isnot known. Furthermore, «r,may
depend on the initial soil state;
at laboratory testing samples of prepared soil are used.
Dawidowski and Lerink (1990, Appendix III) used prepared soil samples in order
to standardize the initial soil state, and because the size of the soil structural
elements and holes would otherwise be too big and too varying to give
representative and reproducible results. The practical benefits of a standardized
sample preparation procedure are beyond doubt. However in some cases it may
be inevitable to fall back on undisturbed field samples.
The soil behaviour in the uni-axial compaction test only approximates the true
process inthe field. Inordertooptimize thesimulation procedure more information
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is required on the soil structural changes on a microscopic scale in relation to the
macroscopic effect, i.e. volume strain, deformation and distortion. It may well be
true that uni-axial compaction underestimates the actual strains on a microscopic
scale.
The uni-axial compaction test not properly simulates the effects of traffic in
situations were wet compaction prevails. Here, the tri-axial compaction test
(Dawidowski et al. 1990, Appendix II) and the distortion apparatus (Lerink, 1990,
Appendix V) are useful alternatives. Since volume reduction isconsidered here of
minorimportance, moisture-pressure-volume (M-P-V)diagrams should bereplaced
by moisture-pressure-distortion (M-P-D) diagrams. Further research isrequired to
set the boundary conditions for testing, such as the deformation rate and the cell
pressure of the tri-axial apparatus. The calibration of a M-P-D diagram by field
experiments imposes a specific problem, being the obscurity of the degree of
deformation in the zone of influence. Perhaps deformation can be related to the
rut depth (see also Tijink et al., 1990, Appendix I).
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THE EXTENSIBILITY OF THE PREDICTION METHOD

The prediction functions presented in § 7only apply to a limited domain: a single
field, a given set of farm machinery, two field operations and two traffic systems.
In this section it is discussed how the domain of prediction can be extended in
order to account for a greater range of soil and traffic characteristics.
Field soils on a given farm or on a range of farms may vary with respect to soil
type, drainage condition and field management. The soil state diagram, based on
uni-axial compaction tests, isapowerful tooltoclassify the sensitivity ofthese field
soils to dry compaction. A similar technique was proposed by Gupta and Larson
(1982).
The tyre inflation pressure and the wheelload can be used as a reference base in
order to extend the domain of prediction to other types of farm machinery and
traffic systems. This extension relies on the accuracy of predicted stress
distributions in the soil mass and stress-volume strain relationships (see also
Kooien et al., 1992, Appendix VI).
Other field operations which are relevant in determining the field soil quality,
because of the traffic intensity and the compaction capability, are spraying and
primary tillage (ploughing). Spraying operations differ from other field operations
in that frequent use is made of the spraying tracks. Table 7 showed that the
spraying tracks may receive up to 24 passages, each separated by a period of
time of variable duration. The effect of a spraying operation is expected to be
greatly dependant on the effect of preceding operations. This factor makes
prediction cumbersome.
The effect offield traffic at ploughing isof limited interest since compaction by the
over-land wheels is immediately followed by the loosening action of the plough.
Prediction of the effect of in-furrow wheels requires a different approach, which
accounts for the nature of the plough pan and the effects of excessive slip.
To increase the extensibility of the prediction method, reliable information is
required on relationships between wheel characteristics andthestress distribution
in the zone of influence. Especially for the flow-type compaction process this
information still is scarce. It is to be expected that Finite Element Methods (FEM)
will help to enlighten this complex field of soil-wheel interaction.
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CONCLUSION

Of those factors adversely affecting the physical condition of the arable layer of
agricultural soils, field traffic is by far the most important. The intensity of field
traffic, in terms of load transfer and frequency in place and time justifies the
scientific interest in general and the need for adequate prediction techniques in
particular.
Prediction is the ultimate form of knowledge and, inherently, the most uncertain
form of knowledge. An effective way to reduce this uncertainty is to limit the
domain of prediction by reducing the number and range of the process
characteristics that have to be treated as variables. The major limitations of the
domain of prediction in this study are the single field and the given set of farm
machinery.
The occurrence offield traffic isnot chaotic but indeed well-defined by rules of soil
and crop management practices. The same applies, be itto a lesser extent, to the
field soilcondition atthetimeafield operation istobeperformed. The discernment
of the regular, systematic features of field traffic and the field soil condition at the
time of field traffic forms an important base for the method of prediction proposed
in this study.
Based on the analysis ofthe systematics offield traffic and the field soilcondition,
it was hypothesized that the soil condition of a field soil with given intrinsic
properties can be uniquely defined by a single property, being the gravimetric
water content at compaction. Likewise, itwas expected that the traffic intensity of
the machinery used for seedbed preparation and the harvest of root crops,
respectively, are comparable.
During the passage of a wheel, an elemental soil volume in the zone of
interference deforms and often reduces in volume. Most prediction methods
proposed so far only take volume reduction into consideration. The change of the
physical soil quality however may not be uniquely related tothe degree of volume
reduction. This is attributed to the deterioration of the soil structure due to
deformation. Inthis study, information onthe effect onthe pore space is extended
by information onsoilphysical properties which contain relevant information forthe
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user. The prediction functions, relating the water content at compaction to the
expected effect on the soil qualities, are presented graphically by means of
extended M-P-V diagrams.
The results, based on laboratory tests on field compacted soil, confirm the
significance ofthe soil water content in determining the effect of compaction by a
given field operation. Of the many factors possibly undermining the effectiveness
and reliability ofthe prediction functions, thevariation ofthesoil intrinsic properties
of the plots on the experimental field was considered the most important.
The single field validity ofthe prediction function presented inthis study drastically
restricts the applicability on a routine base. Laboratory simulation ofthe effects of
compaction and standardized stress measurement techniques are considered
useful to classify the susceptibility offield soils to compaction and the compaction
capability of agricultural machinery, respectively.
The importance of distortional strains in determining the effect on the physical
condition of wet compacted soil emphazizes the need for adequate stress-strain
theories. It is expected that Finite Element Methods (FEM) will help to enlighten
this complex field of soil-wheel interaction.
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11

SAMENVATTING

Het voorspellen van de onmiddellijke
bodemkwaliteiten.

effecten

van berijding op

Bij het gebruik van de bodem voor akkerbouwmatige produktis doeleinden is de
fysieke toestand van de bouwvoor continu aan veranderingen onderhevig. Deze
veranderingen zijn een gevolg van mechanische en natuurlijke processen.
Mechanische processen worden vaak onderverdeeld in verdichtende en
losmakende processen (§ 1). De verdichtende processen zijn vooral het gevolg
van het berijden vande bodem tijdens gemechaniseerde veldwerkzaamheden ten
behoeve van gewasverzorging en grondbewerking.
Verdichting door berijding iseen bijkomend gevolg vandeveldwerkzaamheden en
als zodanig onbedoeld en vaak zelfs ongewenst. Als gevolg van de hoge lasten
die op de bodem worden overgedragen en de hoge berijdingsfrequentie zijn de
effecten van berijding op de fysieke bodemtoestand ingrijpend en grootschalig.
Het kunnen voorspellen van de effecten van berijden is een onderdeel van de
studie naar een doelmatig enecologisch verantwoord bodembeheer. Hetdoelvan
deze studie is het ontwikkelen van een strategie voor het voorspellen van de
berijdingseffecten op basis van eenvoudig toegankelijke procesgrootheden. De
globale opzet van deze studie is in § 2 kort uiteen gezet.
Het effect van berijden hangt af van een groot aantal factoren, zoals blijkt uit
verkennende en verklarende studies die aan dit onderzoek ten grondslag liggen.
De waarde van deze zogenaamde procesgrootheden, welke betrekking hebben
op de voertuigen en werktuigen die deel uitmaken van het veldverkeer en de
bodemtoestand op het moment van berijden, wordt in vergaande mate bepaald
door het teeltsysteem. Om toegang te krijgen tot de anderszins moeilijk
kwantificeerbare procesgrootheden wordt indeze studie een systeem-benadering
van het veldverkeer en de bodemtoestand toegepast (§ 3).
Teeltsystemen verschillen van land tot land, van regio tot regio, van bedrijf tot
bedrijf en zelfs van perceel tot perceel. Oorzaken hiervan zijn bijvoorbeeld het
klimaat, de grondsoort, de grootte van het bedrijf en het kleigehalte van de
bouwvoor. Teneinde hetaantal procesgrootheden tothanteerbare proporties terug
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te brengen isindeze studie gekozen voor eenvoorspellingsmethode meteenéénperceelsgeldigheid. Impliciet worden daarbij hetteeltsysteem, hetmachinepark en
de grondsoort als onveranderlijke grootheden verondersteld. De éénperceelsgeldigheid isindeze studie debelangrijkste beperking vanhetdomein van
de voorspellingsmethode (§ 3).
Een nadere analyse van het berijdingssysteem op een gegeven perceel leert, dat
de aard van develdwerkzaamheden en het tijdstip waarop deze werkzaamheden
worden uitgevoerd, vooral worden bepaald door de gewasrotatie (§ 4). Naar de
berijdingsintensiteit kan men daarbij onderscheid maken tussen graangewassen
en rooivruchten. De werkbreedte van de te onderscheiden veldwerkzaamheden
bepaalt vervolgens het sporenpatroon op het veld. De bandspanning, de wiellast
en het aantal spoorvolgende wielen worden, gegeven het type bewerking, als
belangrijkste grootheden beschouwd die bepalend zijn voor het
verdichtingsvermogen.
De verandering van de bodemtoestand als gevolg van berijding wordt aangeduid
met de algemene term verdichting. Tijdens het verdichtingsproces onder een
passerend wiel verandert een eindig volume-elementje grond in volume en van
vorm. Onder droge omstandigheden overheerst volume-verandering, terwijl
verdichting onder natteomstandigheden vooralgepaard gaatmetvormverandering
ofwel stroming. Het eind-volume van een gewichtseenheid grond en de mate van
stroming alsgevolg vaneenzekere belasting worden aangeduid metde algemene
term verdichtingsgevoeligheid.
Deverdichtingsgevoeligheid vandebouwvoor vaneengegeven perceel verandert
voortdurend als gevolg van elkaar aanvullende mechanische en natuurlijke
processen (§ 5). Zowel de mechanische als de natuurlijke processen hebben in
eerste benadering eencyclisch karakter, meteenperiode vanéénjaar. Eennadere
beschouwing leert, datineengegeven tijdsbestek waarin een bepaalde bewerking
wordt uitgevoerd, defluctuatie vandeverdichtingsgevoeligheid inbelangrijke mate
wordt bepaald door defluctuatie van devochttoestand vandebouwvoor. Op basis
hiervan is vervolgens aangenomen dat de tussen-jaarlijkse fluctuatie van de
verdichtingsgevoeligheid van de bouwvoor, in de periode dat een bepaalde
bewerking wordt uitgevoerd, wordt bepaald door één grootheid: de vochttoestand
van de bouwvoor.
Voor het beschrijven van de bodemgesteldheid, onmiddellijk volgend op een
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berijding, is in deze studie gekozen voor een reeks bodem-fysische
eigenschappen welke betrekking hebben op afzonderlijk aspecten van de fysieke
bodemtoestand enwelke gevoelig zijn voor verdichting door berijding (§ 6). Deze
bodem-fysische eigenschappen worden bodemkwaliteiten genoemd. Voor het
creëren van een voorspellingsfunctie, d.w.z. een functie die een verband legt
tussen de bodem- en berijdingsgrootheden enerzijds en het effect op de
bodemkwaliteiten anderzijds, isdezogenaamde vergelijkende methode toegepast.
Devergelijkende methode berust op het axioma, dat een tevoorspellen grootheid
telkens dezelfde waarde aanneemt wanneer zicheenzelfde situatievoordoet zoals
beschreven door debekende grootheden, mitsdeonbekende grootheid éénduidig
bepaald wordt door de bekende grootheden.
Gedurende een periode van 3 jaar zijn grondmonsters genomen vlak voor en
direct na berijdingen tijdens veldwerkzaamheden op een proefveld op het IMAGproefbedrijf "de Oostwaardhoeve". Het proefveld maakte deel uit van een
interdisciplinair onderzoeksproject: "Perspectives of reducing soil compaction by
using alow-ground-pressure traffic system". Debodemkwaliteiten zijn bepaald aan
de hand van laboratorium metingen. De resultaten van de waarnemingen zijn
grafischweergegeven doormiddelvanzogenaamde bodemtoestands diagrammen
(§ 7). Door het verbinden van de discrete meetresultaten door vloeiende curven
zijn continue voorspellingsfuncties gevormd. De curven, die de relatie weergeven
tussen het vochtgehalte tijdens berijding en het onmiddellijke effect op de
bodemkwaliteiten, hebben betrekking op twee groepen bewerkingen (dezaai- en
pootbedbereiding en de oogst van rooivruchten) en twee berijdingssystemen (het
gangbare hogedruk en het lagedruk berijdingssysteem).
De resultaten onderschrijven het belang van het vochtgehalte bij het bepalen van
het berijdingseffect op de bodemkwaliteiten.
Uni-axiale persproeven, uitgebreid met metingen aan bodemkwaliteiten, kunnen
een belangrijke bijdrage leveren aan het ontwikkelen van voorspellingsfuncties (§
8). Uitgebreide uni-axiale persproeven kunnen tevens worden toegepast voor het
classificeren vandeverdichtingsgevoeligheid vanverschillende gronden. Tenslotte
kunnen uitgebreide uni-axiale persproeven een rol spelen bij het overdragen van
voorspellingsfuncties meteenéén-perceelsgeldigheid naar situaties diebuiten het
domein van devoorspellingsfuncties liggen (§9). Dewaarde van desimulatie van
het effect van berijding door uni-axiale persproeven beperkt zich tot
verdichtingsprocessen waarbij volume verandering overheerst. Voor situaties die
vooral gekenmerkt worden door stroming bieden tri-axiale persproeven
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perspectieven. Drukcelmetingen onder voertuigen, gecombineerd met formules
waarmee het spanningsverloop in de bodem onder banden geschat kanworden,
kunnen worden toegepast voor hetclassificeren vanhetverdichtingsvermogen van
verschillende berijdingssystemen.
Aan het verdiepen van de kennis omtrent het stromingsgedrag van grond onder
banden kan Finite Element Methods (FEM) een bijdrage leveren.
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ABSTRACT
Tijink, F.G.J.,Lerink,P.and Kooien,A.J.,1988.Summation ofsheardeformation instreamtubes
insoilunder amoving tyre.Soil TillageRes., 12:323-345.
Deformation of a silt loam and a silty clay loam, induced by a moving tyre, was measured and
analysed using the theory of large strains in 3 dimensions. Tyre dimensions were half those of
currentlargeagricultural trailer tyresandthe initial soildepth washalfthe thicknessofthe arable
layer in agricultural fields. Rut depths were 39.5 and 28.9% of the initial soil-layer thickness.
Within the tyre width, soil porosity was reduced from 48 and 50% to 44.1 and 43.8%, and the
natural largest principal strain was0.642 and 0.440.The strain ofvolume elements was approximately radial-symmetric, while the principal directions rotated considerably. Deviatoric strain
dominated over volumetric strain.

INTRODUCTION

The deformation of soil under a tyre in soil-vehicle systems is not only of
interest in relation to the development of rolling resistance andpull force, but
alsobecauseitchangesthe soilqualities ofimportance insoiluse. Undisturbed
soil that is being approached by a tyre may be considered to be composed of
small elemental volumes, cubes, arranged in such a way that their angular
points form a 3-dimensional cubic grid of horizontal layers of cube rows parallel to the direction of wheel travel. Rut formation and slip will be accompanied by deformation of volume elements near the tyre. The deformation of
a volume element starts as soon as it enters the zone influenced by the tyre,
and deformation stops as soon as the element leaves the zone of influence.
Duringthe timethat such an element isin this zone,its degree of deformation
generally increases with time. An element that has passed the zone is in a
*Presentaddress:Institute ofAgriculturalEngineering (I.M.A.G.),Wageningen,The Netherlands.
"Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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deformed state, with a degree of deformation dependent on soil factors, tyre
factors and soil-vehicle system factors. The deformation that the volume element has endured has changed the element condition on a micro-level, and
thushasalsochangedsoilqualitiessuchas:waterretention,aircontentat field
capacity, water and gas conductivities, thermal properties, root penetration
resistance, erodibility, shrinkability, as well as soil mechanical properties
(compactability, deformability, breakability, soil-material friction and adherence; Kooien, 1987). Studies concerning the effects on soil qualities require a
different description of the degree of deformation of a volume element than
studies concerning rolling resistance and pull force.
Deformation investigations usually have been concentrated on one or only
veryfewaspectsofdeformation, suchasdeformation measurements needed to
establish stress fields from strain fields (Perumpral et al., 1971) or strain rate
fields (Yong et al., 1984),or compaction patterns. Also,they have often been
confined to soil that moved in only vertical planes in the direction of travel
(plane strain condition).This article presents a deformation investigation in
which the course of deformation of volume elements was measured and expressed in measuresthat are expected tobeclosely connected with the change
in soilmicro-condition and qualities,without the limitation ofplane strain.
FLOW AND DEFORMATION

Flow analysis
Soil near atyre can beconsidered asacontinuum that flows with respect to
aspacereference system.Ifpropertiesandflowcharacteristics ateach position
in space remain invariant with time, the flow is called steady flow. A timedependent flow,onthe otherhand,iscalledunsteady flow.Often, asteady flow
may be derived from an unsteady flow field by changing the space reference.
For instance,the unsteady flowpattern createdby atyre moving over initially
undisturbed soil at constant speed V0 relative to a reference xy (Fig. la) can
be transformed to a steady flow in reference Ç r\ (Fig. lb) fixed to the wheel
axisby superimposing avelocity V0on the entire flow field ofFig. la.
Flows can bepresented graphically with streamlines.These lines are drawn
soastobealways tangent to the velocityvectors ofsoilparticles in aflow (see
Fig. 1). For steady flow, the orientation of the streamlines will be fixed, and
soilparticles willproceed along stream paths coincident with the streamlines.
Streamlines proceeding through theperiphery ofavery small area dAat some
time t will form a tube, called stream tube (see Fig. lb). According to the
definition of the streamline, there can be no flow through the walls of the
stream tube. As in steady flows the stream tubes are fixed, the small black
volume element fixed to the undisturbed soil in Fig. lb willjust flow through
theindicated streamtube,itslateralsidescoincidingwiththe streamtubewall.
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„„. ,,%,„,,• v „ 1 , ,0^ ,^,o^.,^.,y,;,N ,,,, , ,
•^^'^'•rr^-'^.

Fig. 1. Stream lines in a soil-wheel system. Unsteady flow in (a) is changed into steady flow in
(b) by changing from xy to ^-reference. Astream tube isindicated in (b).Subsequent positions
ofavolume element moving through a stream tube are numbered in (c).

Here,the element willmove initially as arigidbody,deform inthe curved part
ofthe stream tube,and again move asa rigid body when it has left the wheel's
sphereofinfluence. Volumeelementsflowingthroughoneandthesame stream
tubeinasteadyflowfieldbehaveidentically.Becausetheverticalplane through
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the centre of the wheel in the direction of travel is a plane of symmetry, the
flow pattern on one side ofthis plane isthe mirror image of the pattern at the
other side ofthe plane.
Fig.lc showssubsequent,numbered stagesofdeformation ofasmall initially
cubic soil element passing through a stream tube in a steady flow field. The
time interval between two successive stages hasbeen selected sothat it equals
the original soil element length divided by the velocity of the untouched soil.
Because the picture of Fig. lc presents a steady flow, its determination is relatively easy. Although the picture as such is not an instantaneous picture, it
can be obtained from an instantaneous picture of the soil interior, provided
with an internal grid, when taken at the moment the wheel ispassing by. The
reason for this is, of course, that all successive volume elements behave
identically.
For many flowing materials,deformation willnot influence properties ofthe
volume element material, as in the case of water, or only induce reversible
changes,asinthecaseofair.When soilisdeformed, however,onemust expect
deformation-induced structural changes that make the physical properties of
theelementchangegreatly.The soilphysicaleffect ofthedeformation endured
by the volume element in Fig. lc cannot be determined uniquely by merely
comparing its final shape (Position 21) with its initial shape (Position 9),
because the final shape can be obtained from the initial shape via an infinite
number of different "deformation paths". But, theoretically, there isalways a
unique "shortest path" to arrive at a given shape from another given shape.
When two shapes are compared, between which only little deformation has
occurred (for instance Nos. 15 and 16 in Fig. lc), it may be stated that the
"true"path resemblesthe"shortest"path.Therefore, alargedeformation path
can be dealt with by dividing the deformation into a number of small stepsof
smalldeformation, calculating relevant quantities for each steponthebasisof
the "shortest"-path assumption, and, finally, adding up the relevant quantities.It appearsthat the sum found isindependent ofthe stepnumber chosen,
provided the steps are small.
An important question is, what are the relevant quantities that must be
summed to obtain the most useful relationship between deformation sum and
soilphysical effect? This question cannot beanswered yet.This article therefore concentrates on quantities that are directly connected with the measurements and significantly change as deformation progresses.
Analysis ofhomogeneous strain
In volume-element deformation studies it is very convenient to select the
element small enough that the flow in a small domain containing the element
maybeassumedtobehomogeneous.Straightness andparallelism ofsmall line
elements inthe domain arethen conservedduringdeformation. When thevol-
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ume element is cubic initially, homogeneity means that the element transforms toanon-cubic rectangularblockoraparallelepiped, and its deformation
can be completely recorded by following 4 angular points of the body, not all
lying in one plane.
Fig.2ashowsavery smallvolumeelement movingthrough astream tube.A
small domain containing the initially cubic element is supposed to undergo
homogeneous deformation and the stream tube isstraight, sothat inthe drawing plane the element deforms from a square (labelled i) to a rectangle (labelled/), its height changing from l{ tolt. Two intermediate positions, close to
each other, are indicated, one occurring at time t, the other an infinitesimally
small time interval dt later. The relative vertical compression, deh in time dt
is:
det=
ifdecrease in length istaken as positive.
The total relative vertical compression occurring between positions iandƒis
(a)

(b)
stepl

step2

step i

step n

(c)

Fig. 2. Refers to the definitions of incremental and natural strain of a volume element moving
through astream tube, (a)Changeofelement instraighttube insmalltime interval, (b) Changes
in largetime intervals, (c) Change in curved tube.
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position /

de,
position i

which is known as true or natural vertical strain, indicated by ë, (where the
subscript refers to the line element considered). Obviously,

U
H.J
I
\lf

f/ =

u
The so-called large, or technical, vertical strain between positions i and f is
defined as

It can easily be shown that
ci= - l n ( l - C / )
When the deformation path is divided into n small but finite steps, with vertical strain {Ae^j in stepy', then

s*i (^),
7=1

ifthestepsselectedaresmallenough.Thisapproximation isinaccurateif steps
are relatively large.The inaccuracy iseliminatedwhen incremental strains are
expressedasnatural incremental strains.Clearly,forthe large steps inFig.2b:
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So:
n

êl=I {A€,)j
The above approach canbeapplied to any line element ofthe body,e.g.side h,
and to volume changes.
Usually insoil,aflowasinFig.2ainvolvescompaction andlateral expansion
(perpendicular tothedrawingplane).Itmeansthatthelargestchangein length
occurs inthe vertical direction. Important isthe question ofwhat deformation
quantity relates most to the effect on physical soil properties. Is it volume
change,or e,,or€h, or acertain stage in the course ofdeformation, or are there
even interactions? Most likely it is ë,, because it reflects the amount of soil
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partiele movement best; lateral expansion and volume change partly compensate each other, and lateral expansion isdistributed over more directions.
Generally, astream tube isnot straight,but curved,asinFig.2c.An initially
cubic volume element will deform to a parallelepiped, which changes continuously when travelling through the stream tube. The shapes at time t and a
short time-interval At later, are presented in Fig. 2c.It may be assumed that
the situation at t+At has developed from the situation at t through: a translation of the body centre of gravity, followed by, firstly, so-called principal
strains in principal directions, and after this, a rotation of the element (socalled rigid-body rotation).
The strain ofalineelementduringAtiscalledaprincipal strain ifthere exist
line-elements normal to the considered line-element at t, that remain normal
to that line-element during At. Directions of line elements undergoing principal strain are called principal directions. According to strain theory, a homogeneous deformation generally has 3 principal directions, all mutually
perpendicular. The largest linear strain in the body occurs in one of the principal directions and isdenoted byAet. The smallest, denoted byAe3,occurs in
another principal direction, while Ae2is the principal strain in the remaining
principal direction. As Aeu Ae2, and Ae3 refer to one deformation 'step', they
are often called incremental principal strains. If rotation in At is small, directions of line elements ofthe body are not influenced significantly bythe rotation in time-interval At. Then, the principal directions defined by the above
decomposition of the change in Atmay be considered as 'true'principal directions occurring during At. If rotation in At is large, the principal strain directions in the decomposition of the change in shape between tand Athave little
physical meaning.
Mathematically, the shape of the volume element in Fig. 2c at t+At is a
linear transformation ofthe shape at t.Using linear algebra,principal strains,
principal directions and angle of rotation can be calculated from the angular
points of both parallelepipeds. Calculation procedures for 2-dimensional homogeneous deformation have been given in detail by Kooien and Kuipers
(1983). Abrief description of procedures applying to the 3-dimensional case
ispresented as an appendix at the end ofthis article.
Just as etwasfound tobepertinent inthe flow in Fig.2a,the natural largest
principal strain,ZAtx, isexpectedtorelate stronglytothe soilphysical changes
of flows in curved stream tubes. Rigidbody rotation in relation to orientation
of principal directions needs further inspection. When the element travels
through the curved stream tube, a continuous rigid body rotation takes place,
as well as a continuous rotation of the principal directions. If both rotations
arenot equal,theelement experiencesprincipal strainsofwhichthe directions
rotate during the deformation process. It is still unknown to what extent this
will result in a soil physical effect different from that of identical principal
strains having constant directions relative to the element.
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Experimental strain analysis
The assumption of homogeneous flow in volume elements, made in the previoussection,isnever entirely correct ifthe angularpoints oftheelements are
measured coordinates oftracers in experiments.This isbecause of experimental errors,soil heterogeneity and the fact that tracers buried in soilnever form
a grid with infinitesimally small meshes.Asa consequence, measured angular
points never formed exactly parallelepipeds, and correction procedures had to
be developed. These procedures refer to estimating the volume of an element,

Fig.3.Experimental strain analysis, (a) True (unknown) shape ofconvexelement, (b) Approximation by a non-convex element, which is divided into tetraeders (c) to calculate volume.Approximation (d) withstraightlinesbetweenangularpointsistransformed intoparallelepiped (e).
Finally, shape (e) isblown or shrunk to the estimated volumeto obtain aparallelepiped that fits
(a) well.
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establishing aparallelepiped shape that fits the shape of an element well and
dealing with data scatter.
Because ofthe above-mentioned reasons, the true shape of a deformed grid
element defined bymeasuredpositionsofangularpointsisnot aparallelepiped
but aso-called convexbody (Fig.3a).It means that its volumeisnot uniquely
defined bythe coordinates ofits angular points.To estimate thevolume of the
body two simplifying assumptions were made: (1) the edges of the body are
straight lines; (2) each of the 6 surfaces of the body is considered to be composed of two planes, intersecting at the connecting line between two opposite
angular points ofthe surface.
In this way,a figure aspresented in Fig.3b is obtained. The shape and size
of the new, non-convex body depend on the choice of the connecting lines
between two opposite angular points. In principle, 26=64 configurations are
possible.Here,afixed configuration hasbeen selected,beingtheone presented
in Fig. 3b. In this way, diagonals of corresponding planes between adjoining
bodies coincide, and the sum of all individual volumes of assumed elements
willequaltrue totalvolumeofallrealelements.The volumeofthe non-convex
body can easily be calculated after recognizing that it iscomposed of 6tetraeders (using diagonal DF in Fig. 3b). It is known that the volume of tetraeder
DBGF (Fig. 3c) defined by vectors X(x 1 ; x 2 , x 3 ), Y ^ , y2, y 3 ), Z(zi, z2, z3)
canbecalculated using

Volume DBGF= 1/3

Xj

X2

yi

y2

Z|

Z2

X3

y3
Z3

Applying the same procedure to the remaining tetraeders (AEFH, ADFH,
ADFB, DFGH, BCGD) and adding the results, the volume of element
ABCDEFGH is obtained.
Avolumeelement such asinFig.3a,thevolumeofwhich hasbeen estimated
inthewaymentioned above,canbe're-shaped' intoaparallelepiped which fits
the original element well,usingthe following procedure.
(1)Define vectorsV1, V 2 ,..., V12between measuringpoints ofthe element, as
indicated in Fig.3d. Denote three non-parallel edges of awell-fitting parallelepiped by vectors Va,Vb, Vc (Fig. 3e).
(2) The direction of Va is selected as equal to the direction of the vector-sum
ofVi,V5,V8andVi2,thesizeofVaisselectedasequalto 11V;+V5+V8+ V 12 1.
Thus,
Va = i ( V i + V 5 + V 8 + V 1 2 )
(3) Similarly, Vb and Vc are calculated, and the parallelepiped of Fig. 3e is
obtained.
(4) Finally, this parallelepiped is expanded or shrunk uniformly in all direc-
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tions as much as is needed to obtain a volume equal to the estimated volume
ofthe element in Fig. 3a.
The end result is a parallelepiped that fits well, as desired, and is used in
further data processing.
Owing to the experimental problems described at the start of this section
and the correction procedures involved, each volume element will show a certain amount of deformation after data processing, even when the element has
not been loaded. Specifically, carrying out a strain-analysis according to the
Analysis of homogeneous strain always results in finite values of rotation angle,principal strains and principal directions, even if no deformation has occurred. Mean values of each of the incremental principal strains and of
incremental rotation angle,found for undeformed volume elements,are called
the initial scatter level.Ideally,inthe caseofsteady flow,elementsinthe same
stream tube that have cometo rest after deformation wouldbe identical. Calculatedrotation andstrain increments fortheseelementsshouldbezero.However,owingtothe experimental problems and correctionprocedures, non-zero
increments are always found. When these increments are expressed asa mean
for ideally identical elements, they are referred to as the final scatter level.
Deformation will always cause additional scatter as soil is always heterogeneoustosomeextent.Therefore, the final scatterlevelishigherthanthe initial
scatter level.Initial scatter levelswerecalculated by applyingthe strain-analysis procedure to the elements in the outer, upper stream tubes, which were
apparently unchanged. Each tube contained 16elements, sothese levels could
be calculated from 2 x 1 5 elements. Final scatter levels were calculated by applyingthe procedure to four element longtube ends behind the tyreunder the
rut. Two tubes of each of the three tube layers were under the rut, so final
scatter levelscouldbecalculated from 2 x 3 x 4 elements.The scatter levelwas
so high that often only special approaches allowed conclusions to be drawn
from the measured data. These approaches will be explained in detail where
the measured results are presented and discussed (in the Results and discussion section).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Measurements were made in Schinnen silt loam and Wageningen silty clay
loam, both being described in Kooien (1972). Soil brought in from the field
wasdeep-frozen, driedslightly,andpassedthrough asieveofmesh size10mm.
Then the water content wasadjusted by moistening. After acertain equilibration time, a portable test bin (1.5-m long and 0.5-m wide) was filled with 21
equal portions. The total amount of soil required for each bin was calculated
sothat a final soil height of 150mm after compression to the desired porosity
would be obtained. Each portion was poured into the bin at a predetermined
location to achieve uniform distribution of loose soil in the bin. After the soil
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had been smoothed, the porosity wasadjusted to the desired levelwith a large
compression machine described in Tijink and Kooien (1985). This machine
cancompressthesoilinabinuniaxiallythroughaverylargecompression plate
that has the same length and width asthe inside ofthe bin.The Schinnen soil
wasprepared at amoisturecontent of26.21% (w/dry w) andaporosityof48%
(v/v).TheWageningen soilwasprepared toamoisturecontent of26.99% (w/
dry w) and aporosity of 50% (v/v).
After the above soilpreparation, avertical, round steel needle with a diameterof6.0mmandaflat bottomwasforced intothesoildowntothebin bottom
and drawn back carefully, sothat acontinuous vertical hole wascreated. This
was repeated at distances of5cm sothat the holes inthe soilsurface formed a
square grid of rows of holes with centre-to-centre distances of 5 cm in longitudinal and transverse directions of the soilbin. Subsequently, in each hole,a
small steel ball was pushed to the bin bottom using a very thin needle, and
more balls to depths of 5.00, 10.00 and 14.75 cm less than the depth of the
lowestball.Thiswaspossiblebecauseballdiameterswereslightlygreater than
hole diameter, sothat on one hand balls could be brought into the holes with
a thin needle, and on the other hand balls did not fall from their own weight
to greater depths than desired. The highest balls werejust below the soil surface. In this way, the soil was provided with an internal 3-dimensional grid
having tracers in the grid points in the form of steel balls. The grid element
size was always 5 x 5 x 5 cm, except for the upper layer where grid elements
were 5X5X4.75cm.
Atyrewasrun acertain distance inthe marked soilusingthewheel-soil test
facility described in Tijink and Kooien (1985). In these experiments, the soil
was moved and not the wheel axis.The wheel was suspended in a rigid frame
constructed over rails attached to the rail foundation. Soilbins,prepared in a
separatebuilding,weretransportedbyhydrauliccranetoacarriagewhichcould
be pulled along the rails by an electrically-powered cable winch. The linear
dimensions ofthe tyre used were about half those ofcurrent large agricultural
trailer tyres. The depth of the soil in the bins was 150 mm, that is about half
the thickness of the arable layer in agricultural fields. The carriage with the
soilbin was moved under the frame construction and rut formation started as
soon as the tyre contacted the soil.After a rut of a certain length was formed,
the wheel was raised suddenly by letting the tyre climb against an inclined
rigidplate,positioned alittleabovethe soilsurface.Wheelraisingwasassumed
tobefast enoughfor the soilnot tochangeduringremoval ofthewheel,sothat
the final state of deformation reflects steady flow. Both tests were run with a
'Vredestein', agricultural trailer and implement tyre of the following specifications: (1) tread; 'grooved implement (Gl)'-type, having 4 circumferential,
6-mm deep,grooveswith an outer width of8mm and an inner width of 6mm;
(2) tyre size, 7.00-12 (tyre width 187mm, diameter 667 mm); (3) ply rating,
4; (4) rated load at 1.5 bar inflation pressure, 490 kg. In the tests, the tyre
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inflation pressure was 1.5 bar, and the wheel was ballasted so that a vertical
load of 497 kgwasexerted on the soil.Forward speed was 0.25 m s~\
After rut formation, the deformation pattern was recorded by measuring
spatial coordinates ofallsteelballswhileremovingthedeformed soil carefully.
Care was taken that ball positions were not disturbed before being measured.
Usewas made ofavertical measuring needle that could move along calibrated
guides in 3orthogonal directions. The measured grid for the Schinnen soil is
partly presented in Fig. 4. In this figure, connecting lines have been drawn
between grid points in order to visualize volume elements. Each grid element
is labelled using i-,j -, and ^-numbers as indicated in Fig. 4. The hatched
element, for instance,islabelled i=10,j=l, k=2.Likewise,stream tubes,element layersetc.maybereferred tousingthese numbers.Fig.4alsodefines the
orientation ofan xvz-reference system. This sytem willbeused topresent and
discuss directional aspects in the following section. Data processing started
withcalculating'new',well-fitting parallelepipeds from themeasured elements
following the procedures outlined in Experimental strain analysis. Next, deformation quantities were calculated for each new body (i, j , k). The 'truepath' method analysed the strain of element (i,j, k) from the shape of (i,j, k)
andtheshapeoftheelement (i—1J, k)inthe samestream tube.The 'shortestpath' method calculated strain values from the shape of (i,j, k) and the shape
ofthe element (i=l,j,k) beingthe first element in stream tube (j,k).

Fig. 4. Elements in steady flow field under a tyre in Schinnen soil (tyre not shown). Element
positions are indicated byi, j , k. ryz-reference indicates directions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results for the Schinnen silt loam are presented in Figs.5-10 and Table 1.
The 6inner stream tubes ((i, 4, 1), (i, 4, 2), (i, 4, 3), (i, 5, 1), (i, 5,2), {i,5,
3)),whichwereunderthetyre,didnot differ much.Fig.5showsthe calculated
volumes ofthe elements in these 6tubes, as a function ofposition in the tube
TABLE 1
Schinnen soil.Ultimate natural largestprincipal strain (e"i)calculated accordingtothe shortestpath assumption, and ultimate volume change (Avol%), and their standard deviations.; and k
are defined in Fig.4

;
l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.068
0.016
100.75
1.09

0.062
0.013
104.50
2.18

0.245
0.011
102.75
2.17

0.427
0.020
87.75
1.30

0.491
0.019
84.25
2.59

0.275
0.012
103.25
3.83

0.074
0.009
101.00
2.92

0.045
0.026
100.00
0.71

0.136
0.011
97.50
1.50

0.149
0.010
95.25
1.09

0.297
0.010
90.00
1.00

0.516
0.010
95.75
1.02

0.502
0.016
97.00
1.23

0.279
0.011
91.00
2.24

0.162
0.009
96.50
1.66

0.114
0.004
100.50
0.87

0.148
0.008
99.00
0.71

0.141
0.011
100.75
0.83

0.264
0.010
97.75
2.28

0.450
0.014
96.50
1.80

0.426
0.018
97.50
2.87

0.212
0.013
100.25
2.86

0.134
0.012
100.75
2.59

0.113
0.007
103.50
0.87

k=l
«1

std
Avol%
std
k=2
e.
std
Avol%
std
k=3
«i

std
Avol%
std

D j=4,5 k= 1
110T

A j =4,5 k= 2
O J = 4,5 k= 3
• j = 4,5 k=1,2,3
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Fig. 5. Schinnen soil. Volume change in the stream tubes under the tyre. Curve through closed
dots indicates mean values.i,j, k are defined in Fig.4.
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Fig. 6. Schinnen soil. Projections in the xz-plane (a) and the ry-plane (b) of unit directional
vectors representing directions of incremental largest principal strain in a stream tube under the
tyre.Numbers at thepoints refer to i.i, j , k and x,y, z aredefined in Fig.4.

(i-number). The volumes are expressed as apercentage ofthe volumes of the
respective undeformed (i= l ) elements. Calculated volume reduction in the
upper 2tubes is substantially higher than in the lower 4tubes. This is partly
due to soil having moved into the grooves of the tyre tread. The mean curve
for the 6 tubes shows that there are 3 distinct phases of volumetric strain:
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D j =4,5 k= 1
A j =4,5 k= 2
O j = 4,5 k= 3
• j=4,5 k=1,2,3
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position number i

Fig.7. Schinnen soil. Natural incremental largest principal strain in the stream tubes under the
tyre. Curve through closed dots indicates mean values. Horizontal lines are scatter levels. Extended bell-shaped curve represents "true"values.i,j, k are defined in Fig.4.
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Fig.8.Schinnen soil.Natural incremental intermediate principal strain minusnatural incremental smallest principal strain in the stream tubes under the tyre. Curve through closed dots representsmean values.Horizontal linesare initial and final scatter levels.i,j, k aredefined in Fig.4.
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Fig.9. Schinnen soil. Natural incremental largest principal strain components of total strain incrementandofthedeviatoricpartoftotal strain increment,eachaveragedoverstreamtubesunder
the tyre,i, j , kare defined in Fig.4.
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Fig. 10.Schinnen soil.Incremental rigid-body rotation in the stream tubes under the tyre. Curve
through closeddots indicates mean values.Horizontal lines are scatter levels,i, j , kare defined in
Fig. 4.
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Fig. 11.Wageningen soil.Volumechange inthe stream tubesunder the tyre.Curvethrough closed
dotsindicates mean values. i,j, k are defined in Fig.4.

initially, volumetric expansion (i= 2, 3,4), followed by compaction (i=5, ...,
10), and, finally, a slight expansion (i= l l , 12). Figs. 5-10 show results obtained bythe true-path method for the Schinnen soil.Direction ofthe natural,
incremental, largest principal strain (Ae1-direction) has been expressed as a
unit vector in the orthogonal xyz reference system defined in Fig. 4. By definition, the length of a unit vector is 1. The orientation of such a unit vector
can be visualized by projecting its tip onto the xz plane under the condition
that the origin of the vector is in the origin of the system. Projections of the
unitAex-directionalvectorsfor theelement positions inthe stream tube 0 =4,
k=2) are shown in Fig. 6a. Positions i are indicated by the numbers at the
points shown. Theoretically, aline can bedrawn that connects sequential pro-
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Fig. 12.Wageningen soil.Projections in the xz-plane (a) and thery-plane (b) ofunit directional
vectors representing directions ofincremental largest principal strain in a stream tube under the
tyre. Numbers at the points refer to i.i, j , k and x,y, zare defined in Fig.4.

jections in the graph. Where this line is not smooth, the projections show no
true A€1-directions, but only scatter. Where the line is smooth, it presumably
presents true Aë1-directions and shows how the Aë1-direction changes from
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Fig. 13.Wageningen soil. Natural incremental largest principal strain inthe stream tubes under
the tyre. Curve through closed dots indicates mean values. Horizontal lines arescatter levels.
Extended bell-shaped curve represents "true"values.i,j,kare defined in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 14.Wageningen soil.Natural incremental intermediate principal strain minus natural incremental smallest principal strain inthestream tubes under the tyre. Curve through closed dots
represents mean values. Horizontal lines are initial and final scatter levels, i, j , k are definedin
Fig. 4.

position to position in the stream tube. Smoothness occurs for positions
t=4. . . 10, sothat theAtx-directions presented for these positions maybe
consideredastrue.Thesmooth,truepartoftheconnectinglinehasbeen drawn.
It shows that the Ael-direction ofa moving element rotated considerablyas
the element progressed through the stream tube.Fig.6bshowsthe projections
inthe xyplaneofthe same directional vectors.Mx-directions for the positions
in stream tubes 0=4, k—1) and0=4, k=3) over and under the considered
tube were very similar tothose presented inFig.6.The natural incremental
largest principal strain, Aex, ofthe elements inthe6 inner stream tubes is
plotted against the position in the tube in Fig.7.The curvethrough the closed
dots presents themean value inthe6tubes forpositions with thesameinumber, and thus applies tothelarge stream tube 0=4, 5,k=l, 2,3). The
horizontal straight lines are the initial and final scatter levelsofA€i. To eliminate scatter level,the following procedure was applied.
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Fig. 15.Wageningen soil.Natural incremental largest principal strain components of total strain
increment and of the deviatoric part of total strain increment, each averaged over stream tubes
under the tyre. i,j, k are defined in Fig.4.
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Fig. 16. Wageningen soil. Incremental rigid-body rotation in the stream tubes under the tyre.
Curve through closed dots indicates mean values. Horizontal lines are scatter levels, i, j , k are
defined in Fig.4.

(1)The positions iwhere elements weresignificantly influenced bythe wheel
are determined from the bell-shape ofthe mean curve in Fig.7.
(2) The scatter levelofAëxisassumedtoreducetozeroassoonasthe direction
of Aëx is physically unique and determined correctly. It was shown in Fig. 6
that both conditions are satisfied for positions t=4...10.
(3) The true relationship between A€xand position is constructed from (1)
and (2). For this, the true part of the bell-shaped mean curve between positions t=4and i= 10isextrapolated to the horizontal coordinate axisto obtain
a bell-shape that just covers allpositions where elements were influenced significantly (j=3...11).
After completing the true curve, the total natural largest principal strain,
êj, averaged over the 6inner stream tubes, is calculated by reading e,-values
from this curve at the positions i=3. . . 11, and addingthese values:
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TABLE2
Wageningen soil.Ultimate natural largestprincipal strain (e, )calculated accordingtothe shortest-path assumption, and ultimate volume change (Avol%)and their standard deviations.; and
k are defined in Fig.4

;
l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.026
0.006
100.50
1.50

0.044
0.003
100.25
0.43

0.215
0.011
99.25
1.30

0.336
0.020
85.75
1.30

0.385
0.007
80.25
0.83

0.214
0.013
95.75
2.60

0.114
0.004
99.50
1.12

0.050
0.021
99.50
1.50

0.074
0.013
97.75
2.86

0.107
0.013
95.75
0.43

0.193
0.005
93.75
1.30

0.334
0.019
92.00
1.30

0.326
0.031
92.75
2.59

0.214
0.013
89.00
1.00

0.114
0.004
94.25
0.43

0.050
0.021
98.25
1.79

0.070
0.015
92.00
3.39

0.089
0.004
93.50
1.12

0.174
0.013
92.25
1.79

0.238
0.003
91.75
1.92

0.237
0.006
93.00
1.87

0.173
0.005
92.00
2.24

0.10
0.016
93.50
2.06

0.061
0.007
95.50
2.29

k=\
e"i

std
Avol%
std
k=2
«i

std
J vol%
std
fe =3
f.

std
zlvol%
std

êj =IAe1 = 0+0.045+0.098+0.116+0.124
+0.116+0.093+0.050+0=0.642

Fig.8givesAe2—zfe3 for the elements in the 6inner stream tubes asa function
ofposition inthetube.Initial and final scatter levelsofAe2—Ae3are presented
ashorizontal lines inthe figure. ComparingAe2—Ae3 inthe 6inner tubes with
the scatter level ofAe2—Aea showsthat usually Aë2 xéê3. This means that, as
a first approximation, element deformation was radial-symmetric.
It is known from strain theory that, theoretically, homogeneous strain can
be divided into adeviatoric strain part and avolumetric strain part. Applying
this division to the largest principal strain eY it isfound that

ifstrains are small. e\ isthe (imaginary) largest principal strain ofthe deviatoric strain and volumetric strain ev= e1+ e2+ e3. The results maybe extended
to small natural strain increments:
Aê\ =Aël —\Aëv
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Aëv=Aê1 +Aë2+Aë3.Aë\ wascalculated from Atx, Au andz)e3 for each element
in the 6 inner tubes using the above formula. Fig. 9 presents Aï.\ as well as
Aëx,each averaged over the 6inner tubes,as a function ofposition inthe tube.
It can be seen that Ae[ and Aêx are nearly equal, which means that deviatoric
strain dominated over volume change in this experiment. Fig. 10 shows, for
the elements in the 6 inner tubes, incremental rigid body rotation Aa as well
as mean values, and initial and final scatter levels.
The true curve has been obtained by a procedure similar to that used in
obtainingthetrue Aex. Comparingthis graph with thegraph forAëx-directions
(Fig. 6) shows that rotation of the Aex-direction was much greater than rigid
bodyrotation.Sotheelementshaveexperiencedrotationofprincipaldirections.
The shortest-path methodresultsshowedthat thedeformation ratewasvery
smallforpositions i—13,14,15 and 16inallstream tubes.Therefore, elements
in these tube parts were considered to be outside the zone of wheel influence,
and calculated shortest-path strain values were averaged over these positions
for each tube.These mean values,together with their standard deviations, are
presented in Table 1. It can be seen from the table that the assumption that
the outer upper tubes are not influenced is not entirely correct. However, the
error in computed scatter levels in the true steps method is extremely small.
The shortest-path results were compared with the true steps results using the
resultsofboth methods forthe 6innertubes.Aspreviously explained, the true
steps method calculated tx=0.642 for these tubes. The shortest path ex from
Table 1,averaged overthe ends ofthe 6inner tubes,is0.469.So,the true steps
tx wasthe shortest path ë\ multiplied by 1.37.
Results for Wageningen silty clay loam are presented in Figs. 11-16 and
Table 2.Forthe 6inner stream tubes in this soil,exwas0.440bythe true steps
method and 0.309 by the shortest-path method, the ratio being 1.42.
The behaviour of Wageningen soil was very similar to that ofthe Schinnen
soil.Deformations in the Wageningen soil were smaller than in the Schinnen
soil. This is related to differing rut depths, which were 4.25 and 6.10 cm, respectively. Deviatoric strain dominated less over volume change in the Wageningen than in the Schinnen soil.
CONCLUSION

The degree of deformation of soil volume elements affected by a tyre has
been analysed and expressed numerically. Such procedures are needed where
relationships between soil-tyre system characteristics and deformation intensity are to be evaluated. Tyre size, thickness of the loose soil layer, and rut
depth proportions in the reported investigation are very usual. Quantitative
information on the degree of deformation is needed where field soil deformation isto be simulated with measuring equipment such asthe triaxial apparatus. Inthe tests reported,the natural largest principal strain calculated for the
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true deformation path was 40% higher than that calculated according to the
shortest-path assumption.
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APPENDIX

Algebraicanalysis of3-dimensional homogeneous strain
A parallelepiped in a 3-dimensional orthogonal coordinate system can be
represented by a (3,3) matrix B, if one angular point of the parallelepiped
coincides with the origin of the system. Be1, Be 2 , Be 3 (the columns of B) are
the parallelepiped edgesthat meet in the origin (e1— (1, 0,0)*),e 2 = (0, 1, 0)',
e 3 = (0, 0, 1)'). Consider two elements: B f developed from Bj. Let the (3,3)
matrixTbegivenbyB f= TBj.Matrix T isfound bysolvingthematrix equation
usingGauss-elimination with row-pivoting.T hastobedecomposed according
to T=RS, where R represents a rotation and S isa symmetrical matrix, representing deformation. It is known from linear algebra that every (m,n) matrix A (m^n) can be written as
A=UzJV1,with U'U=V*V= I n
A isa diagonal matrix with, on its diagonal, the socalled singular values of A,
which satisfy
This singular value decomposition is carried out for matrix T, according to
Goluband Reinsch (Wilkinson and Reinsch, 1971). Then,
T=U J V t = ( U V t ) (VzfV*)
It can be reasoned that UV 1 is the desired rotation matrix R and VJV* the
desireddeformation matrix S.It isclearthatthecolumnsofVare eigenvectors
of S and the numbers ôu Ô2, ô3 are eigenvalues of S. The three eigenvector
directions are the principal directions. The corresponding natural principal
strains are calculated usingthe relationship
natural principal strain= —In (eigenvalue),
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where decreases in length are taken aspositive.Angleof rotation is calculated
from R.
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ABSTRACT
Dawidowski, J.B.,Lerink, P.and Kooien, A.J., 1990.Controlled distortion of soil sampleswith referencetosoilphysicaleffects. Soil TillageRes., 17:15-30.
Asimple soil distortion apparatus, developed by the second author, is able to impose very large
distortional strains on soil samples. Its action was compared with the well-known triaxial test, for
natural major principal strains up to 0.69, larger values being beyond the capability of the triaxial
apparatus. Comparison included measurements of strain field homogeneity, yield stress, and soil
physicalpropertiesafter distortion.Agreement betweenbothtest methodswasgood.

INTRODUCTION

Nearly pure distortion (deformation without volume change) of soiloccursonmanyoccasionsinagriculture,e.g.inploughingandtrafficking ofwet,
densesoiland inpuddlingflooded land for ricegrowing.The significance of
thistypeofsoilreactionisthatitconsumesenergyandthatitwillchangesoil
propertiestoeitherbetterorworseconditions.Beingableto simulatehomogeneous distortion of a soil volume element is needed in soil physics, soil
tillage, agricultural engineering, and agronomy research. Presently, two apparatuses that can distort agricultural soil in a controlled way are available:
the triaxial apparatus, and the distortion apparatus developed by Lerink
(1990).
Thetriaxial apparatus iswidelyknown (Bishop and Henkel, 1964).A cylindrical sample of wet, dense soil, usually having a height of 10cm and a
diameterof5 cm,isenclosedbyrigidtopandbottomplatesandacylindrical
rubbermembrane (Fig. la). Arigidtransparent cylinder (thecell) isplaced
overtheenclosed sample andfilledwith water.Thewater inthecellispres'Present address: Institute of Agricultural Mechanization of the University of Agriculture,
Szczecin, Poland.
"Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Fig.1.(a) Triaxialapparatusfordeformingsoilsamplesandmeasuringsoildeformability. (b)
Detailshowingtopplatewithguide.

surizedtoaconstantcellpressure,cr3.Aloadingramisthenmoveddownward
at constant speed to deform the sample. The degree of deformation at any
moment canbeexpressedbythenatural vertical strain
€= - I n 1 -

AI

(1)

'/o

where/0=initial sampleheight andAl=decreasein sample height dueto the
ram movement. Duringthe test,the force exerted bythe ram onthe sample
(F) iscontinuously measured asa function ofAl. The vertical normal stress
a, onthesampleisduepartlytoFandpartlytocr3. ax canbecalculatedatany
timeas:
F

(2)

whereAisthesurface areaofthehorizontal samplecrosssection.Sincesamplevolumeonlychangesslightly,Acanbeapproximatedby
ApXlp

(3)

A= lo-Al

whereto equals (ft/4) times the square of the initial sample diameter. The
volumechangeofthesampleduringdeformation canbedeterminedbymeasuringthewaterthat isdisplaced from thecellthroughthewater-supplytube.
Arecentdevelopmentisthedistortionapparatus (Lerink, 1990).Wet,dense
soilinarigidcylinderonarigidbaseiscoveredbyanannulusthat fits inthe
cylinder,andapiston thatfitsintheannulus (Fig.2).Thesoilsamplehasa
diameterof98.5mmandaninitialheightof35.4mm.Aloadingramismoved
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Fig.2.Soilsampleindistortionapparatus, (a) Situationatthestartofadeformation cycle, (b)
Deformation bypiston-down movement, (c) Deformation byannulus down movement, (d)
Situationafter deformation cycle.

downwardatconstant speedtopressthepistonintothesampleoveracertain
distanceAl. Whenthat distancehasbeenreachedthepiston loadisremoved
and the annulus is moved downward by the loading ram at the same speed
until aflushsample surface hasbeen retained. Thisloading cyclecan berepeated anumber oftimes.During thetest,the force (F) exertedbythe ram
whenthepiston ismoved downward iscontinuously measured asa function
of Al. The force needed to move the annulus downward isnot measuredbecauseit isirrelevant owingtothe largefrictional forces between the annulus
and cylinder inthispart ofthe loadingcycle.Lerink assumed that the deformation field under the piston and the deformation field under the annulus
werebothhomogeneousthoughnotthesame:theabsolutevalueofthelargest
strain inthefield underthepiston isverticalandtwicetheassumed absolute
value of the horizontal strain; the absolute values of the major and minor
principal strainsinthefieldunderthe annulusareassumed tobeequal.Lerink selected apparatus dimensions so that the maximum principal strain in
thefieldunderthepiston nearly equalsthe maximum principal strain inthe
fieldunder the annulus (Lerink, 1990). Thus, if initial soil height isl0 and
thepistonmaximum downwardmovementinthesoilisAl,thenatural major
principalstrainis:
e=-(np + na)\

(4)

- ( - ! )

where«pand naarethe numbersofapplied piston and annulusimpressions,
respectively.
The triaxial apparatus has a limited deformation capability (êi=
0.69atmaximum). The test is expensive. The amount of deformation that
thefeasible and relatively cheapdistortion apparatus can impose onthe soil
ispractically unlimited. There are further differences between both apparatuses.Stress-strain relationshipsmaydiffer becausethedistortion apparatus
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actsdiscontinuously.Bothtestsinvolveinterferingshearstressesbetweensoil
andsolidboundaries,butthisinterference isprobablygreaterwiththedistortion apparatus than with the triaxial apparatus. Realhomogeneity intheassumedhomogeneousstrainfieldsinthedistortionapparatusmaybeverypoor.
er3 onasoilvolumeelement inthe distortion apparatuscannot beselectedat
will, but is determined by the soil-apparatus system. For a cohesive, nonhardening, non-softening soilwith a zero angleofinternal friction, axin the
soil under the annulus during a piston-down stroke equals 2 c, (where cis
cohesion) ideally, because this soil part undergoes unconfined compression
inthistest stage.Becauseaxundertheannulusequalso3underthepiston,ol
inthesoilunderthepistonthen equals2c+2 c=4c, sothatthepiston force
will equal 4cmultiplied bypiston area. Similar considerations apply to the
annulus down stroke. The fact that either the piston or the annulus is unloadedduringtestingimpliesthat (cr3=0)zonesalwaysexist,inwhichbrittle
(unstable) failure may occur. Afuture development may include the possibility to impose an extra load on the upward moving annulus or piston, in
ordertoincreasestresslevelsinthesoil.
This article reports an investigation in whichthe triaxial test and thedistortion test werecompared with respect to strain field homogeneity, stressstraincurve,andanumberofsoilphysical effects.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Strainanalysisexperiment
Moist,medium-textured soilmaterialwascompressedina25X25cm2soil
bin under acompression plate (Blanken, 1987).After removingthebin the
soilblockwascutalongacentralplaneintotwopartswithalargeknife.Then,
thecuttingplaneofonepartwasprovidedwithasquaregridofcolouredglass
beads. Bead diameter and mesh size were 1mm and 7.6 mm, respectively.
Subsequently, block parts were assembled again, imposing a small pressure
perpendicular to the plane of cut, and a new sample wastaken with a steel
cylinderinsuchawaythatasoilcylinderwithgridbeadsinoneplanethrough
the cylinder axis was obtained. This cylinder, with dimensions required by
the distortion apparatus, was deformed in this apparatus by one piston
compression over a distance equal to 0.2 times the initial height. The deformedgridwasrecordedbymeasuringplanarcoordinatesofthebeadswhile
removingthe soilcarefully. Carewastakenthat beadpositionswerenotdisturbedbeforebeingmeasured.
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Physicalpropertiesafterdeformation
Samplepreparation
Wemade the following requirements for the soilcondition prior to deformationinthetriaxialordistortionapparatus:deformation shouldoccurwithout change in soil volume which requires a relatively dense soil;initial soil
physicalproperties shouldbesimilartoawell-structuredfieldsoil.Itwasassumedthatuniaxialcompactionofstrongaggregateswithawatercontent "at
thedrysideofthecompaction isobar" (Dawidowskiand Lerink, 1990), followedby wetting could result in the desired soil condition. Weread the desired soilphysical properties from (Soane et al., 1982): (1 ) penetration resistance should not be greater than 0.8-lMPa; (2) air conductivity should
not be smaller than 150mm h _ 1 , which corresponds to an air permeability
Ki=6.6xl0- 1 2 m 2 (logK i = - 1 1 . 2 m 2 ); (3) thelimitingvalueofwaterconductivity is 50 mm day -1 , log Ksat=- 6 . 2 m h " ' ; ( 4 ) air-filled porosity at
field capacity (soil watertension= 10kPa) should notbesmallerthan 10%.
DawidowskiandLerink (1990) presented amoisture-pressure-volume diagrammeasured in uniaxial compression, extended with soilphysical properties.Weusedthesamesoiltypeandfollowed thesamepreparation procedure
astheseauthors.Usingthedesiredsoilphysicalpropertyvaluesthataregiven
above weread from the diagram presented by Dawidowski and Lerink that
thesoilconditionaimedforcouldbeobtainedbyuniaxialcompressionto0.6
MPaatasoilwatercontentof20.5% (wt/drywt).Accordingtothediagram,
onlytheresultingairpermeabilitywouldbeslightlylessthanthevalueaimed
for.
The soilthat wasused in our experiments wasSlootdorp sandy loam soil.
Characteristics of this soil have been presented by Dawidowski and Lerink
(1990).Thesoilwascollectedinautumn 1986.After thesoilhadbeendeepfrozen, itwassuccessively:airdriedtoamoisturecontentatwhichthecracked
soil clods were easily crumbled; gently crushed by hand into smaller sized
aggregates;air dried in adryingroom to minimum attainable moisture content;sievedtoremoveparticlessmallerthan0.6mmandparticleslargerthan
8 mm; wetted. Special care was paid to avoid mechanical and physical destructionoftheaggregatesduringthewettingprocedure.Thetotalamountof
soilwasdivided intosmallportionsthatwerespreadthinlyinanarrowband
on awooden plate.Water wasadded by spraying a fine mist of a weight of
water needed to obtain a water content of 20.5% (wt/dry wt). The wetted
portionswerecollected in aplasticboxand stored for 1 weekto equilibrate.
Steelcylinderswerefilledwithprepared soilbyspooning.Soilinthesecylinderswascompactedbyuniaxialcompressionto0.6MPa.Theamount ofsoil
that was added to the cylinders is determined by the requirement that the
effect ofsoil-metal friction onthe effective compactive stresswithinthesoil
sample should be minimal. To satisfy this requirement, Kooien (1974)
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showedthattheratioofthesamplediametertothesampleheightduringtesting should preferably not be greater than two. Soil cylinders intended for
triaxial tests weremade bycompacting 125gsoil in 50mm diameter cylinders. The resulting soil cylinder height was 35.4 mm. In order to obtain an
initial sample height suitable in the triaxial tests (about 10cm), three soil
cylinderswereplacedoneaboveanotherwhenthesetestswereperformed, so
thattheinitialsampleheightintriaxialtestingwasalways3x 35.4= 106mm.
Soil cylinders intended for distortion tests were made by compacting 500g
soil in 98.5 mm diameter cylinders. The resulting soil height was 35.4 mm.
After uniaxialcompaction allsamplesweresaturated and subsequently equilibratedtotherequired watertension onasandbox.
Deformation intriaxialapparatus
Soilcylindersofan appropriate initial sizeweredeformed inatriaxialapparatus at aram speed of 8.33 mm s _ 1 givinga strain rateof approximately
0.09 s _1 . Water displacement to or from the cell through the water supply
tubewasmeasuredusingaparaffin volumegauge (BishopandHenkel, 1964,
p. 208).The connection between theram and thetopplate isshown inFig.
lb. To prevent the top plate from tilting when subjecting samples to large
strains,thetopplateisprovidedwithaguideintowhichtheram fits (Bishop
and Henkel, 1964,p. 37).Two series of samples weredeformed in the machine.Samplesofthefirst serieswhichwereallatawatertension of3.1kPa,
weredeformed todifferent levelsofmaximum (vertical) natural strain:0.1,
0.2,0.3,0.4and0.5.Eachstrainlevelwasrealizedatthreedifferent confining
pressures <J3: 100,200and 300kPa.Samplesofthesecond series,whichwere
atawatertensionof 10kPa,weredeformed tothesamerangeofstrainlevels,
but only at a confining pressure er3=200 kPa. So, in total, 5x3+5 x 1 =20
triaxialtestswere performed.
Deformation indistortionapparatus
Ramspeedwasselectedsoastoobtainthesamestrainrateasinthetriaxial
tests. During all piston down strokes, we let the piston travel a distance of
3.54 mm through the soil,which is 10%ofthe initial height ofthe soil samples.Allsamplesdeformed inthedistortionapparatuswereatawatertension
of3.1kPa. Samplesweredeformed to different sumsofpiston down strokes
and annulus down strokes, in such a waythat the following levels of maximum natural strain were realized: 0.114, 0.208, 0.328, 0.445, 0.538,0.685,
0.892.
Soilphysicalpropertiesmeasurements
Aftertreatmentwithtriaxialordistortionapparatus,soilwatertensionprevailingimmediatelyafter unloading,saturatedwaterconductivity,airperme159

ability at a water tension of 10kPa, and tensile strength after oven-drying
weremeasured.
Soilwatertensionimmediatelyafter unloadingwasmeasuredusingasmall
ceramictensiometerneedle.Thetimebetweenremovaloftheloadandinsertionoftheneedleintoasoilsampledependeduponthetypeoftest.Thattime
neverexceeded5 mininthecaseoftriaxialtests,andwasalwayssmallerthan
4mininthecaseofdistortiontests.
Afterthemeasurementswiththeneedle,thesampleswerepartially drained
for 2daysonasandboxat 25kPatoharden them.Thishardening strengthenedthedeformed samplesenoughtoallowtakingnewsubsamplesfromthem.
Thetriaxiallydeformed, barrel-shaped,sampleswerehalvedusingawiresaw.
Anew subsample having a diameter of 50 mm and a height of 25 cm was
takenfrom eachsample-halfbycarefully pressingagreasedsteelcylinderwith
a sharpened cuttingedgeinto the soil,simultaneously removing superfluous
soil outside the cutting edge by means of a sharp blade. Subsamples taken
from samplesdeformed inthedistortionapparatus,usingcylindersthatwere
also sharpened and greased, also had diameters of 50mm, but their heights
wereequaltotheheightsoftheoriginalsamples.
Saturatedwaterconductivity,airpermeabilityatawatertensionof 10kPa,
and soiltensilestrength inanoven-dryconditionweremeasured onthesubsamples following the same procedures as used by Dawidowski and Lerink
(1990).
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Thedeformed grid,whichhasbeen measured inthe strain analysisexperiment and which reflects the degree ofhomogeneity ofthe deformation field
under the piston in the distortion apparatus test, is presented in Fig. 3togetherwithitsundeformed shape.Fromtheinitialandfinalshapesofthegrid
elements, following the calculation procedure presented in the Appendix of
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Fig.3.Markinggridinsample,beforeandafter apistonimpressionbythedistortionapparatus.
Strain valuesofnumbered gridelementsaregiven inTable 1. (Somedistortion atsamplecircumference occurredwhensampleholderwasremoved.)
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TABLE1
Maximum relativeshorteningtt and minimum relative shorteninge3ofdeformed soilelementsindicatedin Fig.3
Element

«i

e3

Element

«i

«3

Element

«i

«3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.40
0.75
0.54
0.32
0.45
0.53
0.65

-0.17
0.07
0.07
0.03
-0.02
-0.07
0.05

8
9
10
11
12
13

0.11
0.44
0.61
0.63
0.28
0.45

0.00
-0.20
-0.27
-0.10
0.07
0.00

14
15
16
17
18
19

0.71
0.58
0.31
0.46
0.24
0.39

0.10
0.07
-0.80
-0.51
-0.21
-0.01

KooienandKuipers (1983),maximum relativeshorteningÉ! and minimum
relative shortening e3were calculated for each element (see Table 1).Element numbersin the table refer tothegrid element numbersin Fig.3.Ifwe
leave the strongly deformed element 16 out of consideration, the mean
€!=0.47andthestandarddeviationofe!=0.06.Comparingthesevalueswith
thenatural strainf,for allsoilunderthepistoncalculated as0.51usingeqn.
(4),itmaybeconcludedthatthehomogeneityassumption usedintheintroduction isjustified. After inspection ofthe entire deformed grid it may also
be concluded that, relative to the deformation of the soil under the piston,
largepartsofthesoilundertheannulusareonlyslightly deformed.
Figure4apresentsstress-strain relationshipsmeasuredinthetriaxialtests.
Thecurvesfor thesamplesatawatertension of3.1kPa showthat measured
axdoesnotdepend onthelevelofapplied<r3, whichmeansthatthesoilangle
ofinternalfriction 0iszero.Thefigure alsoshowsthat soilstrength increases
withinitialwatertension.Stress-strain relationshipsmeasuredduringpiston
downstrokesinthedistortion apparatus differ from thosemeasured intriaxialtests:thedistortion apparatus curveseverincreasewith piston depth and
curve tangent modulus increases with depth from the very start of piston
travel. The latter phenomenon does not apply to early piston down strokes:
here curve tangent modulus decreases initially, and starts to rise with depth
after asignificant amountofpistontravel.Figure4b,applyingtothereported
tests which all had a piston down travel of 3.54 mm in the soil during each
pistondownstroke,presentsmaximum verticalstressmeasuredattheendof
piston down strokes asa function ofnatural vertical strain. Becausethe soil
angleofinternalfriction 0appearedtobezero,cohesion (c) canbeestimated
from thetriaxialtestresults (Fig.4a) aswellasfrom thedistortiontestresults
(Fig. 4b). This will be done for the samples that initially were at a water
tensionof3.1kPa.Figure4ashowsthat,atthelargest degreeof deformation
obtained in thetriaxialtests,ax—er3was0.086MPa, which impliesthat,ac-
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cordingtoc=5(o^—cr3)if0=0, cequals0.043MPainthecaseofthetriaxial
tests. Figure 4bgives a <7i value of0.18MPa for the largest degree of deformation with the distortion apparatus. According to the relation ax=Ac, derived for this apparatus in the Introduction, this estimates cas 0.045 MPa.
The relatively high ax values measured in the distortion apparatus at small
and intermediate strain values may be due to interfering soil-metal shear
stressesandsoilstressheterogeneity.Theseprobablyvanishatgreatsoilstrains
owingtothesmeareffect ofexpelledwaterandtherearrangementofsoilparticles,respectively.
Porosities after the deformation treatments differed by —1 to +2% from
thosebefore deformation. Measuredporosityincreasetendedtobehigher for
the distortion tests than for the triaxial tests. Soil physical properties as affected by different degreesofdeformation inthe triaxial or distortion apparatus are presented in Figs. 5-8. Figure 5 presents soil water tension after
unloading. Figure 6applies to saturated water conductivity. Figure 7shows
airpermeabilityatawatertensionof 10kPa.Figure8givessoiltensilestrength
measured onoven-drysamples.Theinfluences ofcr3 andinitialwatertension
onthemeasured soilqualitiescanbeseenfrom thetriaxialtestresults.a3 did
not affect the soil qualities. The soil water tension before deformation affected thewatertensionandtheairpermeabilityatawatertensionof 10kPa,
andprobablyalsotheoven-drytensilestrength.
Thedistortion apparatus resultscanbecompared withthetriaxial apparatusresults for aninitial soilwatertension of 3.1kPa. It can beseen that, for
mostphysicalproperties,themeasuredproperty valueatanygivendegreeof
deformation is independent of the type of apparatus used, i.e. effects of a
certain deformation with the distortion apparatus are the same as with the
triaxialapparatus.Theresultsarealsosimilartotheeffects ofdeforming wet,
dense, undisturbed samples measured by Dawidowski and Kooien (1987).
Deviatingandunexpectedresultswerethemeasured soilwatertensions after
unloadinginthe distortion apparatus (Fig. 5b).These valueswereinagreementwiththeotherwatertensionmeasurementswhenreadimmediately after
insertingthe measuring needle.However, with the distortion apparatus, the
needlereadingwasnotconstant with time,but dropped continuously untila
value closeto that for the undeformed sample was reached. Water tensiondeformation relationships which have been measured 2and 4min after unloading, and which are presented in Fig. 5b, demonstrate the rate of water
tension decrease. We hypothesized that this decrease was caused by water
transport from the soil under the annulus to the soil under the piston. Soil
massundertheannulusisrelativelylargecomparedwithmassunderthepiston,andhasameanwatertensionthatislittleaffected becauselargepartsare
only slightly deformed (see Fig. 3), so that it probably acts as a buffer for
water tension. If the hypothesis is true, water tension cannot decrease after
deformation whendistortion issevereenoughtomakethesoilunderthepis163
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ton impermeable for water. Afew additional tests in which treatment consistedofone,verylong,pistondownstrokeconfirmed thehypothesis.Scatter
inmeasuredwaterconductivitiesandairpermeabilitieswasalwayslarge(Figs.
6 and 7), which is probably inherent to these types of tests. It is generally
believedthat atriaxialapparatusmeasuressoilelementalbehaviourbestand
deforms soil sampleshomogeneously. Resemblance between thetriaxial test
results and the distortion apparatus results was satisfactory. The distortion
apparatus maybe considered as a useful development because no other apparatus isableto impose the verylarge soil strains occurring in anumberof
field operations inacontrolled andquantifiable way.
CONCLUSION

Usingawet,densecohesivesoilwithzeroangleofinternalfriction asimple
distortion apparatus developed by P. Lerink was compared with a triaxial
apparatus. Comparison included measurements ofstrain field homogeneity,
stress-strain curves, and soil physical properties after distortion: soil water
tension after unloading, saturated water conductivity, air permeability at a
watertensionof 10kPa,anddrytensilestrength.Straininthemeasuringzone
ofthedistortionapparatuswashomogeneous.Althoughstresslevelswerenot
thesame,bothsetsofapparatusmeasured similaryieldstressesandhadsimilareffects onthe soilphysical properties.These similarities could occurbecause,with azeroangleofsoilinternal friction, not onlythe strainsbut also
the shear stresses were similar in the measuring zone. Because the sample
zoneoutside the measuring zone is distorted less,water tension differences
mayoccurbetween the measuringand outer zones,which mayinduce water
transport in the sample after the distortion treatment. The distortion apparatus provides an inexpensive and quick method to deform dense, wet soil
samples to large and quantifiable extents. Degree of deformation has been
expressedasthenaturalmajor principal strain.
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ABSTRACT
Dawidowski,J.B.and Lerink,P., 1990.Laboratory simulation oftheeffects oftraffic duringseedbed
preparation on soil physical properties usinga quick uni-axial compression test.Soil TillageRes.,
17:31-45.
Aquickuni-axialcompressiontestwasappliedtosimulatetheeffect oftraffic duringseedbedpreparation on the soilcondition. The soil type was"Slootdorp" sandy clay loam. The effect on the soil
condition wasquantified bythe following soil physical properties:total pore space;saturated water
conductivity; air content at pF2;air permeability at pF2;penetrability at pF2;and oven-dry tensile
strength.Thecompression testswererun at variousuni-axial loadsand moisturecontents.The relationshipsbetweenthe respective soilphysicalpropertiesandthe moisturecontent atcompression,as
a function of the uni-axial load, were presented graphically by means of a composite diagram. The
relationshipswerecompared with thoseobtained from observationsontraffic-compacted soil.Good
agreement wasfound between the shape ofthe curves.Acalibration method wasdiscussed in order
to usethe quick uni-axial compression test, extended with measurementson soilphysical properties
forpredictivepurposes.

INTRODUCTION

Relationships on soil compaction as a function of relevant soil and load
characteristics have in common, that the effect on the soil condition isexpressedbybulkpackingstateproperties (e.g.drybulkdensity,totalporespace
and void ratio).Thereisnowincreasingawarenessthat moredetailed infor1
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mation isrequired, in order to evaluatethe significance ofmechanical compaction to soil use and, eventually, to optimize soil management. Kooien
(1987) introduced theterm soilqualities,asagenericterm for soilphysical
properties which are relevant for soil use. Soil qualities of agricultural soils
refertowaterandairconductivities,waterandairstoragecapacities,thermal
properties and strength properties, such as compatibility, breakability and
penetrability.
Knowledgeontheeffects oftraffic onsoilqualitiesmainlystemsfromfield
studies.Thefirstattempttoassimilateobservationsonsoilqualitiesof trafficcompacted soilinto coherent relationships waspresented byLerink (1990).
Laboratory studiesonthe effect ofcompaction on soilqualitiesare reported
byGuptaandLarson (1982),DawidowskiandKooien (1987)andBeekman
(1987) amongothers.However, information on the effectiveness oflaboratory-compaction methods simulating the traffic-induced effect on the soil
condition isscarce (GuptaandAllmaras, 1986).
Theobjectives ofthisstudyweretodeterminetheeffect onsoilqualitiesof
laboratorycompactionatvaryingloadandmoisturecontent,andtocompare
theresultswiththeeffect ofcompaction byfieldtraffic duringseedbedpreparation.Information ontheeffect ofcompactionbyfieldtraffic wasobtained
from Lerink (1990).
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Alaboratory compression method, aimed to simulate the true process effects effectively, has to satisfy two fundamental requirements. Firstly, the
method should account for the process characteristics which are known to
controltheprocesseffects. Secondly,thelaboratorycompactionprocessshould
becompatible withthetraffic-induced compaction process,inthat bothprocessesaregoverned bysimilarphysicalphenomena.Theseaspectsoflaboratorysimulation aredetailedbelow.Laboratory simulation assuredly presents
partialincompatibilities,whichwillbeindicated inthetext.
Thelaboratorycompression method
Soil physical properties of agiven soil are a function of the soil state at a
microlevel.Relevant soilmicro-factors comprisetheproportionsand distributions of solid particles and water in a unit volume, and the number, type
and distribution ofinter-particlebonds (Kooien, 1987).Whenan elemental
soil volume is loaded by transient wheelings, it simultaneously changes in
shape (puredeformation ordeformation atconstant volume) andinvolume
(purecompression or,complementary, purecompaction).Onamicrolevel,
solidparticles,airandwaterareredistributed,inter-particlebondsarebroken
andnewbondsareformed. Itiscommonlyassumedthattherapidloadingby
transient wheelingsdoesnotcausesoilwatertransport overmacroscopicdis171

tances,hence volume reduction issolely at the expense ofthe air-filled pore
space and thus volume reduction occurs at constant gravimetric moisture
content.
Theeffects ofpuredeformation andpurecompactiononsoil micro-factors
aretosomeextentcomparable,inthat both processesresultin redistribution
of the solid particles, water and air, and in rupture of inter-particle bonds.
Thequestion arises:isitnecessarytotakedeformation intoaccount inorder
to simulate the traffic-induced effect on soil qualities? To answer this question, reference ismadeto the concept of "wet" and "dry" compaction (Kooien, 1987).Drycompaction occurswhenvolume reduction upon loadingis
limited bytheincreaseofthe soilcompressive strength.Atwet compaction,
the volume reduction upon loading is limited by entrapped soil water. In
practicalsituations,wetcompaction willbeaccompaniedbyconsiderabledeformation, resultingindeeprutsandbulging-upofthesidesoftheruts.Since
deformation at virtuallyconstant volumeaffects soilqualities (Dawidowski
andKooien, 1987),itwasconcludedthatlaboratorycompression testsshould
account for largedeformations whenloadingresultsinwetcompaction.
When asoilvolume isdry compacted, it ishypothesized that theeffect on
soilqualities ismainly caused by volume reduction. This hypothesis issupportedbythefact that soilphysicalproperties ingeneralareverysensitiveto
smallchangesinbulk packingdensity.Additional effects ofdeformation are
assumed to beof minor importance. Compaction by field traffic at seedbed
preparation mainly features dry compaction (Lerink, 1990). A simple
compression test, primarily designed to impose volume strain on soil samples, is the uni-axial compression test (Kooien and Kuipers, 1983). In this
study,the uni-axial compression test wasused to simulate the effects ofdry
compaction.
Loadcharacteristics
Relevant characteristics ofthe loadingcycleson an elemental soil volume
under transient wheelingsarethe loadingrate,the absolute and relativevaluesoftheprincipalstresscomponentsatanyonemomentandthenumberof
loadingcycles (i.e.thenumberofwheelsfollowingthesamepath).
Compaction by wheelings istypified as"quick" compaction. Quick compaction explicitly refers to the physical phenomena underlying compaction.
Themaincharacteristicofquickcompaction isthatwatertransport doesnot
occurovermacroscopicdistances.Theadverseeffect oflocalpressurebuildupinporewateronthestabilityofsoilaggregatesisdiscussedbyLarsonand
Gupta (1980).Thecompression rateatuni-axialtestingshouldbeatleastof
the same order of magnitude, in order to simulate the physical phenomena
featuring traffic-induced compaction. Kooien (1987) estimates the vertical
strain rate of asoil volume element in the arable layer being approximately
0.6 s~',incaseofavolumereduction of20%,and assumingthatthevertical
strain starts at a distance of 50 cm in front of the nearing tyre-soil contact
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surface and stops when the tyre-soil contact surface arrives above the soil
element.Uni-axialcompression atcompression ratesresultinginquickcompaction isdenoted asquickuni-axial compression.
The maximum value of the first principal stress (axmax) actingon asoil
element during a wheeling isknown to be an important determinant of the
resultant degreeofcompaction (KooienandKuipers, 1983).Repeatedloading with approximately equal loads causes some, but ever decreasing additional volume reduction (Kooien, 1987). Since methods to calculate the
stressesunderwheelingslacksufficient accuracy (KooienandKuipers, 1988),
itwasdecidedto characterize thestressregimeofaspecific vehicle-soilsystembytheuni-axiallyapplied stress (ereq)whichresultsinthesameeffect on
thesoilqualities.Thelaboratorycompressiontestsweretherefore runatvarious loadsto ensure that the effects of compaction resulting from the traffic
eventswhichwereusedfor comparison werecovered.
Soilcharacteristics
The ploughlayerofmedium tofinetextured soilsinthe springconsistsof
alooseassemblyofcoarsestructuralunits.Thevolumeofsoilsampleswhich
aresuitable for laboratory compression tests issmallcompared withthesize
ofthese units. Small samples of loosely packed, coarse units are poor representativesofthefieldsoilcondition. Furthermore,thebehaviour incompaction is severely disturbed by the rigid sample surroundings. It is therefore
common practicetoreducethe scaleofthesoilunitsandpores.Scalereduction reduces the average size and the size distribution of the soil units and
pores, giving an increase of the structural homogeneity of the soil. Thus, a
relatively small number of replicates suffices to assessaccurately the soilresponsetolaboratory compression.
Preparation ofthefieldsoil for laboratory testingbyscalereduction probablydistortsthesimilarity ofthesoilresponsetocompaction. Knowledgeon
the effect of scale reduction on the soil response to compaction is fragmentary.Tijink (1988) showed,that theabsolutesizeofsoilaggregateshadlittle
effect on the compactibility at uni-axial compression. However, mixturesof
aggregateswith anarrow sizerangebehaved differently in compaction compared with mixtureswith abroad sizerange.The effect ofthe aggregatesize
distribution onthecompactibility wasalsofound byWillatt (1987).
The soil moisture status is the major determinant of the soil response to
compaction. Thesoilmoisture statusboth affects thecompactibility andthe
micro-structural changeduringcompaction (Lerink, 1990).Intemperateregions,thesoilmoisture statusatshallowdepthsmayshowconsiderabledaily
and evenhourly fluctuations. Incompaction studies,thesoilmoisture status
iscommonlyquantified bythegravimetricmoisture content.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Soilpreparationfor laboratorycompression
The soil used for experimentation was collected in the summer of 1986
from an experimental field of the IMAG-experimental station "Oostwaardhoeve", Slootdorp, The Netherlands. The experimentalfieldwas allocated
tothe research project entitled: "Perspective ofreducing soilcompactionby
usingalowground pressure (LGP) traffic system".The soiltypeisdetailed
inTable 1. After freezing andthawing,topromotecrackformation, thecoarse
soilunitsweresuccessively:driedtoamoisturecontentatwhichthesoilunits
could be easily crumbled; gently crushed by hand into smaller sized fragments;airdriedinadryingroom;and sieved (meshsize: 1 mm2)inorderto
removethedustfraction from theaggregatefraction. Theweight fractions of
some size fractions of the resulting aggregate mixture are listed in Table 2.
Themethod ofsizereduction described hereensuresminimal damageofthe
internalstructureoftheaggregates.
The total amount of prepared soil was divided into 11portions of equal
weight.Eachportionwaswettedtothedesiredmoisturecontent,rangingfrom
10to 30% (w/w), in steps of 2%. Special attention was paid to avoid mechanical destruction of the aggregates during the wetting procedure. Therefore, each portion wassub-divided into smaller portions which were spread
thinlyonawooden plate.A calculated amount ofwaterwasaddedbysprayTABLE1
Someintrinsicpropertiesof"Oostwaardhoeve" sandyclayloam
Fraction

%w/w

Clay fraction
Sand fraction
Organicmatter content
CaC0 3 content

30
40
2
6

TABLE2
Weight fractions ofsomesizefractions ofthe preparedsoil
Sizefraction (mm)
0.6-1
1-2
2-4
4-8

Weight fraction (% w/w)
11
29
56
4
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ingafine mistofwater.Thewettedsub-portionsweresubsequentlycollected
inplasticboxes,sealedand storedfor oneweektoequilibrate.
The wetting procedure of soil portions with a desired moisture content
higherthan 22% wascarried out intwo steps.Atfirst,the soilportionswere
wettedto22%andafter aweekwaterwassupplementedtoobtainthedesired
moisturecontents.
Samplepreparation
Prepared soil was added to steel cylinders (diameter, 81 mm; height, 50
mm)byspooning,givingaloosepackingstate.Theamount ofsoiladded to
thecylinderswasequivalent to 200gof oven-dry soil.The pore spaceprior
totestingdependedonthemoisturecontentandrangedfrom 60%toapproximately 70% at increasingmoisture content. Thesampleheightwasapproximately40mm,givingasamplediametertoheightratioofapproximately2.
Uni-axialcompression
The universal material testing machine that was used for uni-axial
compression is shown in Fig. 1.Prior to testing, asoil sample in a steelring
force transducer

piston

f> ©

/

_c

compression /
plate 1
ring \
base

\

-U

IfiiÜ-

1

soil

1
1

overload
protection

traverse
recorder

Fig. 1. Theuniversalmaterial testingmachine.
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withacloselyfittingcompressionplatewasplacedonthetraverse.Attesting,
thetraverse movedwith aconstant speed upwards.Thepiston force and the
displacement of the traverse were simultaneously recorded. The maximum
errorofmeasurement oftheheightofthecompacted sampleswas ±0.1 mm,
which isequivalent to about ±0.5% (v/v) in pore space. The soil samples
werecompresseduntilamaximum pressureof0.1,0.2,0.4,0.6and0.8 MPa,
respectively,includingfour replications.Thetotalnumberofsoilsamplesthus
amounted to 11 (moisture contents) x 5 (uni-axial pressures) x 4 (replicates) = 220samples.
The movement of the traverse stopped automatically when the pre-adjusted maximum force wasreached. After the force dropped to reach a state
ofequilibrium,thetraversewasmoveddownward.Afteraquarterofanhour,
whichwassufficient tostopthesoilfrom rebounding,theheightofthesample
was determined by moving the traverse upward until a force of 10 N was
exertedbythepiston.Thetotalporespacewascalculated from thedryweight
andthevolumeofthecompressed sample.
Themaximumtraversespeedoftheuniversalmaterialtestingmachinewas
16.7 mm s _1 (1000 mm min - 1 ). For practical reasons, the traverse speed
wasadjusted to 8.3mms _ 1 (500mmmin - 1),givingaverticalstrain rateof
approximately 0.2s~'.
Theeffectonsoilqualities
After compaction, each soil sample was subjected to a series of tests, in
order to determine the following soil properties: saturated water conductivity;air permeability; penetrability; air-filled pore spaceand oven-dry tensile
strength.Asthesepropertiesaregenerally afunction ofthesoilmoisture status,theyweredetermined atthe moisture content nearfieldcapacity (i.e.at
pF2 for medium textured soils in The Netherlands) unless the test method
prescribesotherwise (asinthecaseofsaturatedwaterconductivityandovendrytensilestrength).
Priortothesaturated waterconductivity test,the soilsampleswereplaced
onasandboxandslowlysaturatedbyadjusting thewatertension from 1 kPa
to 0 kPa. The saturated water conductivity (A^sat) was measured using the
constantheadmethod (Klute, 1965).Thesampleswerethendrainedtoequilibriumatatensionof 10kPa (=pF2)andweighedtoobtaintheaircontent
atpF2.The intrinsic airpermeability (A^(pF2))wasmeasured usingaconstant head permeameter (Perdok and Hendrikse, 1982).Of each set of four
replicates,twosamplesweresubjected toapenetrationtest (coneneedlewith
topangle 30°;basediameter 2mm;penetration rate0.8 mms~';numberof
replicationspersample,5).
After ovendrying,thesampleswereweighed andthe intact soilcoreswere
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takenoutofthesteelcylinders.Theoven-drytensilestrengthwasdetermined
usingthe"Braziliantest" (Kirkhametal., 1959).
Dataprocessing
The numerical results ofthe measurements ofthe respective soil qualities
of each set of four replicates were averaged, except for the saturated water
conductivity (Ksat) and the intrinsic air permeability (ATi(pF2)) which are
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expressed as log-means. The penetrability was calculated from the quotient
ofthemean verticalforce duringpenetration andtheconebasearea.
Compactionbyfieldtraffic
Theexperimentalfieldonthe"Oostwaardhoeve"wasdividedintotwomain
plots. Management ofboth plots resembled regularfieldmanagement on 60
ha sized farms in The Netherlands. Thefieldoperations onboth plotswere
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Fig.2.Compositediagram oftheeffects oflaboratory and traffic-induced compaction on (a)
totalporespace, (b) aircontent atpF2, (c) penetrabilityatpF2, (d) airpermeabilityatpF2,
(e) saturated waterconductivity and (f)oven-dry tensilestrength, asafunction ofthegravimetric moisturecontent atcompaction. 0.1,..., 0.8 indicatethepressureatuni-axialcompression (MPa),andarerepresentedbythesamesymbolsthroughout.Theheavylineindicatesthe
LGPtraffic system.Thedotted linetheHGPsystem.

carried outbythesametypeofmachinery.Thewheeled vehiclesusedonthe
LGP (low ground pressure) and HGP (high ground pressure) plot were
equipped with tyres featuring lowground contact pressure and high ground
contact pressure,respectively.
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Inthreesuccessiveyears,coresampleswerecollectedatadepthof2-12cm
underthecentreline ofwheelruts resultingfrom field traffic during seedbed
preparation.Thesoilsampleswerecollectedimmediatelyafter thepassageof
thevehicles.Thetyreinflation pressuresoftheLGPandHGPtraffic system
were 40 and 80 kPa, respectively (on modern farms in The Netherlands, a
tyrepressureat seedbed preparation ofabout 100kPa iscommon practice).
The soil sampleswere subjected to the same seriesoftests astheuni-axially
compressed soilsamples.Foradetaileddescriptionoftheeffects oftraffic on
field soilqualities,reference ismadetoLerink (1990).
RESULTS

Theeffects oflaboratory andtraffic-induced compaction onthe soilqualitiesarepresentedgraphicallybymeansofacompositediagram (Fig.2).The
horizontalandverticalaxesrefertothegravimetricmoisturecontentatcompaction and the distinct soil qualities, respectively. Each symbol represents
theaverageoffour replicates,exceptforthepenetrability. Here,eachsymbol
represents the average of five measurements on two samples of each set of
four replicates. The respective symbols are fitted by second or third order
polynomials,whicheverfittedthebest. Sincethe respectivecurves represent
equal uni-axial pressure, they are referred to as"isobars".The curves referring to the effects of compaction byfieldtraffic were obtained from Lerink
(1990).
Inthediagram expressingtheintrinsic airpermeability, extremehigh (log
Xj(pF2) > — 10m2) and extreme low (logA^(pF2)< — 14m2) valueswere
omitted.
DISCUSSION

The discussion is focussed on two items: (1 ) the effect of uni-axial compactionofpreparedsoilonsoilqualitiesasafunction ofthemoisturecontent
at compaction and the uni-axial pressure; (2) comparison of the effects of
compactionbyfieldtraffic duringseedbedpreparation andtheeffects oflaboratorycompaction ofpreparedsoil.
Theeffectsofuni-axialcompaction
Theeffect ofcompactiononthetotalporespaceasafunction ofthegravimetricmoisturecontent atcompaction andthecompactiveloadisexpressed
by the M-P-V diagram. The significance of the M-P-V diagram in agronomics istwo-fold. Firstly, it isexpected that the M-P-V diagram willplay
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animportant rolewheresoilsaretobeclassified onthebasisoftheircompactibility (Kooien, 1987). The compactibility is reflected by the positions of
the isobars.Secondly,the shapeoftheisobars demonstrates theeffect ofthe
moisture content at compaction on the compactibility. The M-P-V isobar
canbedivided intotwoparts:aleft part,wherethecompactibility increases
with increasing moisture content at compaction, and aright part, where the
compactibility decreaseswithincreasingmoisturecontent.Theleft andright
part of the isobar refer to dry and wet compaction, respectively. The curve
parts conjoin at amoisture content resulting in maximum compaction. The
moisture content resulting in maximum compaction decreases at increasing
compactiveload.
Theshapeoftheisobarsexpressingtheeffect ontherespectivesoilqualities
isto a great extent congruent with the isobars in the M-P-V diagram. The
generaltrend is,that the isobars changeprogressively at increasing moisture
content at compaction and reach an extreme value at the moisture content
resultinginmaximum compaction.Thepenetrability deviatesfrom thisgeneraltrendinthattheisobarsreachanoptimumatamoisturecontentatcompactionthat isslightlylowerthanthemoisturecontent atmaximumcompaction. Thisisespecially true at uni-axialloadslower than 0.6 MPa.A further
increaseofthemoisture content atcompaction modifies the soilqualitiesin
accordancewiththeincreaseinporespace.
The effect ofthe moisture content at compaction on the soil micro-structuralchangeisvisualizedbycomparingthesoilqualitiesofsoilsampleswhich
werecompacted tothe samedegreeofcompactness atvaryingmoisturecontent. Figures 3aand b illustrate the effect on the air content at pF2 and the
oven-drytensilestrength,respectively,ofsoilsamplescompactedto 47%pore
spaceat varyingmoisture content. Thebivalent roleofthemoisture content
atcompaction onsoilqualitiesthusinvolvestheeffect onthe compactibility
and the effect on the micro-structural change during compaction. CompactionstudiesofAkramandKemper (1979) confirm this.
Comparison oftheeffectsoflaboratorycompaction andcompaction by field
traffic
Whencomparingtheshapesoftheisobarscorrespondingtolaboratoryand
traffic-induced compaction, respectively, it appears that they are to a great
extentcongruent.Thisimpliesthatthetraffic-induced compactionprocessis
effectively simulatedbythequickuni-axialcompressiontestandthatthegravimetric moisture content at compaction isthe dominant soil characteristic
controlling the effects of compaction. Deformation, which increases at increasingmoisturecontentatcompactionbyfieldtraffic, apparentlyhasaminoreffect onthecompactibilityandtheresultantsoilqualities,evenwhenthe
soiliswetcompacted.Thiscanbeexplained from the fact thatthe relatively
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lowcompressiveloads,aswellasthesmallnumberofloadingcyclesfeaturing
field traffic at seedbed preparation,willnot inducelargedistortional strains.
Thisisinagreementwiththeshallowrutsthatwereformed byboththeLGP
andtheHGPtraffic system.From observationsontheeffects ofcompaction
at harvesting, featuring higher inflation pressures and loading by up to 15
wheels,it followed that the effects ofwet compaction couldnolongerbeadequatelysimulatedbyuni-axialcompression.
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Whencomparingthepositionsoftheisobarsoftraffic andlaboratorycompacted soil, respectively, it follows, that the load characteristics of both the
LGPandHGPtraffic systemcannotberepresentedbyasinglevalueofcreqin
quickuni-axialcompression.Forexample,theisobarsexpressingtheeffect of
theLGPandHGPtraffic systemontheresultanttotalporespacecorrespond
with creqequals approximately 0.35 and 0.5 MPa, respectively, whereas the
effect on the air content at pF2 correspond with aeq equals approximately
0.25 and 0.4 MPa, respectively. This discrepancy is primarily attributed to
the differences between the structure of the field soil and the reconstituted
structureofthesoilprepared forlaboratory compression.
CONCLUSIONS

Theeffect ofcompactionbyfieldtraffic atvaryingmoisturecontentonsoil
physical properties can be adequately simulated by the quick uni-axial
compression test on prepared soil samples, provided that compaction does
not involve large distortional strains.The relationships obtained from laboratory compression, extended withmeasurements on soilqualities,arequalitative in nature rather than quantitative. When the extended M-P-V diagram isused for predictive purposes,a calibration procedure isrequired, in
orderto assessthe respective valuesofcreqofthe isobarswhich represent the
traffic-induced effects onthesoilqualities.Sincetheshapeoftheisobarscan
beeffectively predicted usingthe extended uni-axial compression test, arelatively small number of observations on field-compacted soil samples suffices.TheextendedM-P-V diagramcanfurther givedetailedinformation on
thesusceptibilityoffield soilstotheadverseeffects ofcompaction.
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ABSTRACT
Lerink, P., 1990.Prediction ofthe immediate effects oftraffic on field soilqualities.Soil Tillage
Res., 16:153-166.
Based on the comparative prediction method, a prediction function was developed, which relates pertinent soil and traffic characteristics to the immediate effect of traffic on the field soil
condition.The effect on the field soil condition isexpressed interms ofa number of soilphysical
andmechanicalproperties,whicharerelevanttosoiluseandwhicharereferred toassoilqualities.
The prediction function isbased on a limited domain, in order to restrict the number of soil and
traffic characteristics that havetobetaken intoaccount,andtolimitthe rangeofvaluesthey can
attain. The prediction function ispresented graphically bymeansofcomposite diagrams.

INTRODUCTION

Toestablishaframework for adiscussiononthedevelopment ofaprediction
function which predicts the immediate effect oftraffic onthe field soil condition,prediction isillustrated bythe following conceptual relationship:
Y=F(Xl,

,xn)

(1)

where:
Y =the immediate effect on the field soil condition:
F =the prediction function;
Xi=soilandtraffic characteristicsthat arepertinent indeterminingthe effect
onthe field soil condition.
Prediction methods which havebeenproposed sofar (reviewedby Soane et
al., 1981b) have in common, that the effect of traffic on the soil condition is
expressedbypackingstateproperties,suchasporespaceanddrybulk density.
Duringthelastdecadethere hasbeen increasingawarenessthat these packing
state properties do not adequately describe the detrimental effect of compac185

tion by traffic (Soane, 1985). Amajor factor that undermines the suitability
of packing state properties to quantify the traffic-induced effect on the soil
condition is,that soilphysical and mechanical properties that refer to the soil
as a continuum, are generally not uniquely determined by the packing state
properties only. These soil properties, such as water and gas conductivities,
water storage capacity and penetrability, are more rationally related to the
suitability ofthe soilfor crop production.
Furthermore, macro-packing stateproperties are not sensitive indicators of
the change of the soil condition by compaction. Voorhees et al. (1978) found
that compaction bycontrolled wheeltraffic increased thebulk densityby20%
or less,whereas thepenetration resistance wasincreased byasmuch as400%.
Intensive field and laboratory research has been carried out to observe a
greatvariety ofeffects ofsingletraffic and soilcharacteristics onthe resulting
soil condition (Barnes et al., 1971; Chancellor, 1976; Soane et al., 1981a,b,
1982).Untilnow,knowledgebasedonsuchobservations hasneverbeen assimilated into a coherent prediction method. The main reason for the absence of
prediction methods based on observation may wellbethe difficulties that are
encountered when dealingwith the large number oftraffic and soil characteristicsinvolved, aswellasthe wide range ofvaluesthey can attain.
The objective ofthispaper istopresent aprediction method, which isbased
on observations,topredictthe immediate effects oftraffic on soilphysical and
mechanical properties that are pertinent with respect to soil use for crop
production.
THE EFFECT OFTRAFFIC ON SOIL CONDITION

The immediate effect ofthe traffic-induced compaction processon soilconditioncanbequantified interms ofvarioussoilpropertiesusingdifferent measurement methods. The soil properties which are pertinent in describing the
soilcondition areprimarily determined bythe user ofthe information, i.e. the
farmer. Furthermore,quantitative information onthesoilcondition after field
traffic mayserveasinput datafor soilwatermodels (VanLanen and Boersma,
1988) andcropproduction models (DeWit andVan Keulen, 1987).Soilpropertieswhich arepertinent with respect to soiluse,and which are affected during a field operation, are further referred to as soil qualities (Kooien, 1987).
Soil qualities include soil physical and mechanical properties that refer to
workability,trafficability, gas,water and heatconductivity, root penetrability,
water storage capacity, erodibility and stability.
Soilphysical and mechanical properties aregenerally dependent on the soil
moisture status. Acomplete description of the soil condition requires the determination ofthesoilqualitiesatarangeofsoilmoisturecontentsor moisture
suctions. As a matter of course this is virtually impossible. It was therefore
decided to measure the soil qualities at a moisture content that corresponds
with field capacity, i.e. at a matric water potential of —10kPa (pF2) unless
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the measurement technique prescribes otherwise (as in the case of the saturated water conductivity andthe oven-dry tensile strength).
THE PREDICTION FUNCTION

Prediction methodsthatarebasedonobservationscanbedividedinto methodsusingempiricalformulae orgraphsandcomparative methods (Kooien and
Kuipers, 1983). Prediction methods using empirical formulae or graphs assume that the prediction function (F) can be described by a known general
formula or graph shape.
Theoretically, a prediction function relating traffic and soil characteristics
to the resulting soil qualities may be composed of empirical formulae that estimate the stresses occurring in the soil mass under atransient wheeling, and
ofobservations on the soilqualities of a soilwhich hasbeen compacted in the
laboratory at a range of stress levels.This approach, including both empirical
formulae and observations,hasbecome known asthe composite method (Kooien and Van Ouwerkerk, 1988).
With respecttoestimatingsoilstress,Kooienand Kuipers (1989)state that
currently available methods have apooraccuracy.Information onthe effect of
laboratory compaction onsoilqualitiesisavailable from the literature (Akram
and Kemper, 1979;Gupta and Larson, 1982;Beekman, 1987). However, evidencethatthesecompactiontests,whichinvolveuni-axialcompression ofprepared soil samples, adequately simulate the traffic-induced effect on the field
soilcondition is lacking.
The effect of large deformations, which are likely to occur under wet soil
conditions,onsoilqualitiesofasiltyclayloamwasstudiedbyDawidowski and
Kooien (1987). These authors concluded, that deformation at constant volume had a marked effect on soilqualities. Hence,laboratory compaction tests
which donot allowlargedeformations, such astheuni-axial compression test,
do not adequately simulate the traffic-induced effect on the soil condition,
when compaction isaccompanied by large deformations.
Because detailed information on the relationship between traffic and soil
characteristics and the effect on soil qualities is lacking, it may be concluded
that prediction must bebased on the comparative method.
THE COMPARATIVE METHOD

Even when the prediction function (F) is unknown, eqn. (1) can still be
used asa prediction method. If once it hasbeen observed that aparticular set
of values of xt is related to a particular value of Y, it can be reasoned that Y
will attain that value again, whenever the same situation, defined bythe particular set ofvaluesofxh occurs again,providedthat Yisuniquely determined
by the set of values of xt. A typical prediction function can be developed by
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multiple observations of the relationships between different sets of values of
the process characteristics (*,-) that are taken into account and the process
effects (Y).
The overall domain of prediction comprises different field operations, including different types of farm machinery and tyre equipment, and field soils
featuring different soil types and varying soil conditions. Limitation of the
domain ofprediction isrequired inorderto limitthe number oftraffic and soil
characteristics that havetobetaken intoaccount andthe rangeofvalues that
canbeattainedbythesecharacteristics.Inthisstudy,thedomainofprediction
waslimitedtoasinglefield, twotypesoffield operations (seedbed preparation
andthe harvest ofroot crops),a single setoffarm machinery andtwotypesof
tyre equipment, which are further referred to astraffic systems.
The traffic-induced effect on the soil condition of an arbitrary soil volume
inthe zoneofinfluence under thewheelrut,dependsontheposition ofthe soil
volume relative to the center line of the wheel rut. Furthermore, the traffic
pattern resulting from aparticular field operation maybe composed of different tracks,originating from different wheelingswithvaryingaxleloads.It was
decided to confine the range of prediction to the maximum effects on the resultingsoilqualities ofthe soilmass inthe zoneofinfluence under the respectivewheelruts.Itwasexpectedthat these maximumeffects wouldoccur under
thecentre line ofthe wheelruts at adepth of0toabout 12cm,i.e.inthe upper
half ofthe trafficked arable layer.Furthermore, itwasexpected that the maximum effects would occur under wheel ruts resulting from the largest possible
number ofwheelings,including maximal axle loads.
TRAFFIC AND SOIL CHARACTERISTICS

Traffic and soil characteristics have to be identified that are pertinent in
determiningthe effect onthe soilcondition (Y) interms of soilqualities. The
effectiveness ofthe comparative method to predict a value of Ythat matches
the observed value,-depends on whether the effect on the soil qualities is
uniquelydeterminedbythetraffic andsoilcharacteristicsthat havebeen taken
into account.
Traffic characteristics
On amicroscopic scale,soilpropertiesthat arepertinent in determining the
soilqualities ofa soilwith given intrinsic properties are:the proportion of soil
particles in a unit volume; the spatial distribution of the soil particles; the
proportion ofsoilwater in aunit volume;the spatialdistribution ofsoil water;
the non-capillary bondsbetween the soilparticles and the spatial distribution
ofthe inter-particlebonds.These properties are further referred to assoilmicro-factors (Kooien, 1987).When a soilis subjected to a mechanical process,
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itsmicro-factors and inherently the soilqualities change,owingto redistribution of soilparticles and soilwater and rupture of inter-particle bonds. When
the soil isconsidered as a continuum, the response to loading of an elemental
soil volume within this continuum can be described in terms of deformation,
which maybeaccompanied byvolumetric strain, and/or failure. It can be reasonedthat the soilresponse interms ofthese continuum mechanical concepts
iscloselyrelatedtotheeffects onthesoilmicro-factors.Fromthisitis inferred
that traffic characteristics that determine the soil response in terms of deformation and/or failure are also pertinent in determining the effect on soil
qualities.
If soil qualities are uniquely related to the proportion of soil particles in a
unitvolume,asmaybetrue inthe caseofpure cohesionless sands,then traffic
characteristicsmustbeselectedthat arepertinent indeterminingthe resulting
volume of a loaded elemental soil volume. Kooien and Kuipers (1983) concludedthatastresssystemcausingcompaction canbeeffectively characterized
by the first principal stress {ax). However, as stated before, evidence exists
that the effect onthe soilqualities not only depends onthevolumechange but
also on the degree of deformation. Hence traffic characteristics that are pertinent in determining the degree ofdeformation haveto be included.
From thisbrief discussion ontraffic characteristics itfollows that a detailed
quantitative characterization of field traffic is far beyond comprehension.
However, traffic characteristics that determine the soil response in terms of
continuum mechanicsconceptsareintheirturn completelydefined bythe type
of machinery and tyre equipment, the tyre inflation pressure, the payload in
thecaseoftransport ortheworkingdepth inthecaseoftillage,andthe driving
speed. These characteristics are further usedto characterize field traffic.
Soil characteristics
Pertinent field soilcharacteristics have to be identified to allowthe prediction function to beunique.The uniqueness ofthe prediction function implies
that the soilqualities resulting from aspecific compactive treatment are identical,wheneverthefieldsoilcondition at compaction isdefined byaparticular
set ofvalues ofthe soil characteristics.
Inthecourseoftime,thesoilconditionofafieldsoilisacontinuous function
of natural and man-induced processes. Important "driving forces"for natural
processes, such as root growth and weather factors, as well as man-induced
processes feature an annual cycleby nature andbyrulesof field management,
respectively.Therefore, itishypothesizedthatthesoilconditionofaparticular
field is largely determined by the time of year. In moderate climates, an important soil factor that deviates from this annual trend is the soil moisture
statusatshallowdepths,whichfluctuates dailyandevenhourly.The soilmoisture status of a field soil can be easily and effectively quantified by the gravi-
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metric moisture content as a function of depth. The significance ofthe gravimetric moisture content in determining the effect of mechanical compaction
processes on the resultant soil qualities is twofold. Firstly, in the literature
thereisconsensusonthedominantroleofsoilmoisturecontentin determining
thecompactibilityofasoilwithgivenintrinsicproperties (Soaneetal.,1981a).
It is emphasized that, apart from practical reasons, the gravimetric moisture
content ispreferred tothesoilvolumetricmoisturecontent, sincethesoilcompactibility at stress levels that are likely to occur in the vicinity of wheels of
agricultural equipment is independent of the volume that was occupied by a
given amount of dry soil prior to compaction (Tijink, 1988). Secondly, soil
moisturecontentatcompaction affects thefailuremechanismthatenablessoil
particlesandsoilwatertoredistribute.Drysoilstructural elementscrack upon
loading, whereas wet elements exhibit plastic deformation. At moisture contentsinbetweentheseextremeconditions,soilstructural elementswillexhibit
both failure mechanisms. The type of failure mechanism that prevails can be
derived from compaction studies by Kooien (1978) and Akram and Kemper
(1979),by comparing the effects of compaction to equal drybulk densities at
varyingmoisturecontent.These studiesshowthat theeffects onpertinent soil
physical and mechanical properties of "wet" compacted soilmarkedly deviate
from the effects of "dry" compacted soil.
The characterization ofthe soilcondition ofafield soilbya single property,
i.e. the gravimetric moisture content as a function of depth, may not completely account for the effects of calamities, such as extreme weather conditions and the long-term effects of field operations that are carried out under
extremely wet or dry soil conditions. These calamities may disturb the cyclic
character ofthe field soilcondition tosuch anextent that the effect onthe soil
condition of a particular field operation is not uniquely defined by the gravimetric moisture content.
In conclusion, eqn. (1)can be rewritten as
Y=F(xux2,x3)

(2)

where:
Y =the effect on soilcondition in terms of soil qualities;
F =theprediction function accordingto the comparative method;
xx =the moisture content at compaction;
x2 =the type of field operation;
x3 =the type oftraffic system
The domain of prediction is limited to a single set of farm machinery, two
traffic systemsand twofield operations (i.e.seedbedpreparation andthe harvestofrootcrops).The rangeofprediction isconfined tothe maximum effects
on the soil condition.
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EXPERIMENTATION

The objective of experimentation was to collect data that would enable the
development of a typical prediction function and to verify the assumptions
that underlie the prediction method. The prediction function is based on a
large number ofobservations ofthe relationship between different sets ofvalues and entities of the soil and traffic characteristics, respectively, and the
immediate effect on the soil condition. In this study, the effect on the soil
condition is expressed by the following soil qualities: air content at pF2, air
permeability (Ki) at pF2,cone penetrability at pF2,saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) and oven-dry tensile strength.
Prediction ofthe immediateeffects oftraffic onthe soilcondition fits within
the framework established by research-project 319ofthe Institute ofAgriculturalEngineering (IMAG,Wageningen,TheNetherlands) entitled: "Perspective ofreducing soilcompaction byusinga lowgroundpressure (LGP) traffic
system;interrelationshipsbetweentyrepressure,stateofcompactnessandcrop
performance". In the context of this multi-disciplinary project, a long-term
fieldexperiment, designedto monitor the effects on soiland crop condition at
threelevelsofcontactpressure (includingahighgroundpressure (HGP) traffic
system,alowgroundpressure (LGP)traffic systemandazero-traffic system),
was started in autumn 1984 at the IMAG-experimental farm "Oostwaardhoeve", at Slootdorp, The Netherlands. The experimental field was divided
into four main plots of 2ha. Crop rotation (ware potatoes-winter wheat-sugarbeet-onions)wasrandomlyassignedtothemainplots.Themainplotswere
subdivided into four sub-plots, two of which were randomly assigned to the
LGPtraffic systemandtheremainingtwototheHGPtraffic system (thezerotraffic sub-plots are not discussed here). Experimental field management involved farm machinery and work methods (drivingspeedandworking depth)
typical of60-ha arable farms in The Netherlands.
On both the LGP plots and the HGP plots, the type of machinery used to
perform aparticular field operation aswellastheworkingmethodswere identical. Therefore, field traffic can be characterized by referring to the traffic
systems (LGP and HGP) and the type of field operation. The tyre pressures
TABLE 1
Inflation pressure levels (kPa) applied inthe experiment
HGP
Uncontrolled traffic before sowing/planting
Other operations
Trailer and implement tyres

80
160
240
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LGP
40
80
80

asafunction ofthe traffic system andthetypeoffield operationwere adjusted
accordingto Table 1 (Vermeulen et al., 1988).
The soil type of the arable layer ranged from sandy loam to clay loam; the
organic-matter content and the calcium carbonate content amounted to 1.52.0% (w/w) and 5-10% (w/w), respectively.
Experimental method
Inthree successiveyears,experiments havebeen carried outto quantify the
soil response to field traffic at seedbed preparation and the harvest of root
crops.The effect on soilcondition was determined at two depth intervals (27 cm and 7-12 cm) below the centre line of the wheel ruts. The experiments
comprised field sampling and laboratory tests.
Field sampling
Immediately after rut formation, the soil was sampled at two depths (2-7
cm and 7-12 cm) below the centre line of the rut using 50-mm high and 76mm diameter stainless steel soil sampling rings. The sample locations were
randomly distributedwithin asection of5mrut length.It isassumedthat this
sampling procedure presents mutually independent observations. The locations ofthe sampling sections on the trafficked plots were arbitrarily chosen,
on the condition of maximum payload when transport was involved, and a
maximum number of wheelings.
TABLE 2
Laboratory tests
Treatment

Method

Measurement

Equilibration at pF2

Moisture content and
porosity, immediately after
compaction
Moisture and air content
at pF2;
intrinsicair permeability
atpF2
Saturated water
conductivity
Cone penetrability

Oven drying

Tensile strength

Equilibration at pF2

Saturation
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(Perdok and
Hendrikse, 1982)
Constant head method
(Black, 1965)
Cone angle:30°;base
diameter: 1.2 mm;
penetration rate:25
mm m i n - 1
Brazilian test
(Kirkhametal., 1959)

Laboratory tests
Each core sample was subjected to a standard series of measurements. The
successivetreatments and measurements are listed in Table 2.The numerical
results ofmeasurementsperformed onsamplesbelongingtothe sameset were
averaged, except for the results of the measurements of saturated water conductivity and intrinsic airpermeability, which arepresented aslogmeans and
anti-log converted log means, respectively. The penetration resistance is expressed asthe cone index,beingthe quotient ofthe mean vertical force during
penetration andthe cone-base area ([MPa]).
RESULTS

The effect of traffic on the respective soil qualities (Y0bs) as a function of
the gravimetric moisture content at compaction, the type of field operation
and the type oftraffic system ispresented graphically by means of composite
diagrams.These diagrams are shown in Figs. 1and 2,and refer to field traffic
at seedbedpreparation for rootcropsandtofield traffic at the harvestof these
root crops, respectively. The composite diagrams include the effect of traffic
onthe total pore space.
Theprediction function (F) thatrelatesthepredictedvaluesofthe resulting
soilqualities (Ypr) tothe moisture content at compaction (JCJ) forthe distinct
field operations (JC2) andtraffic systems (JC3) isexpressedasaseriesofcurves.
The prediction curves are fitted byeye.
The graphical relationship between the gravimetric moisture content at
"quick"compaction and the resulting totalpore space hasbecomeknown asa
moisture-pressure-volume (M-P-V) diagram (Kooien, 1987). The M-P-V
curves plotted in Figs. 1and 2 show that at increasing moisture content, the
total pore space decreases, levels off until a more or less distinct minimum
value isreached and increases again.The moisture content at which the total
pore space starts to increase again, and which corresponds with a minimum
value ofthe M-P-V curve, separates the compaction process into "dry" compaction and "wet" compaction. By definition, "dry" compaction refers to a
compaction process which does not feature a limitation of the compactibility
byentrapped air and water. Consequently, "wet" compaction refers to a compactionprocesswhichfeatures alimitation ofthecompactibilityby entrapped
air and water. In the diagrams presented in Figs. 1and 2, vertical lines that
intersect the moisture content axis separate "dry" from "wet" compaction for
both the HGP and the LGP traffic system.
At"dry"compaction,the soilqualitiesarenegativelycorrelatedtothemoisture content at compaction, i.e.higher moisture contents result in less desirable soil qualities. At "wet" compaction, the saturated water conductivity, the
air permeability at pF2 and the air content at pF2 have very low values and
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Fig. 1.Composite diagram of the immediate effect of field traffic at seedbed preparation on soil
qualities asa function ofthe soilmoisture content at compaction.

are virtually independent of the moisture content at compaction, despite the
fact that the total pore space increases at increasing moisture content. The
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Fig.2.Composite diagram ofthe immediate effect of field traffic at the harvest of root crops on
soilqualities asafunction ofthe soil moisture content at compaction.

tensile strength appearstobeauseful indicator ofthe structural deterioration
at "wet" compaction. At increasing moisture content at compaction the increase ofthe oven-dry tensile strength may be attributed to increasing defor-
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mation at constant volume,which is in agreement with the findings of Dawidowski and Kooien (1986).
The comparison of the effects of the HGP and the LGP traffic system on
the resulting soil condition isbased on the relative positions ofthe respective
prediction curves.At seedbedpreparation, the HGP traffic system results in a
higherdegreeofcompactness andlessdesirablesoilqualitiesascompared with
the LGP traffic system. The gravimetric moisture content resulting in maximumcompaction isslightlylowerfortheHGPtraffic systemascomparedwith
the LGP traffic system.The degreeofcompactness resultingfrom field traffic
at the harvest of the root crops isthe same for the HGP and the LGP traffic
system. The effect of the type of traffic system on the soil qualities is clearly
representedbythe oven-drytensile strength.
DISCUSSION

Theeffectiveness ofaprediction methodprimarilydependsonthe following
criteria: doesthe prediction method provide useful information; doesthe prediction method meetthe desiredaccuracy;istheprediction methodpracticable.
Atpresent,nogenerallyacceptedstandards areavailablethat quantitatively
describe optimum or limiting soil conditions for crop production. It is beyond
doubt that the soil condition cannot be adequately characterized by a single
soilproperty.The inability ofporespace,bulk densityorequivalent properties
to unambiguously describe the soil condition can be derived from Figs. 1and
2,bycomparingthe soilqualities of"dry" and "wet" compacted soil.
The quantification of the traffic-induced effects on soil condition by the
concept of soilqualities is an attempt to widen the usefulness of information
obtained from prediction and to provide means to link relevant knowledge of
adjacent soil,crop and machine related disciplines.
The accuracy of the prediction function determines the deviation between
thepredictedvalues (Y pr ) andtheobservedvalues (Yobs)ofthe respective soil
qualities.The composite diagrams in Figs.1and 2showa considerable degree
ofdeviation between Yprand Yobs.Amajor factor causingthis deviation is the
variation in the soiltype between the sites that were sampled (Lerink, 1990).
Factors of minor importance are the preceding crop,weather factors, the soil
condition at the preceding field operation and sampling and measurement errors.Fromthe shapeoftheprediction curvesitisinferred that the gravimetric
moisture content at compaction is a dominant soil factor in determining the
effect ofa specific field operation on the resulting field soil condition.
The practicability ofthe prediction method presented here is greatly hampered by the large number of observations required to develop the prediction
function expressedbythe curvesin Figs.1and 2.Toovercomethisproblem, a
simplelaboratory methodhasbeendeveloped (DawidowskiandLerink, 1990)
todetermine the shape ofthecurvesexpressingtheeffect on soilqualities asa
function ofthemoisturecontent atcompactionandthecompactiveload.Thus,
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alimitednumber offield observations suffice tocoordinatethepositionsofthe
respective curves.
CONCLUSION

The comparative prediction method,basedon alimited domain, has proved
tobeauseful tooltopredicttheimmediateeffect offield traffic duringdistinct
field operations onthe soil condition.
The main assumption that underlies the prediction method is whether the
soilconditionofagivenfieldsoil,atthetimeaspecific fieldoperationiscarried
out, is adequately characterized by the gravimetric moisture content, soas to
allow the prediction function to be unique. The experimental data presented
herevalidate this assumption.
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TechnicalNote
The kneading distortion apparatus
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(TheNetherlands)
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ABSTRACT
Lerink, P., 1990.Thekneadingdistortionapparatus.Soil TillageRes., 17: 173-179.
Arelatively simple apparatus wasdeveloped to impose controlled, homogeneous kneading distortion (deformation atconstantvolume)onwetsoil.Bycontrastwiththetriaxialapparatus,thekneadingdistortion apparatus allowsvirtually unlimited distortion at soil-apparatus system defined stress
states. The kneading distortion apparatus isprimarily designed to study the effects of distortion on
soilphysical properties.

INTRODUCTION

In agriculture,the loading of soilunder wet soilconditionsby machinery
orcattlemay causelargesoildeformation. Assoilwaterhampers considerablevolumetric strain (compaction), deformation mainly features distortion
(deformation atconstant volume).Soildistortion isofpractical importance
because it requires energy and it modifies soilphysicalproperties which are
importantforsoiluse.Incontinuummechanics,distortionreferstothechange
oftheshapeofageometricalelementuponloading.
Inthelaboratory,distortional strainscanbeimposedonasoilspecimenby
thetriaxialapparatus (Kooien and Kuipers, 1983).Thedegreeof distortion
that can be obtained by the triaxial apparatus is limited. Furthermore, the
triaxial apparatus is expensive and the test is time consuming. In order to
enable virtually unlimited soil distortion, the kneading distortion apparatus
wasdeveloped.Thekneadingdistortion apparatuswasprimarilydesignedto
studytheeffects ofdistortion onsoilphysicalproperties.
THE KNEADING DISTORTION APPARATUS

Themainpartsofthekneadingdistortionapparatusarethesampleholder,
thepiston-annulusunit andtheadaptortoalterthekneadingmode (Fig. 1 ).
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force from ram
adaptor

piston shaft

jacket

sample ring

sample
holder
bottom plate

Fig. 1. Thekneadingdistortion apparatus.

Asoilsampleinasteelcylinder (height 50.0mm;inner diameter 98.6 mm)
istightlyfitted betweenthejacket andthebottomplatebyscrewingdownthe
nuts.Inordertopreventdrainage,thebottomplateisfurnished witharubber
seal.
Atthestartofthetest,thepiston-annulus unit isplacedontopofthesample.Aloading ram forces the piston at constant speed into the sample. The
ram speed should be high enough to prevent soil water transport over macroscopicdistances.Wetested at aram speed,duringthepiston down stroke,
of500mmmin~'.Duringthedownstrokeofthepiston,theforceexertedvia
the adaptor on the piston and the displacement ofthe piston are simultaneously recorded. The maximum displacement of the piston is approximately
15 mm.Asaresultofthepenetrationofthepiston,thesoilbetweenthepiston
circumference andtheinnercircumference ofthesampleringbulgesand lifts
theannulus.Thepiston shaft isgreasedinordertominimize friction.
The load is removed when the piston has travelled the pre-set travel distance {Ah). After removal ofthe adaptor, distortion iscontinued by forcing
theshaft oftheannulusdownward.Thedownstrokeoftheannulusforcesthe
soiltolift thepiston.Theloadontheannulusisremovedonceaflush sample
surface isretained,asisindicated bytheposition indicator ofthepiston (see
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Fig. 1 ).Theforce needed forthedownstrokeoftheannulusisnot measured
because it isirrelevant owingto the frictional forces that are likely to occur
between the annulus and the sample ringat thispart oftheloadingcycle.In
order to obtain the desired degree of distortion, the 'two stroke' kneading
distortioniscontinuedbyrepeatingtheprocedureasdescribedabove.
Thedistortedsoilsamplecanbeusedforfurther experimentationbytaking
acylindrical sub-sample ofthe soilbetween thepiston andthebottomplate.
Todo so,a cylindrical steel cylinder, witha sharpened rim and an innerdiameter that equalsthe diameter ofthe piston, is forced into the soil sample
until the bottom plate isreached. After the bottom plate hasbeen removed,
thecylindrical sub-sample canbeobtained byremovingthe soilbetween the
twosteelcylinders.
SAMPLE PREPARATION

Soildeformation atnegligiblevolumechangeoccurswhenthevolumepercentageofentrapped airisapproximately 5% (v/v) orless.Theremolded or
undisturbed soilsampleinthesteelcylindercanbebroughttothiscondition
byadjustingthemoisturecontentand/orbypre-compaction.Toprevent friction,thesampleringisgreasedpriorto filling.
ANALYSIS OF KNEADING DISTORTION

Thestrain field ofasoilsampleinacylindricalsoilbin, resultingfrom the
penetration of a piston with a diameter which is considerably smaller than
thediameter ofthesoilbin,wasstudiedbyChancellorandSchmidt (1962).
Itwasshown,thatthestrainfield onthesoilbodybetweenthepistonandthe
bottom ofthesoilbinmainly featured downward andlateral strain,whereas
the strain field ofthe surrounding soilbody mainly featured lateral and upwardstrain.Inordertodescribethesoilbehaviourinthekneadingdistortion
apparatus quantitatively, the following assumptions weremade: (1) during
thepiston down stroke,the cylindrical soilbody between thepiston and the
bottom plate,with an initial diameter which equalsthe diameter ofthepiston, and an initial height which equalsthe height ofthe soil sample prior to
distortion, exhibits downward and lateral strain only. Similarly, the surrounding,hollowcylindricalsoilbodyexhibitslateralandupwardstrainonly;
(2)bothsoilbodiesexhibithomogeneousstrain; (3)thedirectionofthe first
principalstrain (€])ofbothsoilbodiesisvertical; (4) thestrainfields around
theverticalaxisthroughthecenter ofthesoilsampleareradially symmetric;
(5)strainoccursatconstantvolume; (6)thesoilphysicalphenomenawhich
underliedistortion areindependent ofthedirectionsoftheprincipalstrains.
Thus, according to this assumption, distortion canbeadequately quantified
bythe scalar quantities, e,, e2and e3. (7) The soilphysical phenomena are
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Fig.2. Free body diagram of soil distortion during the piston down stroke, (a) refers to the
cylindricalsoilbodyunderthepiston,while (b) referstothehollowcylindricalsoilbodyunder
theannulus.

independent of whether strain is the result of axial shortening or axial
elongation.
Accordingtothesesimplifying assumptions,thechangeofshapeofthecylindricalandhollowcylindricalsoilbodiescanbeexpressedbythefree body
diagrams in Fig. 2a,b, respectively. Upon penetration ofthe piston, it isassumedthat the verticalcross-section ofthecylindrical soilbody,denoted as
ABCD,changestoA'B'C'D' (Fig.2a),whiletheverticalcross-sectionofthe
hollow cylindrical soilbody, denoted asEFGH, changes to E'F'G'H' (Fig.
2b).
Large strains are commonly quantified using the natural strain concept.
Thedegreeofstrainofthecylindricalsoilbodyresultingfrom apre-setpiston
displacementAhisuniquelydefined byëy,sinceë2=ë3(accordingtoassumption (4) and 61+ë2+f3=0 (according to assumption (5)). The degree of
distortion ofthe cylindrical soilbody, resulting from a pre-set piston down
strokeAhthusequals
6l(Ah) =
-ln(l-Ah/h0)
(1)
whereë,(Ah) isthenaturallargestprincipalstrain,resultingfrom thepre-set
pistondownstrokeAh, andh0istheinitialheightofthecylindrical soilbody.
(Axial shortening isdefined aspositive strain.) The degree of distortion of
thehollowcylindricalsoilbodyundertheannulusisnotconsideredasitisof
littleimportancehere.
After thepistonhastravelledthepre-setdistanceAh,theloadonthepiston
viatheadaptor isremoved and distortion iscontinued byloadingthe annulus. The annulus down stroke is stopped once a flush sample surface is retained, asisindicated bythe position indicator (Fig. 1).Atthis part ofthe
test,itisassumedthatA'B'C'D' changestoABCD,whileE'F'G'H' changes
to EFGH (i.e. the initial shape is retained). Since vertical shortening and
radialexpansionofthecylindricalsoilbodyisreplacedbyverticalelongation
andradialshrinking,respectively,distortionresultingfrom oneloadingcycle
(apiston down stroke followed byan annulus down stroke) isreferred toas
kneadingdistortion.
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The degree of distortion of A'B'CD' resulting from the annulus down
stroke until a flush sample surface is retained equals —lx(Ah). Assumption
(7) and the description of distortion by the natural strain concept allows
summation of the absolute values of strain resulting from the piston down
stroke and the annulus down stroke. The total distortion of the cylindrical
soilbodyunderthepistonresultingfrom nloadingcyclesisthus
êl(n,Ah) =

-2nïn(l-Ah/h0)

(2)

wherelx(n,Ah) isthenaturallargestprincipalstrain,resultingfrom nloading
cycles,withapre-settraveldistanceAh ofthepiston.
The true strain path ofthe cylindrical soilbody under the piston deviates
from theassumedstrainpath,inthattheinitialcylindricalshapechangesinto
a barrel shape during the piston down stroke, as was visualized by Dawidowski et al. (1990) and which isin agreement with the earlier findings of
Söhne (1953). This indicates that distortion of the soil body is not completelyhomogeneous.Inordertolimittheheterogeneity,themaximumtravel
distanceofthepiston {Ah)shouldnotexceedapproximately aquarter ofthe
initialheightofthesoilsample.
ANALYSIS OF STRESS

Thestressanalysisiscomparabletothestrainanalysis.Inordertodescribe
the state of stress actingon the soilbodies duringa piston down stroke,the
following simplifying assumptions were made: (1 ) the soil bodies are isotropic; (2) the stress distribution in the soil bodies is uniform; (3) shear
stressesat theboundaries ofthe soilbodies areabsent; (4) the directionsof
er,,o2and <73 correspond withthedirectionsofe,,t2and e3,respectively; (5)
thesoilbodiesbehaveinaperfectly plasticmanner (non-workhardeningand
non-work softening), andthesoilhasnointernal friction.
Accordingtotheassumptions,thestateofstressofthecylindricalandhollowcylindricalsoilbodiesduringthepiston down strokeisexpressed bythe
freebodydiagramsinFig.3a,b,respectively.Theassumedinstantaneousma<f3'

53°11„
D

C
a

H

G
b

Fig. 3.Free body diagram of the stress system during the piston down stroke, (a) refers to the
soil body under the piston, while (b) refers to the soilbody under the annulus.
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jor principal stress ax (Fig. 3a) equals F/A, whereFisthe force exerted by
thepistononthecylindricalsoilbodyandAisthehorizontal, cross-sectional
areaofthesoilbody.Asopposedtothetriaxialtest,CT3inthekneadingdistortion test can not becontrolled. For perfectly plastic,non-frictional soils,the
Coulomb-MohrCriterion states
<T 1 -<T 3 =2C

(3)

whereciscohesion.
Similarly (Fig.3b):
oy-Oy=2c

(4)

The confining pressure onthe hollow cylindrical soilbody (oy ) stems from
theweightoftheannulusandequalsapproximately 3.4kPa.Sinceav equals
o3,itfollows from eqns. (3) and (4) that
ff3 = (ff 1 +a 3 .)/2

(5)

Despitetherigorous idealization, limited experimental evidenceisavailable
(Dawidowskietal., 1990)tosupportthestressanalysispresentedhere.
Similarconsiderationscanbeappliedtoevaluatethestressstateofthesoil
sampleduringtheannulusdown stroke.Itcanbeexpectedhowever,that the
simplifying assumptions proposed sofar arelessjustified owingto soil-sampleringfriction andadhesion atthispartofthetest.
CLOSING REMARKS

Current laboratory research methods on the effect of loading on the soil
conditionsprimarily concern soilcompaction, i.e. volumetric strain and the
associatedeffects onsoilphysicalproperties.Knowledgeontheeffects oflarge
distortional strains, which are likely to occur in wet soil conditions, on soil
physicalpropertiesisstillfragmentary. Thekneadingdistortionapparatusmay
beauseful tooltowidenthisfield ofknowledge.Thekneadingdistortiontest
isacheap and quicktest and enables virtually unlimited distortional strain.
Theeffectiveness ofthekneadingdistortiontesttosimulatetheeffect onthe
soilcondition intermsofsoilphysicalproperties,asafunction ofthedegree
ofdistortionandthetypeofstresssystemthatinduceddistortion,wasexperimentallyverified byDawidowskietal. (1990).
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ABSTRACT
Kooien,A.J.,Lerink,P.,Kurstjens, D.A.G.,vandenAkker,J.J.H.andArts,W.B.M., 1992.Prediction
ofaspectsofsoil-wheel systems.Soil TillageRes.,24:381-396.
Asimpleformula isgiven which predicts maximum stress-depth relationships under wheels from
vertical wheel load and the tyre inflation pressure. Predictions werecompared with stress measurementsatadepthof30cmunderawiderangeofvehicles,forzerorutdepth,non-significant horizontal
wheelforce, andsoiltoplayersoverlayingmore rigidsubsoil.Averywidediagonal rubbertyreand a
very wide radial polyurethane tyre were compared with respect to their contact stress distributions.
Stressmeasurementsata depth of 15cmshowedthat theformer tyreproduced higherpeakstresses.
Ifvaluesofsoilcohesionand angleofinternalfriction areavailable,themodel SOCOMOcan predict
sizeand location ofplastic regionsin soil under tyres.Ifonlyspecific typesoffieldtraffic andgiven
piecesoflandareconsidered,itispossibletomeasure useful relationshipsbetween soilwater content
attraffic eventandtraffic-induced changeofany soilphysical property.

INTRODUCTION

Recently,intheNetherlands,aresearch project wascarried outtoinvestigate the benefits of a low ground pressure farming system (Vermeulen and
Klooster, 1992).Thecoreoftheproject wasa4year field experiment onan
'average'Dutchsoil (10ha),withamachineryfleetrepresentativeofa60ha
arable farm in the Netherlands with 55and 82 kWtractors. In order to aid
transfer ofthefindingstootherconditions,theproject alsoincludedresearch
toestablishprediction methods.
Asoil-wheelsystemhasmanyaspectsworthyofprediction.Predictionmay
concern vehicle aspects,topsoil or subsoil aspects.Ascomplexity and types
of questions vary among these categories, approaches to find answers also
vary.
Correspondenceto:A.J.Kooien,Tillage Laboratory oftheWageningenAgricultural University,
Diedenweg 20, 6703GW Wageningen, Netherlands.
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The impact ofa vehiclepass isgreatest nearthe ruts. In principle,thevehicle-induced changesinthephysicalconditionsofasoilneararutwouldbe
foundbysolvingasetofequationsthataccountforequilibriumofforces,the
boundary conditions and the stress-strain relationships, and by translating
thecalculated stressand strain fields into changesin soilphysical condition.
Weconsidered that this exact method isnot feasible for zones near rutsbecause the soil here is very often severely deformed. Instead, a prediction
method was developed (Lerink, 1990), based on observations of relationshipsbetween relevant soiland wheelcharacteristics (the independent variables) and process aspects (the dependent variables). The dependent variablesreflect the physical conditions of the soil that prevail in rut centres at
shallowdepthsimmediatelyafter afieldtraffic event.Thesevariablesinclude
measuresofwaterholdingcapacity,ofexchangepossibilitiesforgases,ofconductivity, and of soil strength. The independent variables included type of
fieldtraffic and soil water content at a considered depth at time of traffic.
Some of the results are presented in Vermeulen and Klooster (1992). This
prediction method may beclassified asa comparative method (Kooien and
Kuipers, 1983),and isbased on a strongly reduced domain.The domain of
the soiland wheelcharacteristics isconfined to onepieceofland,twolevels
oftyreinflation pressureandafewtypesoffield operationsthat maybevery
compactive (seedbedoperations,harvestingrootcrops,ploughing).Thework
ofLerink (1990)providesastrategythat canbefollowed whenthephysical
condition ofsoilseverelydeformed infieldoperations istobepredicted,especiallywhenprediction hastoaccount forfieldsoilwatercontent attimeof
field operation.
Where greater zones under wheels are considered, the question arises
whether wheel-induced strains are elastic or permanent (plastic). Because
permanentdeformations maymeanpermanentworseningofthesoilphysical
condition, it is important to know the locations of elastic and plastic zones
undertyres.Elasticstrainsandstrainsinatransitional stagearerathersmall.
Thismayexplainwhymanyresearchworkershaveusedelastictheorytocalculate stressfieldsundertyres.IntheNetherlands,expertisewasbuilt upby
Van den Akker (1988), who developed the soil compaction model SOCOMO. At the start of the research project, it was decided to apply SOCOMO. Asboth ax and cr3fieldshave been calculated, the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion could beused. This criterion needs values for soil cohesion
(c) and angle of internal friction (0). Values of cand <f> were measured by
triaxialtestsandusedtofindshape,sizeandlocationofplasticregionsinsoil
under tyres (Van den Akker and Lerink, 1990). Relations between plastic
regionsize,wheelcharacteristicsandsoilcohesionareshowninFig. 1. Cohesion of unsaturated agricultural soil islargely determined by soil water tension and soil water content. Van den Akker and Lerink (1990) concluded
that reducingtyreinflation pressuresmaybeagoodsoilstructure improving
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strategyatnormalsoilconditions infieldtraffic. Atverywetsoilconditions,
itisdifficult, evenwiththisstrategy,topreventtraffic-induced damagetothe
subsoil.Ofcourse,the solutionsinFig. 1 areonlyestimates:perfectly elastic
behaviour ofsoilisveryrare,andthepresenceofplasticregionschangesthe
stress and strain fields found by assuming complete elastic behaviour. The
finite element method (FEM) whichisverypromising (Kirby, 1989) isless
sensitivetonon-elastic phenomena.
The above methods need information on soil:the selection of a piece of
land inthefirstmethod and cand<t>valuesinthesecond. Methodsthat only
provide stress fields, irrespective of soil properties, are also useful, because
the stresslevelthat atyreproducesinthesoilisgenerally considered tobea
measureofthehazardtosoilstructure in field traffic. Thefollowing sections
presentsoilstressesunderneathtyrecentreswhichhavebeencalculated from
verticalwheelload andtyreinflation pressure,and stresseswhich havebeen
measured.
MEASUREDANDPREDICTEDSTRESSESUNDERTYRES

General
Thestressonasurface element ofthecontact surface betweena deflecting
tyreand arigid soilwillhavea vertical normal component and ahorizontal
shear component. The normal component is related to vertical wheel load
through tyre inflation pressure and carcass stiffness. The shear component
arisesfrom theeverexistingrelativemovementsbetweenthe rollinganddeflecting tyreand the rigid soiland from wheelslip.These stress components
causeastateofstressateachpointinthesoilneartheinterface.Theassumption of rigidity of the soil means that such stress states nowhere equal soil
resistance to plastic deformation. In many cases,soil strength cannot resist
thesestressstatesandsoilispermanently deformed.
Burt et al. (1987) installed stresstransducers in tyresto measure normal
and shear stressesinthe soil-tyre contact surface oftractor tyres.Aimingat
information on many tyres, we followed an alternative approach and measured soilstressesatacertain distancebelowthe soil-tyreinterface. Schoenmakers and Kooien (1987) demonstrated in a laboratory experiment that
thiscanbeachieved in an accuratewayatthe interface of soillayersofcontrastingstiffness ifflat-boxtypetransducersareplacedintheharderlayerand
have their sensitive surfaces flush with the boundary between the hard and
soft layers.Their test programme included soil-wheel systems in which rut
depths were virtually zero, intermediate, or very large. Van den Akker and
Carsjens (1989)appliedthisapproachinfieldconditionsandconcludedthat
stressesmeasured inthiswayare sufficiently accurate.Wemade stressmeasurementswith transducers placed in a rigid horizontal plate,which wasinstalledatdepths of 15or 30cminfieldsoilsthat werealwaysstrongenough
209

topreventtyrerutformation. Itwasassumedthatthemeasurementsmadeat
a depth of 30cm mainly reflected effects of wheel load and tyre inflation
pressure,andthat measurements atadepth of 15cmprovided information
oncontact stress distribution, especiallywith largetyre sizesandhighwheel
loads.
Thetheorytopredict stresslevelbelowtyresmaybesimplewhen vertical
wheelload andtyreinflation pressure aretheonly variables consideredand
prediction isconfined tosoil-wheel systemswith significant tyre deflection
andzeroornear-zerorutdepths.Weusedtheelasticsolutionforauniformly
loadedcirculararea (stressq)ona medium,modified byFrohlich'sconcentrationfactorv(KooienandKuipers, 1983,p.36),andtriedtohaveacorrect
stresslevelnearthe surface byrelatingthe stressqtotyreinflation pressure,
tyre carcass stiffness, andtyre-soil interface shear stresses viaasimple rule
ofthumb. Predicted stresseswerecompared with thestresses measured ata
depthof30cm.
The normal stress distributions that were measured at a depth of 15 cm
were intended to provide insight into the normal stress distribution inthe
contact surface oflargetyres.We related thenormal stresses measured ata
depthof 15cmtotyrecontact normal stressesviathesummation procedure
followed bySöhne (1953).
Theory
Applying soil-rubber friction theory andMohr-Coulomb soil failure theory, Kooien andKuipers (1983, pp.88-90) deduced for an 'average' soiltyre systemthat themajor principal stressesinthesoilnearthecontact surfacearenotperpendicular tothecontact surface andequal 1.4timesthenormalstressesatthecontact surface. BaileyandBurt (1988) measured an average ratio of 1.46inatest programme including different slip percentages
andmultipletyrepasses.Therefore,westatedthatthemajor principalstresses
at the contact surface can be approximated by 1.4-1.5 times the normal
stresses.Toaccountforcarcassstiffness, weassumedthatmeannormalstress
in thecontact surface ofadeflected tyre equals 1.2-1.3 times tyre inflation
pressure.Combiningbothapproximationsgivesthefollowing ruleofthumb:
mean major principal stress at thecontact surface canbeapproximated as
twicethetyre inflation pressure.Astheapproximations arerough,this rule
of thumb also gives rough estimates: it canonly provide thelevel of stress
nearthecontact surface.
Thecontact surface isusuallyarchedandwithout clearboundaries.Weassumed that the contact surface is: (i) plane, horizontal and circular; (ii)
loaded by a stress distribution consisting of uniformly distributed normal
stresses qequal tothelevel ofthe major principal stresses near thecontact
surface; (iii)ofsuchasizethattheproductofitssizeandthenormal stressq
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equals the vertical load that is exerted by the tyre on the soil. If the above
assumptionsareintroduced intheelasticsolutionfor auniformly loadedcirculararea (stressq) onamediumwithconcentration factor v, then
<T z =tf.(l-cos"{arctan[(l/z)-(i7^) 1 / 2 ]})

(1)

whereazisthemajor principal stressaxunderwheelcentreatdepthzandP
is vertical wheel load. This formula correctly estimates: (i) the stress level
under the tyre at shallow depths (for zero depth, az=q; the stress level by
definition); (ii) thestresslevelinsoilatgreatdepthsbecausethedeepersoil
experiencesthewheelasaverticalpointload (P) equaltoqmultipliedbythe
contactsurfacearea (itisknownthatinfluenceofwheelpull,ortowingforce,
vanishesrelativelyrapidlywithdepth).Therefore itmaybeexpectedthatthe
formula alsogivesacceptableestimatesforintermediatedepths.
Using the rule ofthumb that qequals twicethe tyre inflation pressure p{,
andgivingvavalueoffour,wecalculatedaz-z relationshipsbyapplyingeqn.
(1 )toawide rangeofwheelloadsand tyre inflation pressures.The calculationresultsarepresentedinFig.2.Thecurvesaccount fortyresizeimplicitly
because one of the assumptions wasthat contact size multiplied by normal
contact stressequalsverticalwheelload.
Stressdistribution inthetyre-soilcontactsurface ismanifested inthestress
distribution on any imaginary horizontal plane under the tyre if, relatively,
planedepthisshallowandtyresizeisgreat.Wecalculatedstressdistributions
onsuch aplane for anumber ofassumed contact surface stress distributions
with Söhne's summation procedure. Comparison of these calculated distriMaximum stress under tyre centre, CT^ (bar
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butions with a measured distribution on such an imaginary plane willshow
whichassumed soil-tyrecontact stressdistribution isclosesttoreality.
Experiments
Fivestresstransducerswereinstalledintheupperpart ofarigidplatewith
their sensitive areas flush with the upper plate surface (see Fig. 3). Each
transducer (ModelSA-E,Sensotec,Columbus,OH) hada5cmdiametersensitive area with a capacity of0-3.5 bar. The signalsofthe strain gauge-type
transducerswereledtoacomputer (measuringfrequency: 100or330Hz) or
toaU-Vrecorder.Therigidplatewithtransducerswasplacedhorizontallyat
a certain depth in field soil.Soilnear and abovetheplate wascompacted in
order to avoid rut formation by passes oftest vehicles.The measuring programmeincludedtwoplatedepths:oneatwhichdepthofsensitiveareaswas
about 30cm,and oneat whichthis wasabout 15cm.Vehicletest runswere
performed insuchawaythatonewheelingwasapproximatelyabovetheplate
centre,and perpendicular to the rowoftransducers.Weused different plate
sizesand spacingsbetween transducers, dependingon tyre sizeand measur-
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ingdepth. Figure 3showsthe plate dimensions and transducer positions for
the measurements at a depth of 15cm. During a vehicle pass,the stresson
each transducer was continuously measured as a function of time. These
stress-timerelationshipscouldbetransformed intostressdistributionsunder
tyresonthehorizontalplaneatthemeasuringdepth,usingthevehiclespeeds
whichwerealsomeasured. Evaluation ofthe measurements at adepth of30
cmwaslimitedtothepeak verticalnormal stress;evaluation ofthemeasurementsatadepth of 15 cmconsideredthecomplete distribution.
Four test series with commercial types of field traffic were run, each at a
different location (Grubbenvorst (A), Slootdorp (B), Lelystad (C), Heelsum (D)).SoilsweresandyatA,B,andD,andclayeyatC.Measuringdepth
wasabout 30cm. The measuring plate wasburied at the boundary between
the top layer that is ploughed each year and the ploughpan in the subsoil.
Although the refilled soilwascompacted to avoid significant rut formation,
the subsoil and the plate were more rigid than the refill, making the stress
measurementsreliable.Table 1 presentstestnumber,location,typeof traffic,
vehicle weight (summed weight in the case of vehicle combination), wheel
number (front wheelis 1, etc.),tyresize,wheelload,inflation pressure,peak
stressdetermined from thestressdistribution measuredatadepthofapproximately 30cm. Numbers 1,2,4, 5,6, 13, 14, 15, 16and 17were testswith
trailed slurry tankers pulled by tractors. Numbers 8, 9, 10and 11 involved
trailed agricultural dumpers. The trailers had one, two, or three axles. The
test runs 13-17 did not include measurements from beneath tractor tyres.
Testnumbers3 and 7 wererunwithself-propelled tankers.Testnumbers4, 5
and 6 involved a tractor-slurry tanker combination equipped with CTIS
(centraltyreinflation system).Also,thetankofthiscombinationwas shifted
90cm forward in order totransfer weight to the tractor ('field mode'). The
tableincludes,forcomparison,measurementsatadepthof30cmfrom atest
run (12) with aCaterpillar Challenger 65with aMobil Track System (Caterpillar, Peoria,IL).
Onetest serieswasrun with large and widetyres,usingthe IMAGsinglewheeltester (Institute ofAgriculturalEngineers,Wageningen,Netherlands).
Thisseries,inwhich stressmeasurements weretaken from the 15cm depth,
included runs with a Good Year 66x43-25 Terra Tire Super terra grip (diagonal nylon carcass,6plyrating) and aLIMLGP 66x43-25 polyurethane
tyre (radial carcass). Because lugeffects were significant for this measuring
depth, lugeffects in the measuring results were eliminated by an averaging
procedureappliedtorepeatedwheelpasseswithdifferent lugpositions.Inall
testseries,travellingspeedwasabout 5 km h~ l .
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

30cmdepth measurements
The peak vertical normal stress,derived from a measured stress distribution, willbe nearly equalto the maximum of axatthe measuring depth,because no significant horizontal forces acted on the wheels in these tests (a
horizontal wheel force occurs where a driven wheel has to pull or where a
towedwheelhasanon-zerorollingresistance).Table 1 presentsverticalnormalpeak stressesmeasured under tyresat a depth ofapproximately 30cm.
The table also presents predicted stresses for corresponding depths. These
stresseswerecalculated from vertical wheel load and tyre inflation pressure
using eqn. (1), with q=2p{, and v=4. The calculated stresses are plotted
against measured stresses in Fig. 4. Deviations tended to be relatively large
with very stiff or very flexible tyre carcasses and 'over-inflated' tyres. The
degreeofconfirmation betweenthe measured and predicted stressesmaybe
considered asveryreasonable.Thismayhaveoccurredbecausetheeffects of
some disturbing factors counteracted each other: one would expect that the
measured stresswouldbegreaterthanthepredicted stressowingtothepresenceofarelativelyrigidsubsoil.
Thechoiceofaconcentration factor v=Aisratherarbitrary.Weexamined
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Fig.4.Measured and calculated peak stressesfor the 30cmdepth under tyresof commercial
agriculturalvehicles.
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ASSUMED CONTACT PRESSURE GOOD YEAR
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Fig.5.Estimated contact stressdistributionsofaGood Year66x43-25Terra Tire at awheel
loadof4000kgandinflationpressuresof0.5,0.7,0.9and 1.1bar (seetext).
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wheelloadof4000kgandinflation pressuresof0.7,0.9and 1.1bar (seetext).
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CONTACT PATCH CONTOUR GOOD YEAR 6 6 x 4 3 - 2 5
Left: measured
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Fig.7.Contact surfaces:measured onconcrete (left); assumed intheestimationspresented in
Figs.5 and6(right).
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thischoicebycalculatingthe mean (absolute) difference between predicted
andmeasuredstressvaluesasapercentageofthecalculated stressvalues,for
a range of v values. The resulting v vs. mean difference relationship had a
minimum (13.5%) at i>=3.9.Themeandifference atv=Awas 13.8%.
Wealsomadecalculationsfor q/p{ ratiosotherthan two.Itbecame apparent that thecalculated resultsfor the 30cmdepth werenot very sensitiveto
thisratio.
15 cmdepth measurements
The ratio of measuring depth to contact surface size is small in this test
series, so that the measured distribution of vertical normal stresses reflects
the distribution of the vertical normal stresses at the contact surface rather
thanthedistribution ofaxatthecontact surface.Themeasurementsmadeat
the 15cmdepth aremore influenced bythe presence ofthemeasuring plate
than the 30cm depth measurements becausethe platewasnot placed at the
interface ofsoillayersofcontrastingstiffness. Themeasurementsshowedsignificant lugeffects. Wesmoothed the measured 15cmdepth distributions to
eliminatetheselug effects.
Because ofthe above disturbances,the following resultsaremore qualitative than quantitative. Using Söhne's summation procedure, wederived by
trial and error, hypothetical tyre-soil contact stress distributions that were
compatible with the measured 15 cm depth distributions. Figures 5and 6
present these hypothetical tyre-soil contact stress distributions. The shapes
oftheassumed contact surfaces inthesecalculation procedureswerederived
from contact area measurements from tyres on a concrete surface (Fig. 7).
Thesizesoftheassumed contact surfaces hadtobeselectedsmallerthan the
measuredcontactsurfacesinordertoobtaincompatibility.Thisindicatesthe
existence of near-zero contact stresses at a front part and a rear part of the
contact surface. It may be concluded from Figs. 5and 6 that the diagonal
rubber tyre produces higher peak contact stresses than the radial Polyurethanetyre.
CONCLUSION

Equation (1 )predictsthemaximumstress-depthrelationshipunderwheels
from the input parameters vertical wheel load and tyre inflation pressure.
Prediction wassatisfactory for g/p{=2,v=4,zerorut depth, non-significant
horizontalwheelforce,and soiltoplayersoverlayingmorerigidsubsoil.Verticalwheelloadandtyreinflation pressurearenottheonlyvariablesofsoilwheel systems.These systems also depend on factors such astyre deformation-contact stressrelations,tyredimensions,pull,rollingresistanceandsoil
stress-strain-strength behaviour asafunction ofdepth.
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Theinterestingquestionofwhatisthemostimportantparameterafter vertical wheelload and tyre inflation pressure?,is still not answered. Figures5
and6showthatcontact stressdistributionscandiffer muchfordifferent tyre
constructions.
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